sontable.

Outside the buildings, the grounds
being made \ ery attractive by roadways
and walks, bordered by grass
plats, shrubs,
flowers, «!fce.
Maine, I am glad to say, is making a good
are

Asparagus—-Rlmhnilb -Strawberries.
\V<■ notice at this season of the year,
that some agiieuhurul journals aro accustomed to {five advice to farmers in such
stereotyped phrase as this: Spring lias

show. It is no small tiling to be able to assert
that oi all the states of the
ours stands

the scale of contributions. Commissioners X\o and JIaskoll have been on the
ground for a month, in active discharge of their

imei

now mend fences, haul out manure,
grain, plant potatoes.corn and beans,

-ov

duties.

Now it seems to us that it is
etc., etc.
1 '.tally neoessary to tended .. those

things which they

never

forget;

to

BELFAST, MAINE; THURSDAY,

advise

them to lio pia-e'-i 1 v yy hat it i- their main
business in lite to do Farmers as a thing j which have been revolving for probably
■ f
course attend t
mic!i si.alters almost as 1 half a century.
In this way wo socuro
in-1 incli\ eN as they ictiie at niglit and meal in its highest perfection, :i;i< 1 this is
what ought to bo accessible *<> all lamilies
rise in the mornirg, or eat thejr regular
i...• i:- : and it" stronger
In trials al tint farm to to. > tin: eomparnecessity existlor reminding them ot these duties, than ! .ativo value oi meal IV" n homo-grown
i the others,
lit this particular lield of corn ami that from commercial snuroos.
i!'■ r th
vinee of the journalist should when fed to cows ami otimr animals, wo
!■
atln r to collect habits of neglect, im- have learned that the nutritive value of
p"i tant omis-ions f duty; and to suggest the former is m arly double that of the latteh new methods ns promise successful ter, and this practical result confirms an-

results.
:a

■

Fiitertaiuing such views, we have felt
teasing di.-.-ati-taeti m. yvitli the return
each suee -ssive spring, at the neglect

I
f f ii'.niers to avail themselves of the land de opportunity tor beginning the eulvatu a of tint esculents \\v have named

alio'.

If limy

■

i

:

.<e.

at

were

comparatively

introduction,

rare,
there would be

v
for unacquainiance with
ie.it common as they are in the gar-ns of the workmen and the capitalist in
t■ v:i and ■•:!;,. no reason can be given
id not be just as common
-till further we
n farms i
the country

alytical results.

The difference between
the specimens from the iwo sources i.~
most surprising
banners who are so
foolish as to go into the market to purchase corn and meat for their animals
should understand the great difference in
nutritive value between what they can
raise and what they purchase.
[I’ostou
Journal of Chemistry.

some

Gating and Dvspkpsia. It is an old
German adage that •more people dig their
own graves with their teeth than with
spades.’ and verily it, would seem so if we
would look at the immense number of dysare
ready to say, that we think the farmer 1 peptics, rheumatic and gouty individuals,
illiels a wrong upon his family, who de- creeping tuning'll life in pain and wrctchnes
them of these valuable plants.
j edness. Vet it is next to impossible to
nether ft-gat i. d as necessaries, or cotu- j induce even thinking people to control
rts or luxuries
If the proposition was 1 their appetites, and to eat >m ii things and
fa u
ug.ht to dev->t<; a part j at such limes as nature .-'hows them is
..•in.

..

firm to these specialilies in order
might raise a crop for market, it
might receive a general negative, altlnr
.iluiitting many exceptions—1 ul when we
ingest tie simple reservation of a garden
irner t
their exclusive use, perhaps io
tiger than one's own living-room, we
;ot prepared for ■> solitary deniai.
\\ ifhout elite! lag upon a loniwl line <-t
.rgmnent to sustain our position, it inuugh to say Shat tin -e plants should lie
eiuuUed to a place in evi rv garden upon
-milaw consideration alone, roming so
hi ! ail"'' tin.i-1w Hast'
away and ia
-lieh see I'S -a ni supply ing life to tin- blood,
up "Vwished In the long abstinence el
■.;
Si nj.ly as an economical transae•I', t lieli' oi:diva! i"ii i- to he commended,
large amount t.f good living is furat a time when
: !■ r the household
■
m o
els are eon11infill!velr bare, thus
n the gap until the appearance
igin
And then, n
■!
almost tie,at
happens licit a surplus renin- m
.-Mule a e 'Iiieiihnit medium
i exemu ip'I'm tie.se desirable eoniniodi
lies for which nimu-y i- not always on
h ind
It
however, ignoring all selfish
It rations, and unmindful ol health,
I

,,

at

h

■

■

nomy or

profit,

we

ineiely supply

neeessarv

ami

Jh\ 11 all declares

right

that il is wrong to eat without an appetite, for it .shows there is no
gastric juice in the stomach, and that nature does not need lood, and, not needing
it, there living no fluid to receive and act
upon it, it remains there only to putrifv,
tilt- ve;y thought of which should lie su!iicient to deter any man from eating withut an appetite the remainder of his life,
if a tonic is taken to wle t the appetite it
is a mistaken course, for its only result is

unhesitatingly

t

cause one

to eat

more

wuen

already

an

has been eaten k. yoml what the
t he obg:e-tr:e juice is able to prepare,
amount

ject to no obtained is a large supply ol
gastric juice ; whatf-ver f ills to accomplish
that, essential object fails to have any ellicacv toward the cure of d v -peptic diseases,
tin- formation h gastric juice is directly
)•)"portioned to the wear and tear ot the
-tern, which it is to he the means of sup-

plying, and this wear and tear can only
The
rake pia.ee a- the resin! ol exercise.

rlieieut l'eim-tlv he thi-iM-pt-cs is work—
hcilelieial and auccesstul
eUi-door W"!’k
iii direct proportion ns ii is agreeable, intcre-tii,
and pp’illable,
f llnr.ti Xew
—

■

Vorlter.

our

-edv neighbors and our invalid friends.
The ''Scai'Ict i^etter*’ in Eugl.iixd.
shall ever be sure nl profitable returns.
W* hi* A i.’.■*! if.-tii dramatists—seeking almost
A- to the cultivation ol asparagus, rhubuck in demb and strawberries :.o special direc- iu vain f..r American subjects—lull
isue11 exaggerated and unnatural
found even in sp.dr
'iohs are needed—those
•! ci.araeLer as “<ol. >ciler.*M and “Bardt\;-<
Me, 1J ci l; 1 i" h authors are beginning to
j. roft—iorml treatises are not remarkably w-m'I
i.

e

-•

"tiler

branches,

hiontub-n-

iii

.earns mo-t

readily and miderslaiiditigly

inauv

one

little experience "1 his own
latch
mie
may he raised li'oni the seed—and
thus new and valualde varieties are ub'l ined—or
propagated iVmn plants of cutngs. which may be procured lmm nurseiiuen aiid sei-il-men at reasonable
rates.
1 lie latter method is the most expeditious
wax "t seem ing returns, and on the whole
tile most sati-lactory : although we would
tecommendan experimental bed for the
trial ! seedling-. The order and arrangement of the plants may be determined by
convenience or the size and shape ol' the
garde! ; wo suggest a single row of asparagus next to the fence ; and then to begin at one end of the row with the rliuirii. and at the other with the strawber;es, allowing the place <ri meeting to be
governed by the due proportion assigned
Ali these plants re,pure good
each
lid be pi ups red beIdle ground s
i ue tie", are transplanted, by being henvliiaiiuii d and deeply trenched.
The
a-paragus plants should be placed from a
•t to a foot a id a iia.l apart i
the rows
or so that the roots may have ample
"ill--and the crowns IV. ill lour t" six
nv a

■

idles below the surface Having no faith
colossal vamclic- a!t*■.' lepeated trials.
c recommend tin- common kind, and the
-awng of seed t'mui the most vigorous
l- Salt iliav In- fr-'idy used as a dressKiiub irb cuttings should be set out
■tig,
'■■i.iii three to lour feet apart in holes containing about a bushel of good manure,
i he Victoria and Linmuvs have been for
a long time the standards; it
will lie sate
however to order any of the modern varieties from a reputable dealer. Straxverries, whether in hills or drills, should
1
e at least a foot
apart; if drills are used
ifiev should be txvo feet apart.
Set them
kltie deeper than in the nursery, not
xvever covering the crowns, and provide
|
ior drainage,
dive them good soil and
onerous cultivation.
is
Wilson’s Albany
ie leading berry. « specially for
transportlion. Charles ]>o wiring's dueunda and
l riornphe de Hand are established favorites.
Mot,arch of the W st and Hoi. Che: cy are
worthy of trial.
a

Nutritive

'1 tie

Value

of Corn.

prejudice existing against

the

use

l' maize as an article of human food,
among certain classes of people. is suri-ising, ami litis prejudice is based on igOur (a.in is seldom found in
norance.
I ish or English I,itchens, although millions of bushels arc exported to
England
l ire people there are strangevery y>-ar.
ers to tlio-n New
England luxuries, corn

bread and puddings, and we suppose it
will be a long time bef re they will know
anything of them.
Indian corn is one : the most importart and healthful articles of human food
cat a bcuulicent Trnvidence has bestowed
upon man ; and to its high nutritive value
is due in a
large degree the strength and
vigor of the race of men who laid the
inundations of this great republic. It was
much more largely used fifty or one hundred years ago than now, as fine wheat
dour, for some not well-founded reason,
ims usurped its place in bread-making In
the several forms, however, of hulled
corn, popped corn, hominy sump, corn
sta.eli. mai/.ena, etc., vast quantities are
consumed by all classes of people.
Meal from Indian corn contains more
than four times as much oleaginous matter as wheat Hour, more starch, and nearly as much nitrogenous material : consequently in all cold climates it is admirably
adapted to sustain the system bv furnish
ing heat-forming compounds The oil
gives warmth, the nitrogenous principle
gives muscular strength. The combinawon hi
alimentary compounds in jnuian
cmi renders it alone the mixed dint
capable <il sustaining man under the must extraordinary circumstances. It holds the
elementary principles which constitute the
basis of organic life. In this particular
it is more remarkable than any other
vegetable production known to man. There
is a large number of dishes of which corn
meal forms the basis, which are exceedingly palatable. What, for instance, is
more delicious than cold corn puddino
cut iu slices and fried in sweet butter and
lard? llot corn-cakes, when properly
and skilfully made, are almost universally
regarded as a luxury, and Huston brown
bread is famous everywhere in the country
The reason why corn meal is not
more largely used at the present time is
that it is quite dillicult to obtain it of dealers or grocers in a
perfectly pure and
sweet state.
Millers grind the corn as it
comes from the West, mixed with
portions
ot the cob and saturated with dust and
and
this
is
sold
for
kitchen
dirt,
as well as
for table use. Much of the Western corn
is damaged in transportation, and this is
ground up with that which is sound. If
good, sweet, Northern corn is properly
ground in an old-fashioned stone mill,
after being winnowed to free it from dust,
a meal will result of a rich
golden color,
and no dish can be prepared from it which
will not he palatable and most nutritious.
In our family we use the Lakeside-grown
corn, selected ior domestic use, pass it after
it is shelled through a winnowing machine,
and have it ground between millstones

Union,

eighth in

themselves of tiie rich treasure- ot muuial literature. The latest instance «*f this
i' tii
successful production at Newcastle of
1!
vihonie’s *-.-s ; ls-r la tter,’* < 1 raiiiaf i/.-d by
Mi
.):is.*|,h 1 lit:>»u. himself the author <>f a
u
.a called “Tile Yailey of Poppies,’’ which is
i;ii'!c in the Hawthorn** style. The accomplish
-•I critic of tiie Newcastle Chronicle has furw id. d tin- following account of the new play:
in i*\c!\ thing that Hawthorne wrote lift is
vh-w.-d under the shadows of evening, when
lain*;. Ini.* fullest play; and we see here and
th**r>
1:
turrets of a castle which one cannot
lindd looming hugely in tin dusky gloom. We
ill* i-i uintsts at every turning as we walk with
him, and standing near shadowy .street corners,
pet r undetected down tin- eyes of those who
>!..v\!\ pa." Us. reading therein of unsuspected
sins amt
.nows.
The liner .susceptibilities of
the soul ar to Hawthorne's analysis, as, open
H»- can name their
as ?t croup of muscles.
working, me detine a accurately the beanera inji which comes from mental agoin as a
surgeon tin* bodily eontor!i"ns of a hospital pate:,t.
Y**t, juid'-d t" this introspective finality
md intuition, Jm posst.-s(
strange habit of
veiling his meaning. As he talks, we catch
glimpses of traihng garments worn by those
whose faces no Him lias looked upon, and of
vo'e-s which limy I.
those of destiny or
chance, in all he lias to tell us, too, there
Timer masks of
ar** apparent two purpose*.
amusement will !.«• point out solemn visages
and count( liaiit s n ii always pha-ant to look
upon. But what they are, ami whence, lie
Tim •turrci.s ol the castle’ lie will ins.iys not.
deed indicate; but from him we get little guidance of tlie way to its portals, and the streets
thereabout it pussr*s a gray (pii«-t, the quiet of
evening solitude, a gr;p\m *s which i> the grayin'**, ot
ur sombre ashlar hIdiu* work, of old
PuraLmm custom, even til** pallid coldness of
til time .if death itself.
A ml this j* the more striking that he
all lie touches with fantastic beauty.
wreath
His sculls have glistening daisy blooms growing up through their sightless ey* sockets; iiis
most scorch' d and blighted hearts some wonderful tendril of human love binding up with
soft clinging caresses that which i- broken.
Only om* other American author—Holmes—
gives physiologically a similar development of
plot which iu Hawthorne is treated mainly in
its psychological aspect.
'The works of both
present unusual dillieiilties to the dramatist;
but, taking similar instances, there can be little
doubt that the character and surroundings of
Hester ITvnne would he ]e>, easy to ileal with
than those of fj!sje Yenner.
••lliiit .Mr. Joseph nation should
tar have
suec«i.!. «!, as was apparent last night upon the
conclusion of his dramatized version of ‘The
Scarlet Letter/ in placing Hawthorne’s heroine
before ti*. is matter for congratulation both to
that g- ntlcmun and his friend*. That he did
not succeed perfectly is only to say that it is as
utterly impossible to reproduce upon the stage
tin* ethereal and minute touches of Hawthorne,
-is
it would he to paint a landscape with girometrical figures. Hawthorne's works, too, lay
hare the soul to some of its innermost working*. and mentai dissection, however skillfully
conducted, appeals more to the retirement of
the closet than the glare of the footlights. At
th.1 same time Mr. Hutton must he praised lor
the clever manner in which he has partially
surmounted even this diiiicultv, although his
omission, except by reference to Roger <'hillingwortlf* residence with Dimmesdale, proves
he feit the force of what v;e have just referred
to.
Above and beyond this, however, it must
In* noticed that in a play dealing with a phase
of life which could not be touched by all dramatists without defilement, Mr. Joseph Hatton
has pro.s.-rvcd to us the purity of Hawthorne
intact. The lesson of woman's sin and of its
retributive punishment, is told by him as finely
free trom taint of evil as were the flowers
across widen fell the shadows of Hester and
Dimmesdale a*, sitting in the forest, they saw
it suddenly lit up with a sunshine which, to
them, w as typical of the dawn of happier days.
“Turning now to Haw thorne’s‘Scarlet Letter
itself, the author relates, in his quaint,
graceful style, how in the archives of the Custom House at Old -Salem he discovered a curiously embroidered letter, witb a document respecting the crime and puuishment of Hester
1/rynne. The record was so pathetic in it*
suggestion of details that it haunted him until
he had developed it into that excellent legend
of the early days of Puritan Roslon which he
gave to the world under the title of ‘The Scarlet le tter/ We find in it the story of a woman
who loved not wisely, but too well, and who
under sore temptation, was unfaithful to her
:i%:t*!
ll iti

..

>

<
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wiium sue nau

That

married without love.

Country.

since yon wore going to stay a month yet.
You’re just the queerest chap—’’
“I’ve been told that often enough to
! think 1 shall
know it by heart, l'reil.
go up by to-morrow night's train, unless
3 on shall go too if 1 wait over a few days.”
“Nut 1. 1 shall stay another fortnight,
Might we but hear
l'he hovering angels' high imagine.1 chorus,
! at any rate.”
Or catch betimes, with watchful eyes and clear,
j “All right. It is settled, then. Walk
One radiant vista of the realm before us—
i up to the station with me, and you can
With one rapt moment given to sec and hear.
Ah who would fear?
send my trunk along some day when the
1
wagon is going olV."
Were we quite sure
The next evening we arrived at the litTo tind the peerless friend who left, us lonely
Or there, by some celestial stream as pure,
i tie rise in sight of the station some time
To gaze in eyes that here were love-lit only—
! before the train was due, and we sat down
This weary mortal coil, were we quite sure,
Wlto would endure ?
: on a rude stone-walk overlooking the val[E. C. Stcdman.
The

Undiscovered

Could wc but know
'Pm land that ends our dark uncertain travel.
Where lie t hoe■ happier hills anti meadows low
Vh! if beyond tile spirit’s inmost cavil
Au^ht of the country could we surely know.
Who would not go?

I ley.

of the

Valley.

It was a cheery, almost child"I’eep!
ish voice, well-known anti loved by me:
and yet I started in half affright, so deep
was my reverie.
Reveries, in the majority of eases, probably, have love for their
inspiring god ; but this was an exceptional one, else I hail surely been prepared
for any such surprise as this, from the
very priestess herself of love.
Not that she acknowledged it, or 1
either, for that matter. Hut we were both
finite, anil love is infinite.
"You littie puss!” i exclaimed, "how
”
you frightened me!
“Do 1 look so like a fright, then, in my

masquerading ?"
"Of course not

You are always charmifut your voice—”
"Was harsh and—”
"How dexterously you do fish for compliments this afternoon ! You know your
voice is soft and musical, for 1 have told
you so several times; and—”
“Ila, ha, ha! Go on.”
"It was that very sweetness and softness that startled me, being so antipodal
to mv thoughts just then.”
J here !
a sudden seriousness settling
over her manner.
“That convinces me
that you are not obeying your doctor. You
must have been thinking of those dreadful columns of figures, and ‘puts,’ and
■calls,’ and ‘shorts,’ and such ridiculous
Don’t you remember you told
nonsense.
me you shouldn’t think of any ‘calls,’ but
calling the cows, nor any ‘shorts’ but those
they have for their supper, to make them
give you an extra quantity of milk for your
breakfast, so you can go back to the city
in the fall vigorous for business, and fresh
tor the smiles of your sweetheart.”
"Quite a long speech upon ray word 1
And it is not a month yet since 1 supposed you never indulged in anything beyond monosyllables, and scattered ones
at that.”
“Thank yen for nothing. But how do
you like my costume?”
“< harming.
Who assisted you?
1 made the things, Cousin Maggie
helped arrange them, and Mr. Fred Marsina acted a> critic, to see whether I was

ing.

-■

presentable.”
“And pronounced you

an

fail?"

“Yes. if looks would do so. But he
was so busy sketching that he would hardly say a word.”
"Buss,” I said alter a moment's deliberation and wondering whether 1 really
had the courage, “do you really remember all 1 told you, in my gossiping way,
the day after Fred and I arrived, about
tlie doctor’s instructions—how I was never to think ot business or cares of any kind
but only amusement, and any nonsense
that came uppermost?”

“Yes—perfectly.”

“Who’ll have thought I would go so
lirst, to conic up to
contrary thereto?
this quiet place, where both amusement
and nonsense would seetu to be sacrilegious ; and—’’
—

“Secondly,” looking as prim and dignias so
slight and sweet a body could.
“Yes, secondly, by falling in love with
you.”
fied

] spoke iteimerateiy, aim with an eiloil;
and the last word had not died i'roin my
tins laddie I knew that my premonitions

of

dangerous ground were not uninspired
A pink glow suffused her face lor an in-

stant, and then faded into a whiteness that
was not so deathly as it was transparent.
It added to my pain as well as to a vague
delight I lelt in the picture she made in
her masquerading dress.
To speak of this mimic masquerade,
and the picture it lormed, it will be necessary to go back a few days, on which
occasion 1 sat in the little piuched-up parlor of the old-fashioned farm house that
formed my retreat from the city’s hum
and business for a few weeks in the summer.
On the wall opposite where I sat
hung an old family portrait, so old, indeed, that the daughter of my hostess was
not certain as to who she was, or of what
generation she had formed a part of the
life.
The student of fashion's caprices
could probably have ascertained by research : but it really made no great difference.
The salient part of the portrait was
a large Elizabethan ruff, not so stiff and
ungainly as are generally represented in
portraits, but seeming quite graceful and
pretty, and indeed, as though forming
part ot the personality of the personage,
who was young, less than twenty, apparently, skin white and delicate, almost entirely devoid ot color, eyes of a dolcc far
niente feeling, and lips whose just perceptible pout was in tine keeping with the
round, cheery face.
•Miss Perry,” 1 said, ‘'the portrait yondor is enough like you to pass for your
own, if you should only tell people you
were masquerading.
Ilow like a lily of
the valley it looks, with the round delicately penciled ruff!
“\Vhat an idea!” said Miss l’erry. the
daughter of my hostess. “And yet, since
you suggest it, 1 can trace quite a resem1 remember hearing papa say
blance.
once that she was quite a belle in her
day,
and there was something of a romance
connected with her.”
It was in a dress precisely like this in
all its details in which Miss Perry was arrayed when she peered over the rose bush
on the afternoon in which
my story opens,
and greets me with her innocent “Peeu!
".’so,” she faintly articulated, "your
‘amusement’ and ‘nonsense’ for this summer are falling in love with an
unsophisticated country girl! Quite delightful!
"Miss Ferry!” 1 exclaimed, in blank
amazement, “you wrong me by your misapplied irony. My words were not trilling ones, as you seem to think. I was too
abrupt and precipitate. I am but a tyro in

Hester Prynne. The crime
of infidelity was punished with death in Puritan Boston, but in the case of Hester Prymie it
was commuted to the performance of standing
before the people on the platform of the pillory,
and wearing, us a badge of infamy, ‘The Scar- ; wooing.”
I put my arm around her slender waist as
let Better.’ There should have stood by her
side tiie eloquent young minister of Boston, the ! I spoke the last words, and she suffered it
Rev. Master Dimmesdale; but Hester, with to remain there an
instant, and then withthe patient spirit of a martyr, bears her trouble
drew shrinkingly, giving me a half-startalone, supported in her trial by her affection
for her child. Little Pearl, whom she dresses led, half-shy look as she glided out of the
with a fantastic art that begets lor her almost room—a look that haunted me for months
the reputation of witchcraft. And this under afterward.
the c\e of her husband, Roger Chillingworth,
1 saw her no more that afternoon, and
who appears on the scene when she is about to
the next morning Fred and 1 were oil' on
stand upon her ‘pedestal of shame.’
“L'hillingwoitli, seeks a malicious and long a trouting expedition before she was astir.
drawn out vengeance upon Dimmesdale: he At supper she was absent, and her mothbecomes his counselor and physician, and, un- er volunteered the information that she
der the guise of friendship, tortures him with
had gone to visit her cousins over the
systematic malice, until sit last Hester Prynne
discovers him to Dimmesdale, and counsels mountains.
"It's in the j’ining county, some
llight. For a time the minister yields to Hestwenty
ter’s plan of escape lrom the cruel eye of Chillmiies oil,” she said. “One of the boys was
who
has
made Dinmiesdale’s life a
ingworth,
over this way on some business or other,and
living death; hut at the Festival of the Election Day the minister staggers from the Pro- she'appeared kind o’ moving, and then he
cession of State passing the market place, and spoke on’t 1 jest bundled her oft' quick, It’ll
in a dying condition is, at his own
request, do her good. She's a gal like all others.”
conducted to the platform of the scaffold,
"Twenty miles ! 1 repeated. “She’ll
where, after an agonizing confession, he dies
then, be gone some five or six
probably,
o
1
ilie
feet
at
Hester Prynne and in presence of
all people. Hawthorne adds one closing chap- days.”
"Five or six weeks more like,” was the
ter, in which wc see Hester living to such
sweet charitable purpose that the ‘Scarlet Letreply. "1 told her she’d have to stay,
become
almost
an
ter’ has
object of religious most likely, till we sent for her, and that
veneration. In Mr. Hatton’s version the curwouldn’t be till after harvesting was all
tain, however, falls upon the death of Pinunesdale, so that reference to the original romance over. The men and horses is mighty busy
beyond that point is unnecessary.
during the hot weather.”
woman was

The editor of a heathen paper in Bengal says, in an article which will pass for
a sort of review ol the Scriptures: “If a
person studies the English language with
a view to gain wisdom* there is not a book
more worthy of being read than the Bible.”

“My-the-way.” said Fred, “1 didn't show
you thi3, 1 believe. File ltfttked so charming 1 couldn’t help it."
And he opened his portfolio, which he
invariably had with him. and showed me
a sketch he had made of Miss Ferry the
I da}’ she was masquerading, which had
I thus far proved so disastrous to me. it
j was a personified lily of the valley, with
I tiie delicate features of her wlio.se name of
Margaret somehow grated on my ear, and
j as
“Miss Ferry” was too formal, 1 had
|
! taken to calling her Fuss.’’
-T sav, Fred, 1 want this,” I said.
“Nonsense! You’d better let me keep
this, and \ou take the original.”
“A wise man is content with what lie
can get.” I responded briefly, as 1 put it
i:: my satchel.
Fred gave mo a curious look, which 1
did not interpret till later in the season,
and made no objection to my appropriating his sketch.
The sun was sinking behind tiie mountain, the valley we had just left having
been for some time in deep shadow
“Where are your canvas and colors
I
asked. “Theve’s an effect of chiaroscuro
that would draw praise from tiie most
conservative critic.”
Fred Deeded no second hint; and, as he
painted away. 1 observed the beautiful effect, and made occasional jerky remarks
i

My Lily

“1 say, Fred,” 1 said that evening, as
sat on the piazza smoking our cigars,
•‘I’ve been thinking that I’ll go back to
the city to-morrow or next day. To tell
the truth, it’s getting a little dull and
monotonous, and—”
"Dull and monotonous ! What has got
into you ? Why, it’s only a day or two
we

MAY

j could not help teeling that this sombre
'hailow was over my heart instead.
1 aimlessly followed the winding road
i into the valley, descending at every step
| further and further into the shadow; yet
j my soul into its own shadow plunged
more recklessly still, the gloom surroundI ing it seeming almost sullen in its inten-

!

!

sity.

Suddenly it grew lighter.
j presage? A large cumulus

What did it

of cloud had
drifted into the range of the sun’s rays,

and caught the splendor, sending them
down to earth in a glow of reflection. “If
! my own soul could drift into such a vol; nine of light?’’ I thought, bitterly, and
walked slowly onward.
What marvelous shapes tin; clouds take
at times ! This one and smaller ones,
drifting with and counter to it, suddenly
took tlie shape of a huge anchor, scorning
to me, in my shortened vision, a gleam of
mighty iron glowing with a false glimmer.
>o intent was
my gaze bent heavenward
that J did not observe a figure immediately in front of me, emerging from the valley. It was a female figure, and I hastily
stepped on one side to allow her to pass,
hardly withdrawing my gaze from the
heavens. The moment she had passed,
in obedience to a sudden impulse. I turned mv head to see hers also turned to observe me.
The light from the cloud of
hope shone full in her face, anil I started
at the recognition.
Was my soul, then,
drifting as yonder cloud had done? Was
this thrill that bathed it in pathos the light
indeed, that warms and glorifies ail it
shines on—or was it but mocking ironv ?
“Miss Perry!” i exclaimed, “this ts a

j

rare

pleasure.”

.She advanced in the same siiy manner
as of old, and held out her hand in the old

coy style.
“Was it you, then, 1
station ?” she asked.

was

to meet at the

I
you expecting some one,
little bewildered.
"No,—yes,” was the hesitating reply. I
suppose, it' 1 teil you, you will laugh at
1 was sitting in the parlor a short
me.
oil a variety ot subjects, presently saying:
•‘How apropos that masquerading wig time ago, looking now and then at the old
was! -She is. indeed, a lily of the valley, picture you were pleased to take so much
notice of ill those other years—the picture
both lily and valley being in their respective ways charming in a superlative sense.” has been very dear to me latterly,” she
p irentheticaily added, with a just perceptThe whistle sounded just then, and I
started in haste for the train, leaving Fred j ible tremor in her voice—"when suddenly
I was impressed with the idea that I was
busy on his picture, hardly looking up
when he said good-bye, prophesied my re- to meet somebody at the station. The notion oecttrred to me at once as so ridicuturn In a few days.
■Several times after my return to the lous, that 1 laughed outright. But it would
city, 1 came near doing so, wondering if not. be laughed down, and finally 1 started,
it were not cowardly in mo to strike my and—here 1 am.”
I then told her how I had just returned
colors at such a moment, and if “l’uss”
did not expect me to come over the moun- from Kurope. and was on the way to tind
tain to see her.
my mother and sister, when 1 was almost
impelled from the cars.
two
months
had
and
1
Nearly
elapsed,
And you were going right by without
had heard no word from tied. 1 was on
the point of putting a change of linen in a stopping to see us ?”
1 hesitated, not knowing the nature of
satchel, and taking a two-days’ run in
search of him, and to see if Miss 1’errv the ground I was standing on, and not
had returned, when 1 received a letter, caring to make a misstep.
"Fred and l would both have been so
which, to say the least, indeliniteh postdisappointed it you had.”
poned the matter.
"Ah! is Fred here?" 1 asked, making
1 give only llio.se parts my reader will
an effort to appear at ease, though sucbe interested in :
I am afraid.
"My Hear Hoy : Congratulate me--that ceeding badly,
"Y\'hy. of course. lie is here all the
is, with an if. She won't name the day,
time, now, except for a few months in the
nor positively promise that she ever will;
but it is so well settled in my own mind winter.”
My heart leaped into my throat in very
that 1 shall order the .suit as soon as 1 arrive in town, w hich will be some day next agony, and for a moment 1 dared not
trust myself to speak.
We had in the
week, if I can tear myself away so soon
"How diil 1 do it ? Blest if 1 know! 1 meantime been walking slowly down into
the valley, and suddenly a door of a house
never dreamed of such a
tiling till you
dropped that remark you did when I gave close by the wayside swung open, and a
tlood of light re-tod upon tuy companion.
you the sketch of the lady in her masquerade dress, that ‘a wise man is content ! All, the caprices of fashionHow its
with what he can get.' which Hashed thro' edicts drift around in circles, and turn tip
i )f course the mil' was not so
my brain llie intelligence that you had unexpectedly!
been rejected, or were satisfied you would prononre, nor the rolling folds to the dress,
in a mass back of the neck, so
be.
Why. 1 never could conceive for 1 al- gathering
and so stiff as represented in the
ways supposed you to be the favored one, angular
but 1 didn’t puzzle over the conundrum Flizabcthan portraits, but there she was
in the dress, with modifications, in which
very long. From that moment 1 gave myself up to the task of winning her, and she had made the final assault on my
went at it rough-and-tumble.
I never heart, and won it—“unknowingly, heedlessly,” 1 said to myself.
went into anything before so recklosslv,
uiuu
you Know 01 r rou s marriage.
because never before had 1 been so seri-iln* asked, alter the awkward pau»e in
ously in earnest.
which 111} mind had been so busy.
mu
>ou
u laic ii ui'uun.
n
uum*
‘•Not to a certainty, I conjectured as
but the brave deserve the fair,’ I liave at i
least earned the trophy I shall liencef irtli much. You arc very happy, 1 suppose—"
Yes, as tiie world cues, Fred is the
wear so proudly oil my breast.”
dearest and best tellow in the world. How
Before Fred returned from the country.
since you have seen him ? It is a
I was on the Atlantic.
I had again be- luug
time isn't it."
long
haved in a cowardly manner, and deserted
“Three years. He was seated where 1
ray colors when a vigorous movement on met
you, just now. the night, of my return
my own part, instead of resulting so, home, and alter
you went over the mounwould have had a decidedly contrary retain' so much after the French-leave mansult.
ner.”
But I was both blind and stupid. 1 could
“Oh. [ was such a silly chit then.”
neither see nor understand what had taken !
"And think you have grown wiser
place, nor how it all tended to my advan- ; now ?
tage did I but follow it up. That knowl- |
hot, nor happier; this world is
edge did not come to me till many months : for“Maybe
growth, not happiness, after all.
afterward.
(irowth is the object, happiness the result;
On the water, and pressed to the brim i
not the reverse, as people generally supwith work, 1 had
I should
•Mere

asked,

a

supposed
target pose.”
girl, and return heart“And Fred has grown in
whole from the European trip 1 had been
in a domestic way ?

the little country

commissioned to take by the house in
which 1 was engaged; but every day only
added to the intensity of my sufferings,
and finally file longing I felt must forever
be unrealized, became so much a part of
my existence that even sunlight began to
tako its hues from the half-ripened orange.
But the exigencies of the business I was
transacting demanded my continued stay,
and levied such a tax on my mental capacities that 1 soon began to look upon
my trouble as annoying, but not serious,
ami as though a callous had grown over
it, and no pain would result from it unless
a violent strain were brought to bear
upon it.
Then disaster came and the house suddenly failed, leaving me adrift; and I was
preparing to return home when 1 was offered an advantageous position in a foreign house, a member of which, 1 was
courteously informed, had “observed the
masterly manner in which 1 had managed
the affairs of the branch which had been

“Oh, yes.
tain circles.

probably

lie is

art as well as

quite the lage in

cer-

Hut you know all about that

lJ

1 have been so immersed in business in Europe that 1 hive absolutely
not heard of or from him since—let me
see; no, not since ho wrote, iust after
my return from here, to tell me of his engagement with you.”
“Ilis—engagement —with—me I” drawing a sharp breath at the enunciation of
every word, “lie was never engaged to
Did he write you that ?
me.
“lie implied as muc i. If I remember
rightly, however, there was a chance for
a contrary result.
"He fancied at one time he was in love
with me, and 1 don't know but considered
himself engaged, but it only lasted a few
weeks, lie went to Europe, lie said, to
die of a broken heart; but came back last
fall, and married my cousin, and—
“And—you—are—not—married ?
1 did not hear her reply, only saw her
shake her head in the rapidly gathering
entrusted to me."
dust, and clasped my arm around her as I
so, oi course, ll transpired tliat I uiU
had done three summers before. Hut she
not return to my native land that autumn,
did not withdraw from my embrace this
nor the next, nor—in l'aet, it was three
time, in ever so gentle a manner; and
from
the
time
1
left
tor
beyears
England
when 1 asked her if she would be my lily
fore 1 returned. 1 landed in the middle of
of the valley, the answer she gave shown
August, last summer, and at once began over my soul as the departing sunlight
to hunt up old cronies, by aid of memory
had over the anchor-shaped cloud, and the
and directories. But I had no luck. Fred
reflected radiance illuminated mv whole
l could get no track of. only that he had
being.
just returned from a European trip; but
where he might lie at that particular time
Sleep the Best Stimulant.
was uncertain.
All for whom 1 cared in
The best possible thing for a man to ilo
the city were out of town for the warm
when ho l'eels too weak to carry it through
weather, or else where I could not readily
is to go to bed and sleep a week if he can.
find them, and 1 began to think I had been
This is the only true recuperation of powa fool to come across the water at so nnactual recuperation of brain
er, the
propitious a time. My own immediate force. only
Because during sleep the brain is
family, I found on enquiry, were stopping in a state of
rest, in a condition to receive
for a few weeks at a remote place, twenty
miles or more beyond the little valley and appropriate particles of nutriment
the blood which takes the place of
where Fred and I bad summered some front
in prethree years before, and toward that point those which have been consumed
vious labor, since the very act of thinking
I turned my face.
Just before sunset the train made a halt consumes, burns up solid particles, as
every turn of the wheel or screw of the
at the little village overlooking the
valley
where 1 had met my fate, and where the splendid steamer is the result of consumplast time 1 had seen Fred he was engaged tion by tire of the fuel in the furnace. The
in making a sketch of the valley, hardly supply of consumed brain substance can
be had from the nutritive particles in
taking his eye front the canvas to bid me only
his cheery good-bye. For some reason the the blood, which were obtained from the
train was delayed a few moments, and as fooil eaten previously, and the brain is so
1 gazed over the valley, the old feeling of constituted that it can best receive and apto itself those nutritive particles
three years before was instantly surging propriate
and stillness
and swaying in my breast; and before the during a state of rest, quiet,
train was again in motion I stood upon in sleep. Mere stimulants supply nothing
in themselves; they only goad the brain,
the rude country-station platform, unable
force it to a greater consumption of its
to resist the force impelling me there,
substance, until that substance has been
1
could
the
thinking
pursue my journey
so exhausted
that there is not power
next day as well as this.
After the train had departed, and I ob- enough left to receive a supply, just as
served the curious country eyes scanning men are so near death by thirst and starvation that there is not power enough to
my singular movements, I suddenly realall is over.
ized my awkward position, and wondered swallowjanythiug, and
what to do. Mechanically I strolled toRussia proposes to go into the cotton
ward the spot Fred had chosen for his
business an a large scale in Cenvantage ground to view the valley, Little growing
tral Asia. She must proceed carefully,
change was visible. The sunset colors
were less
and
the shad- picking her steppes if she would succeed.
“No.

vivid,

ow

over

much

consequently
valley was less sombre—a
pleasing picture; and yet I

the

more

11,

Treasurer New thinks the stringency In the currcnsilver market will be dispelled this week.
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The history of mankind shows that there
[ Editorial Correspondence of the Journal.]
is a continual change in the order ot
pre- j
Pm i. a Delphi a. May 2d.
cedence which is given to different virtues.
1 was never actually captured by pirates, and
It i:s now admitted that the cultivation of
a love for the beautiful is one of the most | don’t therefore know the feelings *>f a mail in
ennobling ot all efforts for jell-improve- the power of those who take tirst the victim’s
ment.
In fact, this is the only road by money and then his life—but I have trusted
w bich some natures are led out of moral myself to the mercy of u New York hackm in,
blindness. Good taste, which is but an- which is the very aext thing to it. But by that
other form of good judgment, will many means I left the
city,—so tiie evil was not an
times prevent evil's being done which
unmitigated one.
without its interposition would have been
The quickest and most direct route to Philaeasily enough committed. And growing
is by the Pennsylvania railroad, which
delphia
l
as a
ot
a refining cultivation is a love
part
for the ideal or imaginary superlative of makes the 90 miles by express trains in two
excellence. If has been well said that hours and a half. It is a railroad gallop over a
whatever is touched by ideality is so tar splendid road, without let up or stop except at
redeemed from earth; but when there is the most important points—and over a country
vvhi'd) is full of suggestions of the trying times
no touch of it, all is of the earth, earthy.
Proportionate to the growth of relined of the revolution. The culling out of ‘‘Princetastes our sympathies expand ; we acquire ton” and “Trenton” were reminders of the
days
au inner grace, a goodness of heart, a
when there were “terrible times in the Jerseys,”
softened benevolence. And in proportion —where now the
peaceful meadows feed sleek
to the increase of our love lbr the beauticuttle, and the farmer is putting in his crops.
ful, our new refinement shows us a higher A sudden ami chill north wind gave ;• the air
realm beyond to which wo must aspire,
temperature unlike spring—but the green gr ss
and this forward impulse is but a natural
and the fruit trees white with blossom*, prolaw manifest in every form of spiritual or
claimed that spring was there in earnest.
life. Our
is in

|

organic
only happiness
i lie sun was elo>c t) the hoiizou—and his
hoping and in dreaming, and in growth level
beams were relleeted from the immense
and change.
Tiius vve know that liuition
glass and metal surfaces af the buildings, as we
is not the great and supreme delight.

It falls to us to see sometimes a lovely approached the ground* ol the (.4real Exposition,
face which approaches very near our and got a first glim;>.»e of their vastuess. It was
standard of womanly beauty, but after not the hour for further .nvestigations. so atfamiliarity with it, lines of ugliness ap- tention was paid to seeurii g lodgment in a hopear,—or perhaps upon acquaintance wc tel, a* a base of operation-*. 1 he Maine headlearn to love the possessor.
In time per- quarters, until the 10th, are at the Grand Exhaps she becomes our wife. We see the position Hotel, on the European plau, a few
imperfections every day, notwithstanding minutes walk from the mam entrance to the
wo try to curb the imagination and enIt. may be taken as a specimen of a
deavor to make ourself believe that, if the grounds.
old saw that “love is blind,” is not true, large number of houses that have sprung up in
it at least ought to be. P.ut there meets, the vicinity, to meet the wants of the occasion.
Two long rows of new brielc cottages facing
sooner or later, our longing eyes another
face, so heavenly, with eyes so iridescent, outward from two sides of a square, have been
changeful and soulful, that vve exclaim, connected across a third side by a higher struc“O, how we could love thee were it r.ot ture of wood, to contain the offices and parlors
for one other'” Hut because of duty love —the space originally designed for the hack
has its limitations; and it is well, lor the I yards being tilled by the dining room, kitchen,
new face would soon lose Us charm.
etc. The cottage> are three stories on the street
■'io scorn the promise of the Rea!,
and two at the rear,containing tive rooms each,
To seek :mu seek ttml not to lind;
the white walls of the room and the new furni
Yet cherish still the fair Ideal
It is thy late, O restless .Mind!”
—

ennyson's dreams

poeiiw on the
quest lor the Uolv Grail tire line pictures
illustrative ol uur aspirations tor the Ideal,
i’lte sacred urn was home atvuy at the approach of all who possessed not perfect
purity and chastity; thus we are told it!
was carried trom sight,—
‘•A gc-ntle sound, an awful light I
1

or

Three angels bear the lloly Until
With folded feet, in moles of white,
On sweeping wings they sail.”

Hire are agreeable ussurunces.of cleanlin* ss, and
these apartments are certainly very convenient
and quiet. Occupying a lower room, I am on u
level with the street,and find the windows barred

outside by upright rods of iron. This is piubabiy to pic\ cut mtru.-don of lbi«. »\ —»/«.t nuo at
first an unpleasant -suggestion of prisons and lunatic asylums, or of a mar that the guest migiii

dope with hi.* baggage and leave
but

the

an

un.-a.d bill

opens
door, perhaps tin.* latter idea is not admissible. This
A few times in life it is allowed us to ! house iput down fora capacity «>f oO'JO guests.
almost lind our idea! ot beauty in nature, ; It is
certainly an immense allair. The manager
:
for
Tho traveler looking upon Niagara
the
and assistants use every e.venion to pica*e and
lir.st time exclaims ••ilow grand, how
satisfy customers, and will soon have the house
glorious!" lint his eyes when wandering , in eWellent
running order. Th y charge for
front the great pouring Hood are soon offomled by the wretched structures which best rooms $?;; pt r dav, whether occupied by
stand close by. A lew days later and he one or two persons. Meals are taken when
has been whirled tar westward and as the and where the occupants fancy, in the house or
out of it, at the usual restaurant prices.
Tiedown in a gold and purple
sun
—

goes
glory,
he gazes with rapture upon tiie Tails ot
Yoseiuite with their adjunct ot surrounding .scenery wonderfully vast, inell'abh
grand ! The traveller cannot speak now.
but. mutely bows the knee, teeling his own
littleness and the actual pre.-oncc- of the
Creator.
Is it unreasonable, although God's soul
is infinite and ours Unite, to attribute to
Hint also an ever-reaching tor the ideal ?
tils fa.shionings ot matter are constantly
changing throughout the universe, Oct
under great and oflimes unknowable laws.
■‘Nothing is permanent but change,’' is
the truism as old as mankind.
1‘erhaps
matter looks not beautiful to the Creator,
future
but lie sees the
possibilities ot firm
and beauty. Even the human soul,—although probably nearer his ideal than
aught else he has created,—could it during
this life reach what, according to earthly
judgment, would lie the acme ot purity
and goodness, yet would it tail to sati-n
w
v.
Ilim
Whistling for

a.

as

to

room

a

street

whole i—gimi about here runs to hotels, restaurants, beer gardens, eoneert halls, and all that
i

ministers to the creature wants of humanity.
j Our temperance friend, Joshua Xye. of the
i Marne < mnmis-iua. w'ho has heen n.) long an
! earnest and sincere laborer for that cause-, is
shocked at the great preparations far puzzling

j

i

the Centennial, and especially that not only
should the sale of hi r. who and strong liquors

at

1>“ allowed on the grounds, but that a modern
br-wvery is to be shown, as a thing to be proud
1 of. 'Tie- matter has been >evi ral tunes before
the Commissioners, without as yei. any result
j
j favorable to prohibition. Various pe/>ons have
bought the privileges of selling liquors on the

!

j

j

grounds,

mi*

1

mean

to

hoSil them.

act or

•■Xpert to make a hundred thou-an 1 dollars tint
tIn* r. Maurant l»raneh. it i- doubtful if any j
The friend.** »*f total anel.ani.1 will he mad'

of

-dineii

Fortune.

the

will

probably

have to In*

niitcnt

>4|iiek*hing of the bibulous proposal

with
«*i

The former attends the daily sessions
of Commissioners, in which

Hoard

he

held important positions, while Mr. Haskell lias immediate charge of the articles exhibited, getting them into position, &c.—in
which he is performing a great amount of in-

telligent and efficient labor. Commissioner
Kimball, formerly of Maine, and now holding a
similar position from New York, is at the Grand
Exposition Hotel, with his beautiful and accomplished lady. Mr. K. takes great interest
and pride in the exhibit of his native state, and
is ready with counsel and assistance, when
needed. He has been a member of the Executive Committee since its formation, and has
given a great deal of thought and labor to its
work.
In the present confused slate of the buildii i, impossible to give any complete list
of the contributions of Maine.
They are, how-

ings,

ever, gratifyingly large, varied and striking.
The class most conspicuous, is the granite. The

spectator, proceeding through the main building from tiie East, will see on the left a group
of shafts of wrought stone, rising from 20 to 30
feet, surmounted by tine specimens of sculpOne of these is from Hie Hallowed quar-

ture.

ries, contributed by the liodweli Company, and
is very beautiful, with its elegantly |>olislied
panels and surmounting figure of Faith. There
is also a large granite sarcophagus, from one ot
the Penobscot bay islands, said to be very Hue,
but it is not yet uncovered. There are two
other specimens of monuments of granite— one
from Iiliode Island, surmounted by a flgure
that is as yet concealed by drapers, and one
from Scotland, on which i.s placed the sculptured

flgure

of

an

angel; Maine will not suffer

by comparison with either.
Judge Knight, secretary of the Maine Board,
came h ‘re at an early day, and secured a very
tine position and an abundance of room for the
M dne textiles—the products of the looms of the
This space at the south-west corner of
the main building, has been filled by a display
of which Maine's people may be very proud,
i would not have believed that the state could

state.

do anything like it. The room is now being
adorned with hangings and appropriate designs
by Philadelphia workmen, and will display at
the front a handsome coat of arms by Schumacher of Portland. Among these, the Sanford
Mills, of Sanford, York Co., make a brilliant
display of lap robes, in which the coats of arms
of England and Am rica are shown, with the
lion and eagle not stamped, but woven in
colors. The Lewiston mill-* make a large display of cotton good.*, including the Bates, Hill,
Andros* •OgiTil:, Continental and Lewiston. Auburn—the Baker Mill. Biddeford—the Laconia
and Peppereil. From Lisbon the Worombo
Woolen Mills send a contribution : from Lisbon

Falls, the Farwell Cotton Mills. From South
Berwick, the Burleigh Mills have h beautiful di*play of cloths, lap rubes, Ac. The Knox
Woolen Mill*, at Camden, make n *how of manufactures that is very attractive. Among other
may be more particularly

contributions, which
mentioned hereafter,

are the M owing
Adams ff. Merrill, Bangor, Slate.
•I.
Murger, Portland, Detergent.

Bed Beach Granite < ’o.,specimens of

w

rought

Granite.

Knight A Wheddt-n. Portland, Calcined
P hotel’.
L. 1 Pingree, Portland., Artitieial Liuibo
Joseph ltus>ell, Portland, Sleighs.
Hugh Smith, Gray, Sleigh*.
C. B. II irrington, miiiiatutv Yacht.
John (’. Getcliell, Machia*, Capstan
Sehvin L. Mc(iilvery, Belfast, mod* I of ship.
> ico Water Power Co., extensive show of
mill machinery.

Hardy Machine (.’■) .i;
L. li. Palmer, 15*•!r‘:• -1,

ford.Card Grinders.
Jointer.
I. rwistou Machine Gu., Loom-.
An Cushman, Auburn, Shoe-.
Portland Packing Co., make a flue show of
canned good-. ABo, Burnham k Morrill, Porti•

v ive

land.

Still 111*kre is

the Legidature providing that no intoxieatinx drinks shall he sold on Fairniouiit
; Park, on which tin* < xhibition K located. Hut,
l
s li:*.-ii'<*>
have hc ii >«dd, and the managers
;m

of the

K i_

l>umi

I'.mj

<

Agricultural Imple-

ments.

Hiram Huh. i :-f

plement-.
I.. Goodale,
it sol M*

\\

ilton, Agricultural Imi’uod Kxtract.

(iurham, Mowing Machine.
J. P. Buss, Bangor, Photograph Burnisher.
Mr. Wood of the \Vi-vu-set Oracle, displays a
bound volume of that paper, in a handsome
A

\rji-,

a

g!u-s oa-e, a" a meritorious specimen of a vilmad wag. who wanted to make a grand nationlage newspaper, as it certainly i-.
wlio, in a peculiar “uniform,”goes about
nun h in the little lake on the grounds. PennHollis I'oor ot Belfast 0 .«* tting up specimens
the streets of Boston, picking up boots nml al
shoes to mend, ami eternally whistling sylvania., lie thought, should furnish the punch of tin Howard Mitreing Machine, and opposite
I
•'Yankee Doodle,” is worth anywhere howl and the water, Maine the iee, Florida. to it is the Stave .Jointer of L. U. Palmer.
from §120,000 to §100,000. lie says that lln* lemons. Louisiana the sugar, Kentucky the
The Burgess Proof Press is also on the spot,
almost 20 years ago, when ho was out of t whiskey, and ( ouueetieiit nutmeg', l’licn on and is, I think, the only proof pres- in the exmoney and out of work, he dreamed one j the 1* ourUi ot duly, there were to gather around hibition.
night that he “was to get work by adver- this huge and flowing howl all the people of the ; The Ivatahdin Iron Works make a very fine
Using, and what the advertising was to j land, and drink t<» the memory of toe patriots j display ot its celebrated iron—showing the sube was by whistling, and the time was to i of ?7»5. It is likely, however, that tin*
ordinary perior grain and fracture of the iron, tli ore,
he Yankee Doodle. So 1 started out in
method of imbibing n ill sulliee, and probahh
and the wood Horn which the charcoal used in
I
the
same
as
I've
uniform,
got now, give a Midi ienl amount of the crooking of the the smelting process is burned.
my
would
and begun to whistle, and
< 'apt. Snow *s, beautiful mode:
elbow to gi t a good many people oil their legs.
; a ship, win h
look out ot the windows and laugh, and j
“Hut how big are tin* buildings?” I think i
\va* recently in the Helfast N it. u al Hank, ha*
ask who I was, and some would ask what
And always answered. hear ><>1111* one* asking. Well, reader, the di- a eonspieuous place in the main n.sle.
1 whistled it for.
mensions ate such that you will not he likely
Among the recent arrivals of Maine nu n ar*
‘Any boots to mend?' Well, then they j
would give me boots, and 1 would carry to look them all over in one day. especially it' Prof. Warren Johnson, Augusta; J. P. Hass,
Bangor, Air. Wyman of Augusta—-the latter of
them away, and bring them back in a j you have light boots or corn.-. I took to-day
short time all mended, where at a store ! a turn up and down the principal buildings, whom will have a position upon the Centennial
Isaac II. Saw telle, the eccentric

c

diblcr

j

people

]

they would have to wait
So I got a good trade.”

two or three days.
()l course he lias

not made his pile entirely by shoemaking,
but has dabbled shrewdly and successfully in real estate, lie is also a governlie has
ment bondholder to some extent,
enjoyed a source of revenue from his eccentricity in other ways, besides as an
advertisement for his shoes, for it has been
fashionable for some lime to present counterfeit impersonations of him at Sunday

school and other entertainments, and on
these he has always managed to net a
snug prolit. lie has just completed an
elegant little homo on Dudley street at a
cost of $50,000, yet his cheery whistle
may daily be heard in the streets of Boston
the same as of yore when he wasn’t worth
a

penny.
Joukxalism
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There

were

no

daily papers in the time of the Revolution.
Of some fifty papers \ hich were born, and

died, between 17TS and 17s.), ad
weeklies or semi-weeklie3. There
were forty-tliree in existence at the end of
the war.
They were poor affairs, viewed
in the light of tne journalism of to-day ;
but, measured by their times, displayed
considerable enterprise, and exerted an
immense influence. It was their characteristic that they aimed not so much to
print the nows of the locality in which
they were published as to bring to that locality news from distant parts of the country and of the world. In fact, the newspapers of the Revolution had comparatively little to do with news of any kind. The
gathering of it had not been reduced to a
system. The publisher was iiis own editor and reporter. There were no telegraph tolls to pay, and, had there been,
there would have beerf no money with
which to have paid them. News traveled to the paper by private conveyance. It
was two months coming to Great Britain,
That
and six months to Constantinople.
useful and widely known individual, “a
gentleman of undoubted veracity,” lived,
however, in the country at that time, and
rendered valuable services. The papers
were filled with political sayings, satires,
and lampoons. By many of them, the
largest liberty of discussion was allowed ;
and there were noticeable tendencies to
the freest sort of speculation. Of journalism in the modern sense of the term,
elaborated, enterprising, competitive, lavish in outlay, and presenting a field for
the highest attainments and most careful-

lived,

or

were

and was glad to conn- home and take a rest.
Of the three thousand acres of Fairmont Park
two hundred ami thirty-six acres have be. u enclosed for the use of this inhibition. The en-

closing fence i»

over three miles in lei gtb, and
has thirteen entrance gates, with others for exhibitors and those entitled to free admission.

The

principal buildings

art

live

—

the Main

Building, Art (ialh-ry. Machinery Hall, AgriThe
cultural Hall, and Horticultural Hall.
Main Exhibition Huii ting is a 1 immense structure of iron and class, and is outwardly and inwardly a triumph or architectural beauty. It
is so vast that the mind cannot, at first, grasp
i* e.oers twenty-one and a
its proportions.
a small farm.
The Belhalf acres—as large
fast reader can imagine a building that would
reach in one direction from Havford Block to
the house of James p. White, ami in tin' other
from Ilayford Block to the store of Woods,
Mathews & Baker. This immense structure
was put up in about one year’s time, by an
army of workmen, at a cost of one million six
hundred thousand dollars. To go through the
is ouuuing aim glance
Ik'* tin-1 avenues
the contents, will require u stroll of eleven
and a lialf miles. Under tlie roofs of the live
principal buildings there will he forty-nine
w it

at

Besides these, it h is been
found necessary to build various annexes to
the main buildings, and these additional structures cover twenty-six and a half acres, mak
acres of

ground.

ing under roofs a total of seventy-live acres.
To go through them all, the pedestrian must
walk somewhere between thirty and forty
miles. Does any one wonder that I came, and
saw, and-sat down to rest and write this
letter? To relieve the apprehensions of the
timid in the matter of pedestrianism, I will say
that a narrow guage railroad, of double track,
encircles the grounds, on which visitors may
ride for live cents per trip—and that within the

buildings will be

ith rolling chair! for
those.who wish to hire. So it will he seen
that, in accordance with live ancient saying,
the lame and the lazy are provided for."’
Rooms fur retiring, washing, and all toilet connmn

w

are provided in great abundance.
It will be understood that the grounds will
not he open to the public until the 10th of May,

veniences,

which (he Exhibition will be opened in form,
President of the United States,in presence
ot tlie Commission, Congress, the Departments,
representatives of foreign nations, the Army
and Navy. It will be a great occasion, w. it. s.
on

by tlie

police force—-as probably also will ex-marshal
Ileald ot Portland.
The most serious business about an examination of tin departments <*f the I Inhibition, i-*
the getting over the ground-. It is a place of

magnificent distances, which a visitor apprecifully the lunger he stays. Commissioner Haskell, who has been stepping aroun I
very lively, called attention to his well worn
boots, which lu said was the third pair that In.
had sacrificed in t.hc cause. I have a suspicion
that the concrete and gravel walks, so destructive of t» other, are the result of a conspiracy
ates more

for the benefit of the shoe trade.
This morning I tried an excursion into the

grounds, and in lack of the modimprovements for traversing the face of the

interior of the
ern

to the ancient method of going
After walking a mile, there appeared
to be no end of elegant structures, villas, spires,
dome?, Unished and unfinished, vast in extent,

earth, resorted
on

foot.

and covering untold results of mechanical skill,
treasures of art, richness and beauty. The idea
was overwhelming.
I thought of the endless
work of chronicling it all, of the limited power
of one poor pen, of the contracted capacity of
the thirty-two columns of the Journal, the in-

adequate labors of

one steam press—and felt
very like despair. It any one succeeds in making mental inventories of one halt
of it, he may be compared to Goldsmith’s vil-

something
lage

schoolmaster—

How

“And still the wonder gre\».

one

small head could contain all hehuevv.”

The most importunt questions to those who
contemplate visiting the Great Exposition, are
those of the cost of transportation and board.
The amount of house room at the disposal <»i
if they choose to take lodgers,
is very great. It is a city of dwellings, in which
people live within the city limits, und notin

Philadelphians,

suburban towns, as many people do in Poston
and New York. Uepreseulative Kelli-v recently stated on the floor of Congress that Philadelphia had more dwelling houses than New York,
Brooklyn and San Francisco combined. A certain portion of these will take lodgers, while
the regular hotels will contain a great number,
and the improvised ones hosts more. The result of all that 1 can learn in regard to the rates
of board is that prices may be somewhat in-

creased

established rates, but not much—
about one third. This, considering the
occasion and the crowds, will not be unreasonable. There will be some difficulty in finding the
over

perhaps

right places by strangers—but quiet and cleanly
ly acquired professional skill,there was abITin.ADKl.flllA, May It.
quarters can certainly be had at reasonable rates.
A look through the mailt building and Ma- A Maine man who has made investigations tells
solutely nothing. And yet wo must accord to the journals of the Revolution,
chinery Ilall, gives rather a discouraging idea me that good board can be had in abundance at
small, irregular struggling sheets that of readiness for the
opening, one week from to- from $5 per week, upward. Those who choose,
they were, the credit of a generally heroic day. The floors arc full of empty packing and have the means to afford it, can pay $3 per
spirit, and a very noble achievement in cases, as well as eases not yet touched, and are
day at the first-class hotels. For some this is
shaping the patriotic temper of the times.
with workmen of all kiuds, anxious against the law—the law of necessity—but there
[Edward Abbots’s ‘Revolvtionary Times.’ thronged

There is such a tiling as being too learned. Max
Muller has written to the London Times a letter on
the royal titles bill in which he insists that the title
Queen Victoria should take is “Adhirajni of India.”
He seems to be in earnest too, and is evidently bent
on dislocating the Jaw of every diplomatist In Lon-

don.

exhibitors, and directing olUeials. The work
of preparation is going on day and night, and
tlie managers are sanguine tiiat by tlie 10th
something like order will be brought out of the
chaos. Still, there will be much labor needed
after tlie opening to make things entirely pre-

will be no reason why all persons of fair income
should not see the great show. The better way
will be for them to procure good lodgings, and
secure in that important point, they can eat

where they
takes them.

happen

to be when hunger overThe distance from the Centennial

grounds to the heart of the city, some three or
four miles, is too great for people to return for
a mid-day meal; but there will be, within and
without the grounds, the most ample provision
for eating and drinking.
To people m Maine the rates of transportation are not of so much consequence as to the
more remote portions of the country. But there
is promised a reduction of fares in all directions.
If railroad faros are high, the seacoast has the
great thoroughfare of the ocean, over which
there arc no tolls. The Centennial managers
are now in consultation with the
superintendents of the great lines of travel, for the purpose
of getting reduced fares, and will no doubt succeed. although the railroads contend for nearly
their own rates.

w. it. s.

run.Al>El.l'lllA, May 4th.
the day for the opening approaches, there

As

is more and more of hurry and confusion. The
Main Building is crowded with workmen, packing boxes, goods and litter. Many people shake
their heads over the prospect of anything like
readiness by the 10th. But the work will be
pushed, day ami night and Sunday. The Kngsh exhibitors, both from the mother country
and the colonies, have their apartments com-

pleted. and look with astonishment at the taru'uess oi others, especially the 1 ankees.
1 here
are hosts of men, carts, and horses at work on
the paths and avenues, which will be all covered
with tar and gravel composition.
This work
is especially behindhand in the far-off Agrieul
rural Hall, the surroundings of which show the
.ay of new roads and a sad barrenness of turf.
What Maine contributions this building contains I have not been able to learn.
Horticultural Hall has

plants, such

an

would

immense

display

of

delight

the eyes ol
ladies that I know of. Such rich and vaairplays of flowers as border the approach'o this building are rarely seen, where every

^re

us

which places them in the Yankee category of
good fellows. They have put on the American
dress, cultivated moustaches, and as much as
possible assimilate with the natives here—while

to the past, which now so much abouuds
shop-keepers. An enthusiastic; patriot
greets the' world with this announcement, in

eut

with

startling letters—
THE FATHERS OF lsTit.
PURE

the Chinese are the [same almond eyed, longtailed, wooden shoed and altogether queer
heathen that they always have been and probably will he. Some of us were amused to see
one of the more aristocratic among the China-

l.IQUORS ONLY.

The obviously true intent and meaning of this
is that when the fathers took something, it was
of an approved brand.
Taking advantage to-day of the Babel-like

German restaurant one day, wrestling with a beefsteak, and making queer faces
at his inability to manage knife and fork as
readily as he could chop sticks. A German
waiter and a Chinese feeder cannot he supposed
men, at

confusion a‘, the Exposition, and the fact that
the workmen needed all the room, 1 took an
excursion into the city. It calls for a ride of
about three-fourths of an hour to reach the far
end of Chestnut street, being nearly or quite
five miles from tbe Park. And yet it costs but
seven cents, which is the car fare everywhere

to work together very well in the way of language—so when the customer wanted a sweet
potato, lie drew the shape of one on the margin
of the hill of fare.

in the city limits. With a resolve to see where
the means of specie redemption is lo come

from, I got off
tered the

at

building

the United Slates Mint,
and joined a party that,

turned with

to Philadelphia, such as Ben.
Franklin carried under his arm on his first visit.
The Celestial looked with contempt at this ad-

es-

dition to his repast, shook his shaven head,
surmounted by the queer little scull cap, disengaged his long queue from the back of the chair,
and departed.
1 lie Exposition calls together representatives
of all nations of the earth. At the same hotel
with the Maine men are Turks, French, Italians
and English. The subjects of the Sultan do not

into bars, and drawn into tne exact

thickness of ribbon, from which are punched
tbe coin; rooms where shining machines were
fed with the smooth blanks, and fell beneath iu
glittering streams of stamped coin. These

their peculiar garb, but a portion sport
the tusselled fez for the head, with the loose
all

all fed by girls. We
were shown the treasure rooms, where heaps
on heaps of uueoiued metal were piled up like

stamping machines

were

very

interesting

Babeldike in the confusion of tongues tiiat results.
With all the rest, the American joker has
come to the Centennial, and is on hand for any
opening for a little pleasantry. In the main hall

senting my card to one of the eustodiaus. I was
rewarded by a most interesting discourse upon
the various curiosities. There was a specimen
mi >f beauty and attractiveness of color con'■r-‘>1 with the beautiful green of the turf.
But of the mite, the coin which the poor widow east
into the treasury when the Savior spoke so apii is inside the building that a rare display of
richness greets the eye-. There are j provingly of the act. Also a shekel, or silver
;
; jge Urns, palms, lemon and orange trees in
coin, for 30 of which Judas betrayed his Lord.
:-i’■ 1 truitage, and such treasures of the floral ! The shekel was worth 53 cents, so that the en:
i h> are rarely seen together.
Among! terprise of Iscariot brought him about £17, reduced to Federal currency. But the particular
*-iem are placed statues at intervals, and I hapn-d Uj he there while musicians, concealed shekel exhibited at the mint is worth $500, as
rare coin are valued by those who are experts.
mcwii.-i
oi the foliage, were practicing for
•he approaching opening. The effect was very I was shown coin that were made 3000 years
This cannot fail to be
i-itor-.
Memorial Hail, oppo-ite, is

a

favorite resort

a Masonic buildig. adorned by colossal statues, and intended
h
a p nuanent reminder of the occasion.
It h i- a home-like appearance to me, because
grmite -f the solid base was furnished by
John 1 lh we, from the Frankfort quarand ibeautiful sample of Maine granite.
! hi- H ih Vvi;. .-oiitain permanently the records,

intended to remind posterity ol
to-da\,

!• ture-. tV• •..

\oi.t of

great

I

.f art, an I tl.o-e ha\ ing appreeiaeautiful, the Art Building will have
•a! attraction*.
1: i- huge in extent, and the
;n- a c full of ctidie-s surprises of beaut\
aiid -pc i. i--r
iSi.- achievements of genius on
ei

1

: :;k-

>

b

•v:ji
m»n.

■V-

the

new

era

that had dawned.

A

va

ry few j

were

-ii presents a very I test.
!k«• app.-aramv, begirt with immense can- |
Passing ilon n th.• stone steps,the \ i-ilor finds
aid the hag-- :urrel of a monitor.
This is himself in th<* bustle and {'litter of < lic-stnut
ontrihtr.iun <»f tin United ,‘slates govern- street, one of tlie finest avenues in the world,

ment.

w

roii<

;

ln

>tr j.-lun- win

Brother Jonathan will exhibit his
in the arts of war and peace. All

r«-

.t-nev

tie- department- will have their place, and the
West Point a-l'-is will camp near by. The Med-

Department has a building, and a hospital
pitched beside it, so as to show not only

ical

tent

how

kill m«*n, but likewise how we cure
1 uoticcd an old army wagon, which an
in* : iption stated had gone with Sheridan's
long
march over p>oo miles, and come out a pretty
g"**d wag--n. 1 he surroundings of those building' are m-ater than those of any others on the
we

them.

ground.
An attractf.e structure will be the Catholic
i einpi rane.- Fountain, of white marble. It will
one hundred feet across the basin, some 40
feet high, and will spout pure water from a
•t

hundred place*,—so many assertions of the virtues of temperam-e.
'This beautiful structure,
which \\ hi ci»<i $5o.oo0, i> built by the eontribu•01.' of tlie temperance Cat holies.
J'he Sons of
Temperance have a smaller fountain in another
portion of the ground.

>peaking of

remind' me ot navigation,
hr which water h is done so much, and to say
Fiat there are some curious boats on -how here.
Some of these may he found among the « anadi-n contributions.
They ha\e some canoes,
which at first examination I thought to be genwater

uine work of the Indians, so perfectly did they
retain the U .iuty of outline ami lightness of the
birch caii'te. Hut they were really made of thin
birch or H'h board', fastened by copper rivets.
It x'as only another instance of pale-face en-ro-.chment on the immemorial rights of Fo, the
lint as I surveyed the specimen
poor 1 ndian.
oc

rurred to me that I knew a gentleman renc.ir
H dfast post-office, who would

siding

y testing it ou Quantebacook water, and
taking out a four pound pickerel, while the
<
mini" :ry steadied the craft with his paddle,
l i

e

questioii of opening or closing the grounds

•: Sunday is causing considerable excitement.
It i' argued, that, having invited the inhabitants
t tie world here,
people of all religions and

of

religion,

should not try to make
taem conf-u m to out peculiar notions about the
b: istiun .Sabbath, but should open the gates on
.he seventh day of the week, as on any other day.
he devotions of nobody will be thereby hin}

1

c

no

we

ler-'d. it

h clamed.
Besides, there are hun•freds of thousands of people to whom Sunday
> a holiday, who have no
other, and must visit

he exhibition

on that day, or not visit it at all.
Sabbath recently 1*25,000 people came
Minply to see the grounds—the buildings being
losed. This i> an important element, too, in
the * al ulation of receipts—as $0*2,000 a week is

On

one

■

no

inconsiderable sum.

When the matter was

brought before the Commissioners recently,
they voted to close the buildings, but to keep the
grounds open. Afterwards the vote was reconsidered, and one to close botii grounds and
buildings was passed. It is now believed that
the string ha?been drawn too close, and that it
must be relaxed.
I predict that in six weeks
noth grounds and buildings will be open on

Sunday.
a

The weather to-day is quite pleasant, but for
few days past It has been cold enough for overh!'. and tire* have been in demand. \v. II. s.

Philadelphia,

May 5th.

I he Hoard of Centennial Commissioners, at
their meeting ye-terdav, settled the question of
the sale of liquors on the grounds. The opinion of Mr. Schocmaker, Solicitor of the
Board,

in the shop' of which are displayed untold
amounts ol‘ rich and beautiful goods.
Those

things don't affect

me

there would be

play

important item in that business.

an

Hut

this is divergence.
Having seen where I'ue.le Sam makes hi>
coin, it seemed proper to take a look a( the
spot where be liimself received the stamp ol
Nationality. As the horse-cars rattled down
the street, there came in view at the right a
little park, bright with grass and waving trees.
Beyond it rose a simple bric k building, common enough
in its outward appearance, but
with a bistur, grander than any other on the
continent,

it is

Independence Hall. There
who signed the great charlerol
liberty, which gave to the world a new nation
—who cast their all upon the turn of tin; die,
whether they should live honored and respectthe

met

ed,

and the Commission voted to indefinitely
postpone the whole matter—which allows the
contracts to stand.
Some restaurant keepers
from Paris, who are to open a French eating
house

on

the grounds, were aghast at

the

threatened injunction on drinks.
They had
invested a very large sum in choice wines, and
were in danger of being ruined. They
opened
an active correspondence with the French minister at Washington, stating their impending

grievances, and it really looked as though Unde Sam would have a grave foreign complication on his hands, growing out of Maine law
prohibition. It is all over now, and the American eagle is a better bird in the estimation of
Johnny Chapeau.
But it really seems to make but little practical difference whether people take their drinks
within the enclosure, since the bibulous facilities are more than abundant outside.
The
streets arc lined with stores that hang out beer
and liquor signs, and by every art of attraction
endeavor to lure in the thirsty. I am daily
amused by a sign on the avenue, that slightly
varies the usual fraternal response of the pres-

!

j
!
I

!

j

1

of life

j

The present talk is about the formal opening,
which will take place next Wednesday, in presence of an immense assemblage, representingthe various branches of the public service, eminent citizens and foreign representatives, and

generally those who have been prominent in
forwarding the work. Four thousand invitation- have been issued, as follows :
The President and

men

!

tion. for its joyous features have been carefully
jfgHiKO. i*. kowell & CO., 40 Park How, New I
To the dull toiler, who can pay it but
York, will receive advertisements fur this paper, at planned.
a day*the lowest rates. Their orders will receive prompt
vi-ir, the Exhibition will give wider
attention.
is

4f»‘iioE.ACE Dodd, 121 Washington St., Poston,
uu authorized Agent i'or the Journal.

Subscribers are requested to take notice ot the ;
date on the colored alips attached to the paper, it
is the only form of receipt now used. For instance,
15 May 70, means that the subscription is paid to that
date. When a new payment is made, the date will
be changed to correspond, and SUBSCRIBERS API.
REQUESTED TO SEE THAT Til LIP DA I KS AP L
CORRECT. Subscribers in arrears are requested to
forward the sums due

Qif-ln sending money, state T11K PO-Vf OFF 1C I*,
whicli the

to

is .sept.-^fir

paper

of a philanthropic cast of mind to look on
that little army of readers here redeemed from
the street or from the grog shop for the time
being; but if it is a damp or a warm day he will
be disposed to hold bis nose, and to secretly
one

possibilities for wonderment and delight than
were ever previously laid before bis deadened
And to all men of patriotic and loyal
senses.
souls this Centennial fete, will bring the grand
old heroes of the past nearer, and cause a renewal of gratitude for those noble men of the

House, the Merchatitile Library, the rooms of
various literary and scientific societies, and not
far off, in Lafayette place, is the stately

olden time who. under blessing of God, opened
for this nation a glorious career.
The opening ceremonies of the Exhibition
were conducted in the open air, yesterday fore-

ASTOR LIBRARY,

Hi* Secretaries and their ladies.
The Diplomatic Corps.
The Senate of the United States.
The House of Representatives.
Governors of the States and their Stall'-.
Governor, State Officers, Supreme Court and Legis
lature of Pennsylvania.
United States Centennial Commission
< eiiteniiial Board of Finance.
Women’s Executive Committee.
I he Foreign Commissioner.-.
Boards and Bureaus of Exhibition.
Board of Judges ol' Awards.
Judges of the United States Courts and Officers of
the United States Executive Bureaus.
Mayor, City ( ouncils and City Departments of Phil-

adelphia.

Park Commission.
n‘ennial Committee of Councils.
and Architects.
Chief Contractor and Builder.
United States Government Board.
C.JDrt-.rs of Ports of New York and Philadelphi i.
A run and Navy, Smithsonian Institute and Naval
«

Engineers

Observatory.

Mayors of principal cities.

the gallows. Wo who enjoy
tlie fruits of their labors and sufferings can
or

perish

on

scarcely appreciate their daring. The Hall haberm restored as nearly as possible to its former

condition.

The identical chair is there in

which Hancock sat
the table

on

as

President, and before it

which tlie Declaration was signed.

A brass railing protects these. Close to the
rail is a massive safe, in which, behind a sheet
of plate glass, is the original draft of the Decla-

ration, with interlining in the handwriting of
Adams and Franklin. It is but a sheet or two
of yellow and time-stained paper, hut what
memories 20 whh it 1 I noticed that every visitor who entered, even the most indifferent,
reverently removed ids hat. The very air
seemed full of the odor of sanctity, the inspiration of patriotism, and the place hallowed as it
were by the invisible presence of the glorious

dead, whose portraits look down from the
walls—Ben. Franklin in his half-Quaker garb,
Sam. Adams of glorious memory, stout old
Robert Morris, the financier who impoverished
himself in saving the country, and Hancock, as
hold as his own signature.
Another room Is devoted to Revolutionary
relies, the principal of which is the bell that
from the tower above sent its peals abroad to
the Declaration. Jt is now hung in
its ancient frame from the floor, where it maybe examined. Its battered tongue and chipped
rim tell of the long and hard service.
A wide
crack extends half way to the top. It is curious
that the makers of the bell, long before indeannounce

thought of, should have cast upon it this text from the 20th chapter of Leviticus—“Proclaim Liberty throughout the Land,
pendence

was

all the Inhabitants Thereof.” And it did
just that thing. There is the door of Cherv’s
house, which w as pierced by bullets and battered down during the battle of Germantown.
There are muskets, swords, pistols, uniforms,
unto

drums, and thousands of relies which have a
history in connection with the War of Independence. This building is dedicated to its present
use, and will remain for all time an heirloom of
Hie people, and a shrine for pilgrims from all
lauds.
I lit.' Maine department of the Exposition is
getting on well, and will be ready for the opening. A contribution from Gen. TiUson’s quarry
at Hurricane Island, lias just been placed in
position. It is a beautiful glass case, containing
a

chance for the writer to drive

wagon. Haskell is wrestling with the proposition of an inventor, who wants him to sell his patent for a
railroad car buffer, at a commission of one
quarter the proceeds. The inventors price is
a

a

fixed at #30,000

w. it. s.

Philadelphia, May
A walk through the Main Hall to-day shows
great progress in getting things into place. The
passages are not
ing boxes, and

so
a

much encumbered by packmuch better show towards

finishing up is apparent.

15y laboring nights

Sundays, the show may be got into very
presentable shape by the opening on next Wednesday—still it will not put on a completed apand

pearance before the first of June. But there
will be at any time enough to satisfy the most
ambitious sight-seer.
The Chinese and Japanese, who have adjacent departments, are jealous rivals, and entertain a hearty hatred of each other. The latter
are making a splendid exhibition, and are most
in favor with the American public, mostly on
account

of their affability

and

intelligence,

\

State Centennial Boards.
Women's Centennial Committees.
Foreign Consuls in Philadelphia.
a
lit, Rowing, Regatta and Rifle Committees.
Twenty-live artists, headed by John Sartain.

State

Convention.

The

and other citizens

distinguished invited guests were seated
on a plattorm, and the pageant, of distinguished oliichils with military escorts, was imThe following was the order of
posing.

The Removal

of General

this collection with the sum of $400,000, and
the late Win. 1?. Astor, Esq., donated to it also
with great liberality. Dear, delightful Washington Irving was from Ibid to 1S*30 President

Maine gets three of the Judges of Exhibits,
who award the premiums, viz.—John 1). Lang,
of Vassalboro, on woollens, yarns, &e. B. F.

Morse, of Augusta, on carriages. Charles Staples, Jr., of Portland, on edge tools. These are
very important positions, with good salaries attached.

ness.

His latest

is

for which

one

disgrace and unworthidisplay of petty jealousy
Ids

even

most

Idatant

in the Rebellion.

is

gentleman

a

w. IT. S.

Confession

ACKNOWLEDGES

Young,

a

of Thomas
THE

W.

MURDER

Piper.
Of

MABEL

Bridget laxdergan and the assault

MARY TYNER.

Boston, May 8. Thomas W. Piper yesterday made
full confession of his crimes to Edward P. Brown,

oue of his counsel.
He acknowledged the murder
of Mabel Young and Bridget Landergan and the
deadly assault on Mary Tyner. Mr. Brown visited
him at his cell and by some means the conversation
took such a turn that the statement made recently
by Piper, concei ning the accidental death, was referred to. Then Mr. Brown asked Piper to repeat that
story. Piper did so, and at the close of the narration
Mr. Brown said
“Now, Piper, you are not telling me the truth.
You have not told that story as you told it in the lirst
place. If you have anything to tell me now that is
true, I will hear it, but if not, I must bid >ou good
bye and leave you.”
Piper, alter some hesitation, said: “Mr. Brown,
I will tell you the whole truth. 1 killed the little

girl.”

“How did you do it?” inquired .Mr. Brown.
“1 took the bat from the lower
room, before or about the commencement of the
school, to kill somebody. At that time I carried it
up into the auditorium, but during the session of the
Sunday school took it from the auditorium and carried it to the belfry. Alter the close of the school 1
came down stairs' and opened the doors.
Then 1
went up again at the time that I sent away the
boys
who were playing iu the vestibule. Alter the boys
had gone out and 1 was still in the vestibule, the little girl came up stairs, and 1 induced her to go with
me into the belfry. There I struck her with the club
two or three times, and she fell where the blood was
found. Then I picked her up and carried the body
to the place where it was discovered.”
Alter Piper had told the story of the murder of
Mabel Young, Mr. Brown asked him if that were all.
He answered, “No, sir. I killed Bridget Lander-

Piper replied:

alone,—and
him

far

as

the President disgraced
lie could professionally, by

so

as

rni:

back to his

regiment as

humiliating

a

disgraceful extent, and

flects

his

on

own name

and

covers

knowing

sin consists in

only

too much about the “army bum-

and friends of Grant.’’

mers

The

and

hauling between the
would-be candidates of the republican parpulling

somewhat resembles the celebrated
light indulged in by the Kilkenny ears. It

is liable to result in annihilation io the
combatants, but is a very amusing show
to an outside looker on.
Blaine instigated the “investigation” of Bristow, and
Morton had gut Blaine eleiaiiv on
the rack to disjoint him for Cincinnati, he
found out how it was himself and was ob-

just,

as

liged to rise and explain about his use of
public money when ho was Governor of
Indiana. This, Morton did satisfactorily,
will be seen by our Congressional reports in another column. And now Postas

master General Jewell is

the

footlights

and asked

dragged

to

before

please explain

about the following business. It seems
that Kerns
Mitchell, nuil contractors,
obtained the route from Messilo, New
Mexico, to San Diego, Californi a, during
Creswell’s

administration,

ior

$511,000.

Co-

height

slowly hither fly ing,

were

delivered with

no more

rapidity

than

The fact that the increase of pay

before,
was a

swindle

brought

perform

paid

daily
tri-weekly

sponsible parties

they

receiving,
perform

duty

required

ventory

required

8100,000.
inventory,

Department,
signed
Express

improvement
change
organization that
republican party,
ruin,
country
brought
expect,
impossibility.
willing
expect

hope

dazzling with

buried, with much pomp, in the family
St. Mark's church-yard. Stuyvesant
Square, in the very centre of the city. No
monument rises in that ancient place of sepulchre to tell the fact that there, right in the
mid-t of the bustle and life of X* w York, lie
was

many of Manhattan’s mod honored dead. A
stone slab, mostly turfed over, covers the steep

the eastern wall of the
slab with the following

hW.

on

His fu-

fully.
1 HE XLW

ble.

YORK DAILY PHI

SS

influence which is actually incalculaThere are thirty dailies including some in

exerts

an

the German and French languages, and the aggregate circulation of all i- fully a half a million
copies. As we are not writing a guide-book we
will not stop to describe the line buildings in
which some are printed. We will only mention

VII.
as thine Art shall love true love.
as thy .■science truth shall know.
as thiu** Eagle harms no Dove,

“Long

as thy Law by law shall grow.
Long as thy God is God above,
Thy brother every man below,

that the Herald building, a white marble pile,
considered the finest newspaper office in
the world, before the Tribune erected its present high brick and stone edifice with the tall
lower in which the unfortunate “young editor,’’
Whitlaw Itcid, f- >till confined, according to the
was

So

1

VIII.

Mu-ic, from this height of time my Word unfold;
In thy large signals all men’s hearts Man’s Heart
behold;
Mid heaven unroll thy chord as friendly flags unfurled.
And wave the world’s best lover’s welcome to the
world.
After this ambitious performance, the President of the Ucutennial Commission made a

President of the United States followed with a
brief address, declaring the Exhibition open,
tlu n came the raising of flags, salutes of artillery, the ringing of Chimes, and Handers ‘‘Hal-

lelujah” chorus with organ and orchestral accompaniment. The foreign commissioners then
passed into the main building and took places
opposite to their respective sections. The President of the United States and the guests of the
uav passed through the .Main huilUing, aim the
foreign commissioners, upon the President's
passing them, joined the procession and the
whole body crossed to -Machinery Hall. There
the President set in motion ttie great engine
and all the machinery connected therewith.
The formal observances were closed by a brief
reception held by the President of the United
States, in the Judges’ Hall.
At the Hippodrome itt New York city,
which Moody and Sankey so lately tilled
with crushed hearts and lost souls, that

charming composer Offenbach commences to-night a season of concerts with a
grand orchestra ol'over one hundred musicians.

The great revivalists converted
sinners at the Hippodrome, now the vast
hall itsell'has been converted,—into a lovely summer garden luxurious with rare
exotics and generous shade. A magnifiand

Sun. By its great enterprise of course the New
York Herald newspaper deservedly stands at
the head of the list of dailies. The only weak
point with this journal i* its constant indulgence
in

self-glorification.

Once in

a

while the Ileruld

publishes a quintuple sheet; for this 230 stereotype plates have to be cast, each weighing thirty
five pounds. Describing it process the Herald
says; “At the sound of u bell, all becomes bustle and excitement, for this announces the fact
that “a starter,*’ as it i- termed—meaning the
first of the plates—has been obtained and is ou
its way to the press room, on the elevator from
the top story to the press room. These plates
continue to arrive in quick succession, and are
at once placed in position, and the rumbling and
roar and whirl of the press commences. Copies
of the Herald are now being printed at the rate
of 15,000 an hour by each of the five large “Bullocks,” and by twenty minutes to five a. m., or
one hour and forty minutes from the time of
mam sheet, over HXl.oou
papers have been rolled out, as is indicated by
the. register attached to the presses. On a Saturday night two single Bullock presses have also
to be used in order to work off the extra supply

commencement on tue

of Heralds demanded

on

every hand.

These

presses easily turn out over 100,000 copies
of the Herald within an hour, and being worked
to their fullest capacity, would turn out 115,000
copies an hour. As the papers come from the
seven

machines they are gathered up in huge piles
and carried to the floor above, the mail room,
where they are counted and made up into
bundles.”
The newspapers seems a dally necessity with
Xew Yorkers in all conditions of life. They are
read in the horse-cars, on the street and everywhere; they keep the masses bright and wideawake, and really do the thinking for the majority of the people who readily accept the opinions of the press without reflection.
c. w.

Besides,

Republicans

trouble in this world.

—Congress takes

days,

to attend the

nial Exhibition.

a

vacation of three

opening

of the Centen-

It endorsed Grant's administration, and
that, the New York Herald says, “was
one of the boldest acts that has occurred in
the South since the close of the war."
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warping through.
A movement is

cliued citizens

hope

foot among our musically it
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to resurrect

done,

it will he

there it material here
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on the east side, and will probah*
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And

arvtr's Harbor K-

«

Cottrell Ki t the keel of

large and

small grovtu.
gamey trout,—but th

to lure the

speckled beauties don't grab the tempting

any style, except at
their coronations. Republican ladies have
decidedly the advantage of them io this

alacrity

half the

The estate
Sears port,
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respect,

lar

worm

w

that could be wished for

the late William

or

McGiivery,

<

to the Probate Court, is

as returned

The liabilities of the estate
are *121,*50.

$V.3,330.

at

a

built lu Belfast this year.
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are

they

to

will.be

sel that

from

yard, below MoGiiveryc. lh vesse
sell. This, we believe Is the only

his

will be built
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at

A roof

■

Last week Geo. \V.
ton

k.

v.

-.ay that all the goverum* n
discharged It should have read

were

“ail but 2U0

a

mad

w» r*

workmen

next

the workJ.

over

coiniminLat.'

our

week,

on

t-

ascertained and estimated

tx-

\Y

The price of bay remains at about our former qu*<
bi
tations, with a slight advance for extra loti*
very little will be marketed until after planting, »
though there is u lar* amount in the country

The human tieud lias admitted that he
not only killed Mabel Young, but that he
is also guilty of the murder ot
Bridget

Sch. Laura Jone- in going through the draw m
the upper bridge, on her passage to City Point \
load paving stones for NVw York, struck the draw

Piper, which is printed in the .Journal
to-day, will be read with deep interest.

The ladies' sewing Gride, incoum ctlon >viiti iiill'Mi-sion school is n..tilled to meet at th** dll*.

hanging will be
punishment f.r the

a

rooms over

Kalish's

May L“th.

1 he

Innsmoi*-

In

interview. Charles 1 min is
a
reporter,— “<Irani has

recent

a

disintegrated everything.
the Presidency a man who
his own, and

on
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own

branch
file

now
a

amount

a

deuce of

Beiij.

Belfast, have leased a new
they propose to open

of

where

«\t«n

store wi'..
he

to

aud dice bu*du«.rcharge of \\

••jot
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under the
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opened

building

week.

next

the

on

County lot

Hall,
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owned
near

the

Frankfort, arrested for

of

undergoing

fhe residence of l»r. Pendleton is
b et

The New York Eagislature adjourned
May lid, and the New York Herald makes
in

column and a
half
upon crimes of omission and
commission of this session just closed.

tty
long,

a

A series ut
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*v
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oil

cut
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apt. W ra. *>. Aldeu's
L uho being ruivd an
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street

repair* d.

Friday
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I be the first
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anniversary of th
proposed :•< celebrate th«

bib. it 1-

•

event in a becoming manner,
flu-club has done -i
good work iu reforming and reclaiming drinking

ami lias the

men,

debut at

on
Monday
eminently successful. She
Anna Boleyu, in a dramatic

k the house

large chimnies being

Pleasant

on

Belfast lietdrm

sympathy of our best citizens. 1
provide a supper at Hayn.-

ladies as-oeiutiun will

Theatre Boston

was

w* *

Our practice of reporting, at foreign ports Belfavessels ami others belonging iu this vicinity, U u
trueting attention and is complimented by ship
masters.
I ie. se reports are extensively copied '■»
other papers. Our -hip news department is in th
care of a young inuu who understands his bu-im

interesting editorial letters
Exposition will lie

Anna E. Dickinson's

the rear, the

t«i

! otherwi-e

found commencing on the first page,
seventh column, ot this G-u. ,>t' the Journal

Globe

Last

repairs

.e

the cellar for the purpo.-e

about the Centennial

—Mi-s

cour t*

teucedto u li no of one dollai and one ; *ir’s imprKto
meat at hard labor in the Bangor jail work shop.

a

teu-i

tlie fur

mak

city.

money, h* noticed last week, was convict* ',
hi tin* Limed States court at Portland, and sen

trouble."

evening

.lv poor of the

e

rim

to

feiting

and

of care

f this association is

by Mrs. l>urg.
Court llouwill shortly he removed. W. «». (. lurk who has hep:
a fruit stand in the building has been obliged i.
move, and i- now looking for another store.

shoulders.'’ When

expect

must
vast

!

their

to

new

situated

no itching in that direction.
It is a
thankless otliee at best, and whoever is

witli

mi,

v

It is said that the

have

President

'•

Dlnsmor* and C

We need in
lias a head of

questioned in regard to himself, Mr.
Adams replied—"As lor the Presidency. 1

time,

\

sv ut»*:

ai

m

Wuinesda- alt*

store on

obJ*v

garments l'or the

store

Adams said to

side and hr f

<>n one

her fore

ment cd everyone is that
>

carried away the rigging
topmast.

and

Liindregan and the dastardly assault upon
Mary 1 \ tier it is hard to conceive such
a depth of human depravity.
Tin- judo--

Hull.
!

I

having been thoroughly
machinery put in good order, 1- agio

Fiom er,

Meumer

hauled and

o

effort of her own production, entitled "A I
Crown of Thorns.” Over three thousand |
i
people witnessed this initial performance ;

upon the route between this city ami Castine. In
addition to her regular pa-sage arrows ’tie bay
A\ hit
will make a weekly trip to < urver’s Harbor

the cash value of the

which

house

was

over

-'l'lie friends of order and temperance,
—and they are numerous in this city—,
will he glad to learn by the report in our
local column that the

officials

municipal

voted Monday evening to keep the liquor
This is as it should be It
agency closed
is a measure that th Journal has open advocated.
—

l’he forger Winslow lias

not

been

re-

leased yet by the English Government,
and the extradition question stij remains
It' he is discharged, that act
unsettled
will

mean

Fortland the hoys on board erected another
add-* much to her good appearance.

at

A

that the Extradition t reaty G

abrogated.

aging documents

rain storm

severe

kept

people

many

h'-tm

at

“"

summing up toward the end
powerful piece of writing.
On Thursday cd last v.vek Mr-.

The

retii'id-

wu- a

and

Jam.--

t

i-nog

iug upon the cu.-f side of the riv er, .et lire to sotuchips that had beeu raked up in the yard. The tir.
communicated with the dry gr»>- and spread ruptdi
to tv. field and tin* adjoining lot oft
V. Cotir-

neighbors

The

turned

*h<

and hands from

straw facto!

and with water and brooms, subdued .:.
after ome flvo acre- had been burned over
out

dames

The following gentlemen iron tills county rec« lv.
appointments from tlu Grand Masoui- Bodies at ti
NT. Haney, 1».recent session at Portland—Chas

Deputy Grand High I'rie-' : the t'.th Gian
and J H. » i.-idon, or Brooks, an.i
di suit Depur
Will A. Pendleton c, V- thp-cT
Hid
<iraud Lodge ill
Grand Masters of ih.tricts, rtspeotivciv

of hi- own

writing.

Chapter District,

i-

•Street <'ommiv-slonei

Liu*

ploughing

in

off Tniou

—The resignation of Secretary Robeson
expected soon, and may be required
ilis whole administration ot the Navy De-

Simeon

Lanabee, la-' wvek exhumed

partment has been one long story
travagance and fraud.

ed.

is

t

ex-

of land situated in Burnham. It appealed
that the originel survey wa- made by surveying
the land into ranges 15 miles long, and one
mile wide, and dividing the ranges into mile
squares amt check loti 100 rods wide. The land
acres

In dispute runs iu range 1. 1. which crossed the
sebusticuok River and L'uity Pond. It appeared
to be 1x7 rods further on the face of the earth
between the river and pond than on the original plan made by Hayden in lSPd. PUT. derived
his title several conveyances from one Gardener, whose land was bounded on the we-t by the
Eaton tract. Defendants obtained their title
successive conveyances from the ownof the Eaton tract, this property hounded
the east by the west line of check lot No. 1.

through

The real question in the ease being to establish
tbe true west line of cheek lot N'o. 1. Pill,
claiming that it w as on the vvt-t side ot the 1*7
rod strip. Deft, contending it was on the east
side. There was a large amount of testimony
introduced in relation to the old survey-, monuments Ac. The trial occupied live day-. Verdict lor Defts.
Joseph Baker of Augusta and M. P. Hatch
of Clinton for 1‘liT. McLellan of Bcli'a-t and
Webb of Waterville for Defts.
M. r. Hatch assignee, v-. i,iciiaru vv najwood l’lir. is assignee of Cii■<-». I.. Berry 'if Burn*
liara formerly a frailer. Mr. Hatch brought
a

toe

up un
residence
two

humm

locality in the earlier days ot
burying ground, and when the street

skeletons

That

lu-t wus a

laid out the

bodies

were

Within the past

all removed it

uw

year*

B<
v*n-

was

supp
several of tiet

Thomas

Jl not: I>ICKERsON', PRESIDING.
Dav id E. Hunter vs. Francis E. Heath and al.
An action to recover possession of about 1U0

this action to recover

»pposit«-

Afreet

skeletons have been found whose locatiou at
time of removal was undoubtedly unknown

Supreme Judicial Court.

on

•.

Sunday evening who, if tie- weather ha»i been [.leaant, would have attended the f!ev. J. 1'. Bixbv
second lecture. The subject was
fence and K>
ligion us Allie-,” and b-tho-e who weir- -o forteUHt>
as to hear it. the lecture proved a ra e literary ::r*i

leveling

ers

n.

trict

—Minister Seheuek has been playing a
desperate game of “bluff” at Washington
lately, but some ot the investigators -‘saw
him” and went him one better, with dam-

balance said to be due

Storer, of Morrill called at our oifl.v u.
with a lamb story which he thinks ratm
beat the one published in th Journal recently, il
other

day

has

sheep

a

lately gave birth to three lamb
afterward gav birth to n fourth th e
black as the present admiui-tration
It,

ami three
was

a-

three white
need be.

as

which

day

died, but the black one Is as live!
fhouuis thinks this a favorable onu-i

ones

for Blaine,
den.

Maine

-ou,”—for

lavi.rite

:ue

pr<•*

v.

AN hether it i-

because tld, is

«

vutennial year,

spriug fashions are coming iu vogue, *.r b<
‘‘old Henpecked’' is still a widower, or becau-

because
cuu-e

young unmarried ladies do not want any young man
to escape, we cannot tell. bur we do know tbut thernever

has been

a

time since the

beginning

ol

th

Christian Kra when men, women and children, li
general, paid so much atteniiou to other people
business a- they do uow You may -miic saroasth n'
ly, too, if you wish, but it U >.
The

Lodge

next

quarterly session of Waldo
lemplars w ill be held w ith

of Gooii

Count
Golden

Searsrnont «.n the 17th Inst., wi
Lodge
Peter Whitney, County templar In the chair.
l'hi*
County Lodge is a connecting link between the sub
ordinate ami Grand Lodge where representative*
Band

at

from all tie- bodies in this

county meet

notes ami for social and mutual

to

coiupai
I hen-

improvement.

sixteen lodges iu the county, each entitled to om
delegate to every ten members. Belfast Lodge with
a membership of 771, is entitled to 77
representativ»are

A company of Hollas!ers
visiting llio CVnteuuial

ngitating the project
very cheap tignrr.
l h' yacht I*. M. Honney, rapt. Burgees, can be char
tereil for £10 per day, fur any length of time, vt hie1
to a party ol twenty, the number that cun be aceom
modated, would he but fifty cents apiece per day, b«
sides board. It is propos' d to \isit New York, t:ik.
a cruise up the Hudson, cross New Jersey through
art*

of

at

a

Berry of £17.75. Deft, produced receipts in lull the Canal to the Delaw are, theuee to Philadelphia
for tlie amount. Berry admitted signing one of While then* the party propose to live on board th.
the receipts but denied ever signing the other yacht, and excursions to W ashington and oth» t
Verdict for Deft.
two receipts.
points can be hail it desin !. It is proposed to start
Hatch lor PUT. Libby for Deft.
James B. Murch vs. Sullivan Hicks.

This

action was to recover bulance of an account of
$58.00, for services rendered to the deft. Deft,
claimed that ho should tie allowed liis account
in set oil' to balance.
Verdict for PUT., Siit.sf. Murch pro *e.
Alvin Blodgett et al. vs. Geo. It. Sleeper.
Blits, were partners. One member of the tirm
having paid $00.00 of the partnership funds to
the delt. to pay his private debt, this action was

pleasant rallying
sparkle near the orchestra, thousands of
nothing.
simply Republican colored lights will glow beneath the troppresident,
ic shadows, and the bright boys and girls
The republican convention in Georgia
ruin;
Repubof New York will there spoon together,
reform,
last week, was about equally divided be- brought to recover the amount. After getting
swindling phrase
and listen to the lively music of Jacques
the
tween Conkling, Morion, Bristow and out the testimony, the case was taken from
hope
to the Law Court on report.
that there is any
and
Offenbach,
goes
forgetting
jury,
Blaine, and between the whites and blacks.
stronger
for Dell.
party

in

washerwoman In her weekly tour among
delinquents. Ariel of the New Y.-rk Arcadian says that the worst tiling about
will put

city and the Point, which makes it incouveni

the

$2013.

neral was extravagantly
written up’’ in the
newspapers, and in many iustauf.es not truth-

VI.

Now' Praise to God’s oil-granted grace,
Now' Praise to Man’s undaunted face,
Despite the land, despite the sea,
1 was; I am; and l shall be—
How long, Good Angel, O how long?
Sing me from Hea\ eu a mail’s own som;

Captains of vessels complain that there arc n
buoys at the passage through the bridge betwi-f,

a

appeared

charities besides the Woman's Hotel.

the stertorous death of the Night,
w hen wild brother-wars new-dark the Light,
and forgive, and kiss o’er, and replight.

New York.

tiie Empress Thetesa of Brazil, was scarcely more ceremonious than the coming of

shows where the enterprising merchant lies.
St. Mark's church-yard is a venerable and his-

art was respected, but he was not beloved.’’
His will when made known to the public was
not calculated to endear bis memory, for it was
expected that he would found some other noble

through

The sell Hattie, Capt. John McClIntock, that ha.hauled up since August last, has been charter
ed to a port in Mexico, in ballast, to load cedar
been

report,
both houses concur, the convention declares the result. If they disagree, the
convention shall proceed to ballot, and

never

applied for.

been

local libel suit, in prospective, which has
been much talked of on the street, is not likely to
come to trial.
Alagna cut Lancaster tt pravalebit

I'nited

these queens and empresses is that

having

same

That

gress anil of Connecticut, each house <>t
the legislature is required to ballot on the

the

thousand employes tiled around his bier, and
great crowds followed his funeral cortege and
tilled the avenues about the church-yard where
he was laid. As has been well said “Mr. Stew-

v.

for the

Hemo

late Mr. Ferry. This election ol senator,
is confided by the electors to their representatives: and under the laws of Con-

stair-way leading tojlie Stewart family vault,
deep under ground; and two feet square of
stone, lying even with the turf, is now all that

magnificent hall of his marble palace, corner of
Thirty-fourth street and Fifth Avenue. Two

Hark!

;

a success.

A temperance organization called a Tempi* ot
Honor, is about to be started in this city, a charter

; States Senator is soon to be chosen to tili out
the vacancy occasioned by the death of the

vault in

that occasion than genuine tears. However, every mark of respect
was paid the dead millionaire by the great men
of the land, as he lay in princely state in the

Huguenots whispering yea in the dark,
Puritans answering yea in the dark,
Yea, like an arrow shot true to his mark,
Darts through the tyrannous heart of Denial,
Patience and Labor and soleinn-souled Trial,
Foiled, still beginning,
Soiled, but not sinning,

cent cascade of real water will Hash

was

deep bullion fringe, gold riui*, nails and bandies. It would seem as it too great u temptation had been laid before the resurrectionist.
We doubt if Capt. Kidd buried more treasure.
On tlm 13th of last April the great merchant

vastly more plenty

IV.

long, dear Land of all my love,
Thy name .-hull shine, thy lame shall glow

His coffin

The floral decorations at A. T. Stew art’s funeral cost over £10,000, as all the world knows
but all may not he aware that flowers were

Then old Shapes and Masks of Things,
1 ramed like Faiths, or clothed like Kings—
Ghosts of Goods once fleshed and fair,
Grown foul Bads in alien air—
War, and his most noisy lords,
Tongited with lithe and poisoned sword
Error, Terror, Bage, and Crime,
AJi in a windy night of crime
Cried to me from land and sea.
Xo! Thou shalt not he

Long
Long
Long

cour-

aged eighty years.”

III.

foil,
Toil,

some

more

“in this vault lies buried lYtrus stuy\<
s.int, late C aptain General and CoiniuHii
der-in-Chief of Amsterdam, in New
Netherlands, now called New York, and t!i<Dutch West India Island-. Died Aug., A. D

Jamestown, out of thee—
Plymouth, the*—thee, Albany—
Winter cries, Ye freeze away ■'
Hunger cries, Ye starve ; away
Vengeance cries, Your graves shall stag

Toil

busi-

inscription—

if.
r,

in their

toric spot. Here in
church can he seen

When Jewell came into office lie was persuaded to increase the service to $100,000
speech of presentation of the Exhibition; the
per annum, while the mails, in reality,

parties

girl,

hundred-terraced

the smaller merchants feel

proceed

elled with him.

Tit-mhling Westward oa r you balking sea,
Hearts within Farewell dear England sighing,
Winds without But dear in rain replying,
Gray lipp’d wave- about thee shouted, or. lug
-Vo / It shall not be

shame.

ment of a man witose

hi

-Mayflower, May-flow

it with

In spite of the earnest protests ot
Taft and Genera’. Sherman the
President issued this order for the punish-

tom t

on

It is said that a man can’t take his money
with him when he dies, but as far as Mr. Stewart’s body went a great amount of gold trav-

ot

cratic

elected

whs

of

The Supreme Judicial Court vvlil probably close itpresent session the la^t of this we. k, one jury hav
iug already been di-charged.

to state wherein our modCaesar has served the people as well
did his predecessors.

enjoying a genuine
Legislature this spring. A

l ord

vs.

in place ot
Washington Lngine, No.
W. W. Castle resigned.
Mathews r.ros. are manufacturing one hundred
bee hives for 1*. A. Howard of this city, who, a* a

him, neglected

j

Tuesday evening George F. March

tin

bee culturist is

Connecticut is

Frank Whitmore

of

case

been absent from the capital, but Grant,
or the fellow who wrote the message tor

altogether lo easy
question demon Piper.

modest way. It
was Stewart’s policy to crush all such, therei fore he was the terror of the little dealer.

Humbler smiles and lordlier tear;
Shine and fall, shine and fall,
While old voices rise and call
Yonder where the to-und-fro
Weltering of my Long-Ago
Moves about the moveless ba-e
Far below my re-ting-place.

it is not easy to characterize an act of such
a nature as this.
It ought to be bitterly

power to such

meditation

now

age to

sight more large with nobler light
Banging down yon towering year;.

lieutenant-colonel,

to men of all parties to know
that they live under the administration of a
President capable of abusing his official

centennial

proposed to open a home at a nominal
and rescue from squalor respectable but

unfortunate girls. To prevent any scandal it
will be necessary to establish rules almost mo-

yet

i.

1

benefit of poor working women. This will soon
be finished and in operation, then the subject of
its practicability vs ill be settled. Here the mil-

ness was not disastrous, fur even though his
great merchantile houses continue as before,

lumbia.

removing him from hU command, according to his brevet rank, and sending him

ALEXANDER T. STEWART,

answer*:d this question by his more material
charity—we refer to the vast and superb white
marble hotel erected on Fourth Avenue for the

The effect of A. T. Stewart’s death

sometime in command of a western post,
When this simple, but vigorous hymn was
lie is so unfortunate as to be possessed of iinLhed, the President of the Hoard of Kirianee
full knowledge regarding the rascalities made a presentation of the buildings; then a
Cantata, written by Mr. Sidney Lanier, and set
of Belknap and Company. Coming to
to music !>\ Mr. Dudley Htiek, was rendered by
Washington as a witness in the Belknap the chorus accompanied 1»\ organ and orchesimpeachment trial. General Custer excited tra. Ifmv I-1 the text of tie Cantata which is
the ire ot the petty tyrant—by this act entitled

girl

.Stoughton

good ordain
of hand and brain.

The slaudcr

Gay has been put over to next term of court.
11 right, shining silver halves and quartets are now
freely circulated. They art u reminder of the old
I •omotjnilio days.

ern

i

.Sunday

next

rimes.”

“Hard

ou

The city farmers have commenced to »pa-.Ie up
their gardens preparatory to planting.

t he confession of the murderer 1 hoinas

Perhaps the merchant prince, the late

“Some solitary cloister will L choo-e,
And there with Indy virgins live immured.”

make Thou us, through centuries long.
1 n peace secure, in justice strong ;
Around our gift of ireedom draw
flic safeguards of Thy righteous law,
And, east in some diviner mould.
Let the new cycle shame the old!

tint army who won honor
Hut as lie lias been for

was
to his attenlit* then told the story of the murder of that poor
non many limes, ami responsible
in substantially the following language
“On that night 1 started out with two of my brotha
offered to
service for the
ers to go to church.
After we had got a little way
I told them that I did not feel very well and that l
for a
mail.
Rewould go back, 1 left them and walked back alone. amount
Afterward 1 went into a place where they sold opium.
also offered to do the
I got some and then went and got some whisky. I
same service as Kerns & Mitchell for oaeput them together and drank them. I then went
back to my house and went down stairs. 1 took a
half of the money
were
saw and sawed off the piece of shall which was
found afterward. After I had cut off the piece of
but
Jewell
declined
to
Mr.
his
shaft, I went out, walked around some and hid the
piece under the fence. Soon an alarm of lire was evident
in the matter.
The conrung. 1 went to the lire, and then came back and
stood with my brother at the corner of Cotting and
tractors were
to tile a sworn instreets. While I was standing there saw
of the additional stock and fixtures
Dr. Eddy pass along, and I also saw a woman on the
other side of the street. Immediately' my brother
for the increased service for
and I went into the house and I said ‘I guess I’ll go
to bed.’ I went down to the kitchen pretending that
which the pay was raised to
An
I was goiug to bed, but instead of doing that 1 went
out the back door. 1 got the club and started on af- : examination of this
on file in
ter the woman I had seen. 1 followed her along and :
the l’ostollice
shows that it
overtook her near Glover’s Corner. As there were
people about there at the time, 1 followed her down 1 is neither
nor sworn to.
till we got to Columbia street. Then I was so near :
her that she looked around and saw me. I struck
her immediately, she fell down and I struck her
well says that to
The Boston
again. While 1 was stooping over the body I saw a
or
man coming, so I started up and ran away.
I got
in the
any
over the fence and went toward the railroad.
While
an
has
I was climbing up the bank at the railroad somebody
culled out to me and then I turned back, took u
to the verge of
the
round-about way and got home. On the way home
it occurred to me that I had a knife in my pocket
of course, an
is to
which might be recognized in some manner, and so
I threw it away.
If the Democrats, and those
to act
At the close of Piper’s statement concerning the
with them, do not conic to the rescue,
murder of Bridget Landergan, Mr. Brown asked hint
if he had anything more to coufess, whereupon he
at all.
‘-Bristow and rethere is ho
made a confession concerning the deadly assault on
Mary Tyner in Oxford street, which clears up that form” may be a
shout to
mystery. The story was substantially as follows :
I was sexton of the church at the time. I was
Bristow
some, but it means
down town in the evening, and near Lagrange street,
is
I met the
Mary Tyner. She spoke to me, and elected
we had a little chat together. I invited her to go inor
continuation of rule and
to a saloon und she did so. After we had some refreshments I went home with her, and remained
if that
lican
is
some time, and went to sleep.
In the course of the night I awoke and found she
at all in
liked better. There is no
w as asleep.
I saw that I could get out by either a
Is Bristow
that direction.
or
front or back window, and so I took up something
in the shape of a hammer and struck her several
the
who would elect
different
than
blows so as to smash her head in. I then left the
house and went up to the church where I spent the
is Bristow much or any
him ?
rest of the night.
On account of the above confession Piper’s councleaner than other besmirched and bestainsel allowed the motion for a new trial to be over?
ed
ruled to-day.

gun,”

World greets

Lecture at tin* I'niversnlist church

evening; the second

the representatives’ business. A memorandum at Hie close of the message gave
the number of days each President has

as

Connty.

and

“Has 'Gene got home?"

captain

otherwise be created?

It is still an open
how many will prefer this seclusion to their
present liberty, and will with old Dryden resolve—

o!

distin-

daily meet a select and highly intelligent
group of readers and students. Are not the
Cooper Union and Astor Library liner monuments to their generous founders than could

unto common

rivulship

Win.

can

nastic in character.

For art and labor met in truce,
l
beauty made the bride of use,
We thank Thee, while withal we era.•
file austere virtues strong to save,
The honor proof to place or gold,
t he manhood never bought or sold’

supporters must blush: we redo- to his
spiteful action toward General Custer.
This last named

while ttie New

next

his recent
death, and now Alexander Hamilton has just
been chosen. Within its classic precincts one

|

I linn who hast here in concord furl* d
1 lie war flags of a gathered world,
Beneath our Western skies fultil
file Orient’s missiou of good will,
\nd, treighted with Love’s golden fleece,
'end back the Argonauts of peace.

Preside tit Grant seems determined tint
.sun of his administration shall set in

tv*

ON

And
This

the

the darkness of

us

P>. Astor filled that

price

World, thronging all its street-,
I'uveiling all the triumphs won
art
or
toil beneath the sun;
By

Secretary

Hotel.

III'.

lie with
The Old

Library;
position until

of the hoard of the Astor

lionaire

lb re where of old, by Thy design,
1 he fathers spake that word of Thine
Whose echo is the glad retrain
Of rended boll and falling chain,
to grace our festal time, from all
f he /ones of earth our guests w-1 call.

Custer.

h

posing affair. Governor Connor of Maine and
staff' have engaged quarters at the Exposition

We meet to-day, united, free.
And loyal to our land and Thee,
J o thank Thee for the era done
And trust Tina- l'ur the opening one

F. D. LYFORD, Androscoggin
J. C. MADIGAX, Aroostook.
L. It. PI ELS BURY, Franklin.
A. A. BARTLETT, Hancock.
J. II. MARTIN, Knox.
P. F. REND LETT, Lincoln.
A. S. KIMBALL, Oxford.
WYATT WE I'D, Penobscot.
»
HENRY HUDSON, Jr., Pisoata ;
Alii EL EIBBY, Sagadahoc.
ALBEPT MOORE, Somerset.
1
H. MURED, Waldo.
w S. PEAYY, Washington.
EDWIN STONE, York.
E. F. P1LLSBURY, Chairman, Kennebec.
1). II. IXGRAIIAM, Secretary. Cumberland.

very large attendance of dis- j for so unworthy an end.
The oblojity
tinguished officers of the Army and Navy, which Grant in hi- foolish
rage sought to
headed by General Sherman and Admiral Porcast upon a brave and noble General, reter.
Should the day he liue, it will be an imThere will be

Hie President told the House, at considerable length that lie had the constitutional right to be absent when lie pleased and
lie gently intimated that it was none of

City

Whwb of tha

mossage to the

another ii«»bl*? and free institution. The build* take at least one ballot each day of its
iug is large, and well planned for its purpose. sessions, tiii an election is etlected
It contains the finest collection of rure and val- !
Hie l imes of Philadelphia, says that
uabte books in this country; there are over
the advent in that city la-t Thursday of
100,000 volumes. John Jacob Astor endowed

upon the »>uth terrace of Memorial hall
fronting the main building, in fall view of an
immense concourse of people. The weatln r was
perfect, and the greatest enthusiasm prev ailed.
The

Democratic

President Grant sent a
House of Repre-

Thursday

wish that good old Peter C. would also estab- ! second Tuesday alter its organization,
lish some public baths near by and otter prizes. (this year loth May.) and meet in
joint
The Cooper Union stands near the old Bible convention the next day and
if

noon,

[Persons desiring Probate Advertising in their
control to appear in the Journal, will need p, make
that request of the Court. 1

guished officer in

family.

Supreme Court of the United State-.
The Cabinet.

he

Last

special

Journal.]

>

fares.

would do much to promote every object for which
tli** Exposition is held, without endangering any
public interest whatever.

No. II.

was opened at Philadelphia with appropriate, but simple ceremonies. The exhibition
WILLIAM H. SIMPSON. as a symbol and as a fact will long remain an
EDITOR AM) PROPRIETOR.
important, mark in the history of this Kepublic. Cooper. It is called the
.1 year;
Subscription Terms. In advance,
A more fitting commemoration of our first hunCOOPFK t'.MOX.
within tilt* year, $.1.60; at tin* expiration oft. in? ) e:;r,
dred years could not be devised, while the ben- This fine
brown stone structure contains a
$3.0U.
Al>VKKTISINO Terms. For on* square, one inch ! eficial effects, of a great "World's fair such as
valuable library, a large reading-room, several
of length in column,) !?1.0o for >nn; week, an.I
this i", are incalculable. Here arc gathered,
lecture-rooms and a school of art—all free to
cents lor each subsequent insertion. A frai ion ol a j
under several acres of glass and iron, the evi- the
Square charged as a full one.
general public. The main apartment is the
dence and proofs, material, aesthetic and ethical,
S. M. Pktenuill & Co., 0 stalest., Bo.-ton,
reading-room. This is 30 feet high, and 125 by
and 37 Turk How New York, are our authorized
of the present stage of progress of nearly al^
S-» lighted by side windows and from above by
Agents for procuring subscriptions and forwarding
the nations’of the earth, in comparison with the a dome. We have
auv ertisttinents.
paid this reading-room many
1
S. It. Niles, No. tt I remonf Street, Boston, is
carefully preserved relies of funner times. The visits, and have considered it rather remarkable
ami
his
for
the
of
this
agent
publisher
paper,
receipts Exhibition i> a sort of tide-mark of the World’s that it is
and orders are always recognized.
always full of men from the most unadvance; while considered in its national as- fortunate ranks of life, (judging from their perand
tors
».'\\ki>l\ns
E.\i:<i
Administrators,
pects it p-resents astounding proofs of the mar" sonal appearance) who sit or stand
quietly readdesiring their advertisements published in the Jourvellous growth and progress of these United ing—for conversation is not allowed—and benal Will please so state to the Court.
States of America. For those who study the have with
perfect decorum. The attractions of
SUBSCRIBERS desiring to have the uddn-- of
Exhibition with serious intent, having self-cul- the place are, however,
papers changed, must -tale the Post Office to which
undeniably great, for
:
as
the
one
to which
the paper has been sent as well
ture as an aim, it will do more than would
here one can find all the principal journals of
it is to go.
years of travel and study. To those who seek this country, all the magazines, and many forJEarBATES & Locke, 34 Park Row, New York, only recreation and enjoyment, it will afford a eign newspapers and
periodicals, beside a libraare authorized agents for procuring adverti.-ements
sort of six-months “Fourth of July” jollificary of standard works. It is a cheering sight to
for the Journal.

Although the managers have virtually settled
the question of Sunday opening of the Exposition unfavorably to any show, the people of tiie
vicinity—the working classes, 1 mean—are bv
no means satistied.
A few evenings since, a
large meeting was held in the city, for the discussion of the matter, iu which those favoring
tiie opening were very much in earnest. A
clergyman who came in to argue against opening was summarily squelched, and the following resolution passed—
Resolved, That in the opinion of this meeting the
opening of tiii- Centennial Exposition on Sundays

much, but the daily disto seriously affect

the average female mind. Not that they are to
be blamed for it, because it is a woman’s business to look attractive, and becoming clothes
are

!

meritorious

likely

wrought granite tablet, on four pedastals. On
was read, in which lie held that the Board of the tablet are military emblems, sword, cannon,
Finance li:t\ itig made, and the Commissioners cannon balls, »fcc. draped by flags and adorned
having ratilied contracts authorizing restaurant by wreaths all wrought in granite, a beautiful
keepers to sell the usual refreshments, those specimen of the sculptor art. This is placed
contracts could not he legally revoked. Com- upon a pillar, four feet hierh, of exquisitely polmissioner Xve, of Maine, protested in the ished granite. It attracts much attention.
Some of our Maine people fail to understand
name of his State and of the cause of temperance against the opinion, and
anything and just the duties of the Maine Commissioners
everything which allowed the sale of wines or here. Mr. Nye recently received a letter asking
liquors within the enclosure. lint it was of no him to find a purchaser for two bear cubs—also
use.

some

for the

For the moral and intellectual improvement sentatives in answer to a resolution
asking
of the New York public, ami for the benefit also
him concerning his freipient absence from
of strangers in the city, there stands at the head j
tlie seat of government. This pettifogof the Bowery, between Thin! and Fourth Aveging message is said to have enlivened a
nues, the great building erected by the now ven
erable philanthropist of New York, Mr. Veter dull day, and afforded much amusement.

event

—HY-

I had for several

that the whole lot be at once destroyed, as a
piece of man-worship obnoxious to him and to I

—

i> oii-

days noticed a very handsome
glass case, daintily placed and polished, winch
was evidently the apple of the owner's eye, for

[Written

Conservative
special show to be produced in due season. of the Democratic,
several cities, towns and plantations of the
To-day I noticed therein a section of plank, on .State of Maine, irrespective of past political associa- ceremoniesAt the beginning the national
which had been rudely scratched iu chalk—"A tions, desiring to co-operate with the Democratic airs of ali the countries represented at the
party In its present efforts uud objects, are cordially
peace of Mower’s Arc," the owner of this re- invited to join in sending delegates to a Convention exhibition, were played by an orchestra
markable contribution did not stay to explain to he held in NOROMBEGA HALL, in BANGOR, of 150 under the direction of Mr. Theodore
it—but fancy the feelings of the proprietor of On Tuesday, the 13th day of June next, Thomas. Then the President of the United
ago, and that were old and worn when the
at 10 o’clock A. M.,
States: made the tour of Memorial Hail accomSavior walked the plains of Palestine. There the show case. A couple of huge foreign cast- to nominate a candidate for Governor, two candi
that
have
some resempanied by the Governor of Pennsylvania and a
in
Hall,
ings,
Machinery
l'or
at
to
dates
Electors
choose foui Delegates
Large,
are some of these coins of gold, intrinsically
at Large, and a State Committee lor the political
division of troops from Pennsylvania and New
to cannon, bore for several days the inworth $10, that arc so old and rare as to read- blance
year, commencing January 1st,
Next, the Centennial Inauguration
“Chinese gun" and “Japanese gun.”
Jersey.
Everv city, town aud organized plantation will be
ily bring $5000 in the market. There is one of scriptions
entitled to one delegate, and an additional delegate March by Richard Wagner, of Germany, was
that
the
matter
These
the
idea
things
suggest
the Washington pennies, bearing the head of
for every seventy-live votes for the Democratic t anof jokes lias been overlooked, and that there didate for Governor at the State election for 1S72, performed; then the Rt. Rev. Bishop Simpson
the iirst President, of which but a very few exand
a majority fraction will entitle to an additional
offered prayer. After which, the poet "Whituna
of
Humor,
Department
ist. The history of this coin is very peculiar. should have been
delegate.
set to music by John
with preder
the
of
S.
-S.
management
Cox,
The
State
will
in
session
say
Committee
be
the
night tier’s Centennial Hymn,
Immediately after the peace, some enthusiastic
miums for the best and worst jokes. Let us previous at the Bangor House, and on the morning K. Pavne, was sung by the chorus of 800 voices.
admirers of the General, secretly sent abroad
of the convention at Xorombega Hall, to receive tin
The words of the hymn are as iollows :
hope that the managers of the second Centenni- credentials of dele-gates.
and procured them as a surprise to the chief
Arrangements have been made with railroad and
a hundred years hence, will not neglect this
al,
Our father’s God: from out whose hand
Put lie was indignant instead, and demanded j
steamboat lines to convey delegates at the usual|lia!t
1 lie centuries fall like grains of Mind,
class.

saved, and these are valued at $3*5 each,
or at the rate of $3S,500 for a dollar’* worth of
ansa-, and marble embodiments of the sculppennies. A specimen of the New York doubtor*- dream- ot beauty and grace.
Italy alone loon, coined before tin* Gutted States had a
►'•nd
marbi. statue*. Nothing like it lias mint, is valued at $1000—melted and sold for
c< a -ecu
ur
in the western world.
It was | oid gold it would bring about $17. Here are
.1* : -ling t
-<■.
the almost affectionate care kept, tlie standard scales of tin* United States,
with wI.o li the Italian and French artists and
by which others are tested and corrected.
o -. -1.. 11
bandied and displayed their contri- I They are ver> elaborate, the beam being hung
:. n—an enthusiasm of which the cold and I
upon knife blades resting upon agates, and are
'Paid Yankee know- but little—but who goes poised so ukvly that the one hundred thousraptun «»\.-r loconiolive-. steam ploughs, andth part of an ounce will visible affect the
the granite block.-, e.ig, tool-, and such other beam. I took the custodian'** wort! tor if, and
hard fact-.
didn't a-k him to throw in an eye-winker a* a
I hero

wear

garments of the Orient. I notice daily one huge
fellow who has got himself up in extraordinary
with a turban, sky blue robe, and begirt
paving blocks. To some, the most interesting style,
himself with a yellow sash. He is probably
the
mint
is
the
room
in
which
above,
poriion of
some Moslem dandy, with killing ways among
are collected specimens of every known coin—
the gentler sex ou the banks of the Bosphorus.
numbering «000, and no two alike. There are
also many medals and other curiosities. It is With these mingled nationalities, busy with
varied contributions, there is something
a
and valuable collection. Pre- their

■

;or \

one

The waiter went and reof those elongated rolls of

bread, peculiar

en-

corted by a courteous guide, made the rounds.
We were shown smelting rooms, where the
gold, silver and nickel are worked over and refined. and wtiere glowing crucibles were full of
it in a liquid state; rooms where iugots were
rolled

a

Gotham Sketches

10th—occurred the most interot* the year; the great Centennial
Exposition in celebration of the nation's century

esting
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Boardman for Bill's. Fogler
DIVORCES.
Joseph Lake from Bhebe I,ake; Esther A.
Wentworth from Lewis Wentworth; Abbic II.
Black from Franklin H. Black.

about the 1st of June, if the required number can be
To people in limited circumstances who
raised.
wish

to see

the

big show and cau confine themselvi
a sailing vessel, this
project Is th*

to the tardiness of

cheapest yet ottered.
Massachusetts gentleman visiting friends in this
was summoned home as a witness lu a
law case. \\ Idle waiting for the train at Burnham
A

city recently,
he

was

attacked with

night-mares;
day

was

the

one

of Mark Twain’s

following

on a

poetical
postal card next

the result:—

“Summoned home by acounselaire
I took my seat in the railroad cairo,
And was eutertuined by the couductaire
’Till he punched my ticket w ith a small anehairc,
Which set my thoughts on that cussed attain*,
’Bout the “blue trip slip for an eight cent faire”
And ’twill haunt me sure, till I reach Uardiuare
But I’ve made up my mind that if that writaire
That they call Mark Twain, shall ever daire
To come within reach of this travellalre.
I’ll wipe his chin, and yank his haire
Till his head with a pumpkin will compalre
For he has burdened me with a heap of cairr.”

r.

candidates

:.ci\
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on his way to the Cen-id'-s in Ca'tine. and with two others
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The weather lias
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is very

arrived

at

it-men, France, last week, reports a
ii •-■•Id j>i->;igeoi ft days. Jn lat.-FJ."? North,
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Wed, pii.v-.ed a brig of from 500 to Hod tous,
v Mch had the
appearance of having been
I
he noticed floating in the immediate
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number ->f

barrels.
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city of Bangor will have
bration, costing $2,500.
The

a

Fourth of July cele-

Gen. Tillson of Rockland, will deliver
in Bangor, Memorial day.
It takes two to make a bar-gain—the
sells and the man who drinks.

an

address

man

|

Also

A Brooklyn man, who had tho loos of 0111'
foot out off by a horse car. sued the company
for ^o.OOO damages—.$1
pe“‘ tr>s. The company denied responsibility tti into, out the jury
awarded the plaintiff jpiOb as a memento of the
affair.
To all.

who

ing

particularly invalids, spring

season.

is

AFTERNOON
H. H. Johnson & Co.,
DANCING SCHOOL. Carpets.

BOSTON
with

try

a

Indications of sickness should

at

All North Georgia is alive with green wheat fields,
and the prospect for a fair crop was never more

dered condition, until the disorder has time

Offer them at prices much LOWER than ever
ottered in this city before. Wo refrain from
quoting prices, and the public can satisfy themselves by calling and examining our well selected stock, that
our goods are Cheaper than
1
quote prices in
their advertisements.
We mean just what we say, and invite the
public to give us a call.

develop

Kansas have been much damaged by a
rain-storm of unprecedented severity.
Railroads
badly washed.

I licretore, we advise ail who are troubled with
the complaints now very prevalent—headache,
jiidigesthm, disordered liver, want of appetite,

containing twelve acres, near Clay
Springs, Florida, is now in tassel and will average
feet
in
eight
height.
A field of

corn

huse|\vho

nausea, or feverish skin, to take, without tielay, Selieiiek’s Mandrake Fills. We know of
no remedy so harmless and decisive in Us action. Jt at once strikes at the root of the dis-

rend-rock powder on Bergen
Heights, Jersey City, Saturday night, caused great

explosion

itselt. An ounce of prevention is worth
pound of cure, is an old and truthful saying.

a

are

of

devastation, but not a life was lost.
advices fiom liavti have already
Benj. F. Stearns of Castine, seaman on schooner
the
of
the
culmination
briefly reported
White Foam of Bucksport, died at sea recently, and
popular discontent in the Republic by the was carried to Prospect, N. S., for burial.
rising of the whole people in arms on the
Among the appointments to West Point are Edloth ot April and dangerously if not la- gar A. Work of Maim*, Walter M. Dickinson and
tally wounding President Domingue ; kill- Sidney W. Lowry of Massachusetts.
In the Supreme Judicial Court at Lewiston May
ing the Vice President. Rameau, riddling
Ins body with fifty bullets, and breaking 5th, K. F. Packard, of Auburn, was appointed receiver of the Lewiston institution for savings.
into the house of General Parquet and
Geo. A. Fletcher, Register of Probate for Somerkilling him also.
set County, died very suddenly of heart disease May
Tiie following is an authentic account 5th, at Ids residence in North Anson.
of the terrible and stirring events, as givFall River manufacturers will send an agent to
en 1»a Mr. J. Henvelinan, a merchant of South America to Introduce their fabrics there.
New York, who has just returned from There seems to be no reason why such an effort
should not result in obtaining a good share of the
llayt: and was an eye-witness to most of South American trade which now goes to England,
the tragedies so lately enacted there.
He and is, iu part, supplied with American goods.

effect.
headache in

KE.UH.4HT I'KIMS

They

will relieve the patient of
two hours, and will rapidly
cleanse the liver of surrounding idle, and will
effectually prevent a bilious attack. They are
sold by all

one or

which

will

MODERN

selling

very

druggist*.

ENTIRE

DANCING.

Also, strict attention will he given to Genteel Deportment. Your patronage is respectfully solicited.

Hours of Tuition from 2 to 4 1\ M. Terms Per
Scholar $2.00. Music by Whitten’s Quadiille Band!
jfcgrPa rents admited to School.

NEW STOCK

CarpetingS
Boots & Shoes

—AT—

See. W. Burkett & Co.

cheap.

City Block, High

COTTONS !
Our

1

stock of Black Goods cannot be surpassed.

Black Drab'de'ete, Black
Black

Street.

SUMMER STYLES Just received,
and belling
the Lowest possible prices.
SrRIXO
fil'd

Alpacas

Cashmeres, Black Mohairs, Black
Hernani, Black Grenadine.

I At the solicitation of many of
our Patrons, we have been
induce ! to add

a:

FINK HOOTS & StIOKS,
Of the

Latest Styles constantly

on

CARPETINGS

hand.

To

■

In Ureas Goods

«

we

anood Hue all wool

imu?

Knickerbockers, DeBrigas, Plaid
anil

Trunks,

COTTON

—

•*

AND

WOOL

Stripe which

reasonably low.

are

Of all kiiid.-s, very LOW.
We also hare

full assortment of

a

new

purchase.

to

Worsted Fringes, Malta Laces, Gimps.
and
the
line
everything pertaining

House

I

As

W. T. COLBURN!

trimming

to

we

at

iieliast. May 3, lSrO,

a

■

.,

DOUBLE

THE

BUSK

«

CORSEST
much called for

so

Jackson’s Catarrh Snuff

H

have

e

a

WHITE

1

the sole

we are

REMOVAL!

Agents.

which

prepared to

&

Men's

Hosery
prices.

no;
a-a: »•

u a*,

luck*
1

(.eorgt Woods, rep. ward

>...<-••

olutionary army, fully 8,000 strong,

yes. The
sn mi !v defeated and the re is to

o

u

:•

lic.-n-i d

voted That all

to

victualing -aioons other

ii.«tel> clo.-e at 10 o’clock.
•.

,\

.K'.'IM1

UlMM'liilg
now is

KlllU?

Ol

tte\
prevalent here* |
w
-lieep and even hen- are subject to it. ijm i
nu ca=e.s the disease ha- proved fatal.
On the! then
1 (Gordon a horse was lir.st attacked ! ders
"1 Mr. <
and r< e. >v ,-red. then a favorite cow w as taken j with

has he

n

and

■

uj

u:m iw

mi!

proposal id wiinai i.arand he agreed to the armistice. lie
left his army where it was. with orto come on

by easy marches, and,

Stowe
got tame
odile that will stand up on its tail and stone oranges
out of a tree.
She has named it Sherman because it
occasionally goes otf on tears.

!i*

••

—Owing to the buckwardue-s of the

season

Is the best

Sold by Druggists,

or

mailed

And here’s
hoping that your industries will gather renewed
life and vigor, and tiuurish like the noonday under
the rule ol'your new Democratic Mayor.

W.

BILIIilSiESS.

these disorder."!' We are assured ATII OOII'M
% e^etailile, PIiYuical, Jaundice ItitC«*r«
will effect a speedy cure. They have nkvkk faii.KI> To SA ! ImI V AM. WHO HAVK
SKI) TIIKM lbr
Jaundice, Dyspepsia. Biliousness, etc. Beware of
imitations.
The genuine has private proprietary
stamp cl''John F. Henry over the cork Sold by all
dealer*. Manhattan Med. < o., proprietors. JollN
F. HiSHY. t l URAS & n»,.Nc,v York. WholeIwl2
sale Agents.

!

■

CONSUMPTIVES,

TAKE NOTICE.
Every moment of delay makes your cure more
and much depends on the judicious choice
of a remedy. The amount of testimony in favor of
Dr. Schenek's Pulmonic .Syrup, as a cure for consumption, far exceeds all that can be brought to
support the pretensions of any other medicine. See
Dr. Schenek’s Almanac, containing the certificates
of many persons of the highest respectability, who
have been restored to health, after being pronounced
incurable by physicians of acknowledged ability.
Schenek’s Pulmonic Syrup alone lias cured many, as

hopeless,

|

1

...

■

ported that they were correct to a cent,
line all the expenditures ol the amount receiv-

.ts

mi

Spanish

1 i.

trmu the General (iovernment.
\: the coni'l
ion of Mr. Morton’s

started to wall; to tho.l’rench Consulate.
The revolutionists met them in the streets
and followed them, their pas-ions every
moment waxing fiercer.
Suddenly they

explanation Mr.
injiidd -aid thut at a future time in-should have
to
in
to
the
tiling
-ay
regard
political history
1
kuini
He had nothing to say about his cofitn.'.un; t vuovF.itN u t.i:
■i'.iie s vindication of Jus ow ti character.
I
senate then resumed the consideration of the 1
and
the
son
ot
ii relation to the
Japanese indemnity fund.
■' «e pending
shot him
question being the motion ol Mr. bar. I tip to \ ice President
m
-trike out the lir -t Section of the bill, which ;
dead oil the
i/e- the return of the fund, less $125,000 to be
lor the
and paid t
were
the officers and crews of tlie
-d
staty- -hip- Wyoming and Jamestown, Mr. near the Consulate and were soon within
'-li
moved
to
amend that section so
pd Ohio,
shelter. Several other shots
••*
tIn- clause authorizing the return of i its
d it*at ttii.d to
the mob at them and
Japan alter deducting the were fired
-'“d
-••it in beu -.hereof a
provision that
PKESIUTN'T I'OiUS'GUL
!•
due id t!ji lund, with all the accumulations
interest, be Tand.-md to the Treasurer of the
received a terrible wound in the
;. d -'.ate-, and so much of the fund as consists
b el- —hah be cull Cl 'led and destroyed, and so
which may terminate
as he is an
u' h a- cou.-i t- ol money shall he covered into the
old and feeble man.
re.H.su ry.
dr h.man spoke ia favor of returning the fund
ritE liOLlV OF TUB VICK l'BESIDEXT
;
ipan, and stated that it return would do much
was kicked about the streets of the
un-«rve friendly relution- between this
country

•'.<.!

>

up the

■“

friendly

and Sankey are taking a rest, preparatory
to opening a hot summer campaign umong the sinners of Chicago a month hence.

Moody

The health of the Empress of Brazil is said to be
improving in our climate. There'll nothing like the
pure air of freedom, Mrs. Alcautara.

by

>

thigh,

fatally,

1

.old

i k>
t'.ki

wa-

rejected- yea?,

question being on Mr. Sargent’s motion to
the lir-t section, Mr. J-.dmunds said that if
required the United States to pay the money
to Japan because the injury she inflicted
upon
out

..

k

i'izen-

equal

to the sum she had paid
of duty required the United
•odes to pay the (Jiieen of (in at Britain
any sum of
(be (ienevu award in excess of tin* amount
proved
w our citizens on account of t lie actual lo-s -u
Acred
t he rebel cruisers.
l he bill was further discussed by Messrs. Merrlm, Saulsburv, bargeut, Howe, Bogy and Maxey.
Mr. Sargent’s motion to strik out the lirst section
ms rejected—yea?, 21,
nays, 2b.
Mr. i hurmari moved to strike out the clause which
provides for the return of all accumulation of intertogether with the fund, saying the Government
iid not pay interest to its own citizens.
Adjourned at 5 .2U 1*. M.
In the House ol Representatives the Illinois con••-ted election case wa? taken up. After debate a
•■•?<• was taken and resulted in favor of
Lemoyne,
'.<• contestant, thus
unseating Far well. The vote
was 121* to 1*8.
l he l»ost Office Appropriation bill was considered
committee ol the whole without action until the
r«c* ss.
The same subject was continued at the evening session.
•in iitr >«*natc
nursuuy. .nay hm, a concurrent re»luiion t•> mijourn from Saturday next till
Monday,
* “■*
loth, to attend the opening of the • entenniul,
was considered and laid over.
Air. < oakling
n p., N.
V.) presented a petition,
which he said came from all classes of
people in
rwenty-twe states and territories, that the government endeavor to have Condon, the Irish
patriot, released from prison; referred.
On motion of Mr. Anthony
rep., R. j.;S| «>io-ht
hundred copies of the report's on labor in
Kurope
and America were ordered printed.
The impeachment trial was then resumed.
Uoi -si..
1 he House went into the committee of
’he whole on the post-otliee bill, and speeches were
made on miscellaneous subjects.
In the Semite Friday, May nth, tin* resolution accepting the Invitation to attend the opening ceremonies of the Centennial on the loth inst., and providing that when Congress adjourn on 1 uesday it be
to Friday the 12th Inst., was taken
up and adopted.
Alter the impeachment business was concluded
several House bills were referred to the appropriate
committees, after which Senate went into executive
'-ession and at (5 o’clock adjourned.
Hursi:. The Committee on Public Puddings reported a resolution appropriating 8 h»on for securing
a more
thorough ventilation of the hull of Represen<

erefor, the

was not
same sen-e

...

tatives.
(

Adopted.
About sixty private bills were passed.
Air. Blount of Georgia, from the
Appropriation

ommittee, reported the naval appropriation bill,
which was made a special order lor Monday next.

I he bill
.'?],j,*ob>55. it contains a pro
Cion looking to the sale of naval hospitals at Ail
nupolis and Washington, and directs them to be
closed during the next lineal year; also a provision
looking to the sale of navy yards at Charleston,
Washington and Pensacola, and to the recession of
’lu* naval station at New London; directs the establishment of naval rendezvous at Tybee Island or
Cookson, in Georgia. It orders the stopping of enlistments in the navy until the number of enlisted
men i-, reduced to 7500.
Mr. Huntou of Virginia, from the
Judiciary Committee, reported back favorably the Senate amend
ments to the House bill
McCand
permitting
Judge
hrs of
Pennsylvania, to retire on full pay. The
Principal amendment is one requiring his resignation
t° be made within six months.
Mr. Holman of Indiana, moved to
lay the bill and
amendments on the table as extending the limits of
the civil pension list, which was
to the
antagonistic
mi a of
Republican government.
v

appropriates

city

days and mutilated beyond ail
recognition, after which it was thrown into a hole outside the
city and covered up
for

Japan.

the motion of .Mr. Sherman

two

with stones. All the other Ministers of
the government, or any one who held
otliee under Dotningue, took refuge speedily in tin* Consulate buildings, and were
left unmolested. After being two days
guarded in the French Consulate, the deposed President got on a schooner, and
was taken to St. Thomas, where he now
is. A military provisional committee was
then organized, with General Canal at its
head and partial order was restored. The
popular vengeance appeared to he satislied by the assasssi nation of the Vice President and General Larquet and the Hight
ot President Dotningue
Fire
A

at

Kenduvkeag, Me-

serious lire in

destroyed

Kenduskeag Monday night,

live stores.

The want of

a

lire de-

was severely felt.
The following is a summary of the looses ami
insiiranee:
T. (». Watson's slorc, occupied by Hills A
Sleeper, valued at $800; insured in the Htiugor
Company for $000. U. S. Jlogsdon's store, valued at $400; not. insured. 1. F. Halls store,
valued at $11*00; insured in the Hangor Mutual
for $700. JI is goods were valued at between
live and six thousand dollars, and were insured
in the Hangor Company for $1000, and in the
Hangor Mutual for $1000. The store belonging
to the Jackson estate was unoccupied and valued at $400; insured in the Hangor Co., for $300.
The storehouse occupied by V. S. Palmer ami
owned by Wood. Hishop &, Co., was valued at
$0,70, and insured for $440.

partment

Democratic State Convention.

vise

me

to do?” asked the Illustrious

biographer.

“There’s only one thing you can do,” was the emphatic answer; “write his life.” [Brooklyn Argus.

Kidney Diseases, Dropsy,

and all Diseases of

the Urinary Organs can be cured by the use of
Hunt’s Remedy. Hundreds who have been
given up by their physicians to die, have been
cured by Hunt’.-: Remedy. Try Hunt’s Rem-

—The Chinese

l»r. Soheiick will be- at the Quincy House, Boston,
on the following Wednesdays, from 9 to .‘5 o’clock.
Jan. 13th and 27th, Feb. loth and 21th, and March
loth and 24th. Consultations free; hut for a thorough
examination of the lungs, with tl»« Respirometor,
the price is $5.
Dr. Schenek is professionally at his principal office, Corner Sixth ami Arch s'treets, Philadelphia,
every Monday, where ull letters of advice must be

Iliteiided MarriagesMay 1st, Warren Johnson, of Waldo, and Miss
Luene L, Gav, of Belfast. Cirtilic.ite issued
May 4th, Enoch B. Heath and Miss Martha J.
Brown, both of Belfast. Certificate issued.

“I have never been so fully satisfied with any
article for toilet use as 1 ain with your Forest
Tar Soap, it is a perfect shaving 'soap, yielding a rich white lather that does not dry upon
the face, and that leaves it soft and free from
the smarting common to tender faces after shaving. It is the best article for the skin I ever
used.” So says Mr. L. A. Alexander, agent
for B. O. & G. C. Wilson, of Boston. Get a
cake of your Druggist, or by sending 35 cents
to the Forest Tar Co., Portland, Me.

Only

a

Cough”

lias brought many to untimely graves. What
is a Cough? The lungs or bronchial tubes have
been attacked by a cold; nature sounds an
alarm-bell, telling where the disease lies. Wisdom suggests “try Wistar’s Balsam of Wild
Cherry;” it has cured, during the last half a
century, thousands upon thousands of persons.
As lung as volt cough, there is danger, for the
cough is a Safety Valve. Use “Wistar” and be
cured.
fa) cents and $1 a bottle. Sold bv till drug-

gists.

Children cry For Castokia.

pleasant

It is

as

take as honey, and is absolutely
harmless. It is sure to expel worms, cure wiud
colic, regulate the bowels and stomach, and
overcome irritability caused by rash or cutting
teeth. It is a perfect substitute for Castor Oil,
and for Costiveness in young or old there is
nothing in existence so effective and reliable.
3m41
to

Tin: latest, greatest, and most reliable
ever put together by medical science
for Hheumatism, Wounds, Swellings,

remedy

Burns,

Caked Breast, Ac., is the Centaur Liniment.
There are two kinds. What the White Liniment is for the human family, the Yellow Centaur Liniment is for spavined, lame and strained
horses and animals,

has

i
1

hint I

“The blood is the life.” If that is kept pure,
and sufficiently full of iron, good and vigorous
health is the resnlt. Talbot’s Iron Tonic
will make new and pure blood, and create an

problem is assuming imAh Sin is a hopeportant proportions.
appetite for food. It acts directly on the Kidless sort of a customer (who never buys
neys and Urinary Organs, curing all weaknesses.
anything) to deal with anyhow,
2w43

lately

brought

been

BOSTON

into market

Boston,
by the

COMPANY,

LAND

v.h<> are rapidly developing their immense property
and throwing it open to the public. Bordered on the
om- side by the

B K O A n
and

on

trie Date, Aamt and

must be paid for.

the other

Hai'bor

by the

oi

Cloths,

BOSTON LAND COMPANY,
Congress Street, Room 1?, Boston, Mass.
4w4;»

JUST RECEIVED

T. W. Fin & C0.
In every Style and Quality from

$50.00.

For Ladies and Gents 673 Dozen

HANDKERCHIEFS!
With slight Imperfections at

TTalf their Value.

May 5th, bark Arizona, Conant, Rouen, France,
days, (nee local department;) schs. Tyro, 11 art,
Bangor; S. O. Chase, lloxie, Rockland.
May sth, schs. Cameo, Cunningham, Bangor; Isabel, (of Bucksport,) Johnson, Bangor; Western
Belle, Monteith, Isleau Haut; Rhoda Ann,Crockett,
North Haven, E. E. Wilson, Patterson, Rockland.
SAILED.
May 3d, schs. General Meade. Holmes, Bangor;
Laura 11. Jones, Cousins, City Point, to load for New
^ ork.
May 4th, schs. Gentile, Barter, Isle au Haut; Brunette, Gipson, New York; Telegraph, Fitiel •, Deer
Isle; Eva B. Stevens, Bangor; E. L. Wilson, Patterson, Rockland.
May 5th, sch. Mary Farrow, Foss, Bangor.
May 0th, sch. S. O. Chase, lloxie, Bangor.
May 7th, sch. Banner, Pattershall, Bangor.
May 8th, schs. Storm-spirit,.Hall, fishing; IJ/zie
Lane, West, Charlestown; Amazon, Warren, Bangor; Lafayette, Eaton, Deer Isle.
May 10th, sobs. P. M. Bonnie, Burge'**1. Carver's
Harbor. Paragon, Shute, Savannah.

42

MEMORANDA.
Portland, May 8th, sch. Geo. 15. Ferguson

Ferguson, Kondout

New Y ork.
Ar. at New Y ork, May 3rd, sells. E. II. Herriman,
Herriman, Cardenas; Jos. Farwell, Gregory, Barucoa; 4th, brig Lizabel, Watson. Havana.
At
May 8th, brig I. W. Parker,
Brackett, loading grain for Cork at a rate equal to
about lit cents per bushel.
Ar. at Petersburg, Va., May 2d, sells. A.
Hay ford,

Philadelphia,

Cane, Belfast,ydays passage; 2Uth,Governor, Eaton,

Belfast.
Cld. from Jacksonville, April 27th, sch. Dione,
Warren, New Y'ork.
At Havana, April 20th, brig Clara J. Adams, McFarland, loading for Baltimore.
Sid. from Cienfuegos, April 20th, brig Josie C.
Hazeltine, Hodgadon, New Y'ork.
Ar. at Shields, April 21st, ship
Carter,

lire extingu ished by smothering, and the slacked
lime is being sold ut low rates or given
away. The
schooner’s deck was so nearly burned through as to
spring under the weight of a man.
Schr. Pierce, (of Brooksville, Me.) Varnum, from
Port Johnson for Salem, struck on the South Breaker off Baker’s Island, night of April
30, but came off
leaking badly, and to prevent sinking in deep water
was run ashore on the north
of Cony Island,
where she lies in a bad position. She has a cargo
of coal belonging to W. Pickering, Jr., of Salem,
which was Insured. The vessel was not Insured.

OF

CORSETS!
THAT

BEATS THE WORLD.

Please give us a call, and we
will
guarantee Quality and Prices
|

Geo.W.Burkett&Co.
MAI N Id.

ItIdIM'AST.

Gift Enterprise
$100,000 00!!

Grand

i

Richards

Mrs.

CRIMINAL COSTS

Soutliworth,

State v.s. William MoLaud,
Originated before Geo. E. Wallace

10.70

j

In

Articles
A T

SARGEANT of Montville,
in the County of Waldo, and State of Maine,
on the twenty-third day of October, A. D. I860, mortgaged to me, the subscriber, by his mortgage deed
of that date, a certain parcel of land situated in
Montville, and fully described in said mortgage
deed, which is recorded In Waldo Registry of Deeds,
R‘>ok 1*14, Page 452, to which record reference is
hereby made for a description of the premises ; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has been
broken, 1 claim to foreclose the same, and for that
purpose give this public notice according to the
Statute in such cases made and provided.
31 ARY A. 1 RAN AN.
3w45
Moutville, 31 ay 11, 1870.

WHEREAS,LYMAN

Notice to Creditors in

Bankruptcy.

District Court of the United States, for the
District of Maine.

In the

In the matter of Franklin A.
)
Follktt, of Belfast, in said l In
District.
Bankrupt. >

Bankruptcy.

At

the iifth day of

Portland,
May, A. D.

In the sukl
1870.

District,

on

OF MAINE, SS. Said alleged bankrupt has proposed a composition of 25 per centum to his creditors, in satisfaction of the debts owed
by said bankrupt to each of his creditors, and a meeting of the creditors of said alleged bankrupt has been
ordered and will be held at the office of Charles Hamlin, Register, in the Custom House at Belfast, iu the
County of Wuldo, on the 22d day of May, A. D. 1870,
at 10 o’clock A. 31., to consider the said
proposition
as provided
by Rule XXXVI of General Orders in

DISTRICT

Bankruptcy. Petition
May, A. D. 1870.

of

Clerk of the

Pay

U.

for said meeting filed first day
WM. P. PREBLE,
S. I>is’t Court, for Dis’t of Maine.

Your Taxes and Save Cost.

WILL BE AT THE OFFICE OVEK OAKES
Angier’- Store for ten days between the hours of
twelve and two, to receive Taxes,
Unpaid Taxes
after that date will be advertised and sold.
D. L. PITCHER. Collector.
Belfast, May 10, 1870.
2w45*

I

,,

vs.

vs.

DRESSMAKING

same.

Arthur Page,

2 y7

:o;

3.-

State vs. Arthur Page,
Originated before same.

In ill! the New and Desirable Shades
and (juuUti*.*.

For Ladies Garments and Suits in

Alpacas

State vs. Elsie Gordon.
Originated before Jas. D. Lainson.

7.20

State vs. William Quinlan,
Originated before Geo. E. Johnson.

9.00

State vs.

Ilenry Staples

Originated

before

DEPARTMENT,

always ready with NEW
and good advice.

STYLES

MRS. RICHARDS.
SOUTHWORTH.
No. 11 Main Stroet, Belfast.
tt’-H

State vs. Lewis’ Storehouse,
Originated before same.

WOOL EXTS

X~
We have

For Men and Boys Wear
Just added u Large Stock to this depart
meat lor

spring

Overcoats. Dress Suits, Business Suits, &c.
which

(Over Forbes’Store.)

we

sell at

prices lower

lowest.

than the

GENTS AND BOYS SUITS
(lot up :it Short Notice

A

25.75

complete

lino

always

to Ik

found in

Table Linens, Towels, Napkins

ot als

same.

and Brilliantines.

A SPECIALTY.

MISS

lu.Cr9

State vs. Wharf in Eineolnville,
Originated before same.

GOODS!

DBESS

BLACK SILKS

frDO.VT FORGET THE PLACE.

11.45

same.

our GOODS and
to be a FEAST f»r the EVES
SAVING to the POCKET.

6.09

Intoxicating Liquors.

Originated before

Originated before

Foreclosure Notice.

HUit a

Very Great Bargains!
12.83

State vs. Sanford’s Storehouse,
Originated before Reuben A. Rich.

Prices Will bo Made at the Counter.

PRICKS

MilS. KK'IIAUDS IN THE
State

Outfit.

Spring

acknowledge

Casteres. Drapdcte uretons, Bcrritz

16.04

Hunt,
same.

and purchase your

All

selecting our 1 ull Stock of .Millinery,
and with our Popular Milliner, we
feel assured that we offer very

Oli oiee

81

New

Vickis

Is

:o: ;

inspect

Money Saved

By coming directly to
Ivlaln
Street,

their

Which tlioy will have constantly on hand
that customers may try style before
purchasing; and having taken
advantage of the

$ G.S9

rj.54

State \s. Joseph Jewett,
j Originated before same.

ieinity

to

Trimmed Bonnots and Hats,

AS ALLOWED BY THE

State
-Q

Time and

ANU

\

County Commissioner’s Court. April Term,

mn giioiis!
well satisfied.

Cordially invite the Ladies of Belfast and

State vs. C. K. Kobinson.
Originated before U. S. Rich.

& Summer

Kver offered in tins city at such Low
Figures that the clo:;e<?t buyers will bo

Miss

I

35-65

SALE

—AM)-

i

-or-

State vs Jackson Tibbitts et als
Originated before L. W. Grant,

nr~

I )— R—Y

10,000!
Agents wanted to sell Tickets to whom a Liberal
Premium will be paid.
I
Single Tickets £1, Six Tickets f 5; Twelve i! ck. t$10; Twenty Five 'tickets 620.
For Circulars containing a full list of Prizes, Mau
ner of Drawing, &c., address
Office, Exchange Building, lot k Box
< *cn imiufi; O.
Cor. Kaee and Lcngworth, \

State vs. William F. Kendall,
Originated before same.

Monday, May 1.

Spring-

^111
ssooj Orif^h !

State vs John Stimpson,
Originated before-

K.

-OF-

!

OKE PRIZE,
* 10.000
"
<)JE nilZE.
v>.ooo
I'HO 1‘HI/EI,
*1.000
rivE PKI/.IX.
4®-Whole number of C'asIi Prize*** 1.000 !
Total amount of ('a*>la l*ri/e« $ikO OOO !
Also, 1,500 Gold and Silv« Lever Hunting Watches, worth from $*20 to $.‘lo0 each; Family Sewing
Machines, worth ? 100 each; Gold Chains, .silver
ware, Jewelry, &c., &c.
Aggregate number of Gill-

A R S T R A C

Rayford Block, Church St.,

GREAT

MILLINERY!!

Tin>Mlajr. Juh 4, }<», i

Capital Prize, $25,000

G-eo.W.Burkett&Co.

-*■

MILLINERY !

Oldest and lk-st Distribution in the L uited .State-.

To In* Dintributod

Spring Patterns have just arrivCatalogues Free to all.

HHl.l'AST._MAIN

Hay ford Block. Church St.,

ENORMOUS STOCK OF

AN I)

Iteninunt Prints.

ed.

-~

PRINTS,CAMBRICS

to show a large
assortment of the best quality of

Our

State vs. Enoch
Originated before

McNear,

Portland, Oregon.
Ar. at Leith, April 21st, ship
Sontag, Herriman
Puvellon de Pica.
Ar. at Penarth, April 18th, ship James G. Pendleton, Gilmore, Amsterdam.
Ar. at Bombay, May 4th, ship Lucy A. Nickeis,
Nickels, Liverpool.
Ar. at Gibraltar previous to May flth, sch. William
Frederick, Ames, Trapani, for Gloucester.
Ar. at Vineyard Huven, May 0th, sells. F. E. McDonald, McDonald, Baltimore, for Boston, John C.
Smith, Jones, Cadiz ior Gloucester, 35 da\ s. (Sailed
the 8th.)
Ar. at Fernandina, May 2d, schr. Murk Pendleton,
Pendleton, (’harleston.
Jacksonville, May 1st. Schr. Annie L. McKeen
is here, loading for New Y ork at $0 per M. Had a
long pussage of nineteen days from Belfast, Me.;
during the time had S.W. winds for ten days. Sclir.
Dione, towed down to the bar this morning.
Schr. Clara Bell, of Maine, loaded with lime, which
recently went into Kdgartown on lire, has had the

LOT

PltLYTS!

always prepared

are

i

1870.

ENQUIRE FOR OUR

ground.

Mattings,

Domestic Fashions!

SHAWLS!

JOB

Gems Undershirts & Drawers 25c Each.

Feathers, &c.

tn;.

propose to throw open

BELFAST.

May 3d, schs. P. M. Bonnie, Burgess, Carver’s Harbor, Telegraph, Fifleld, Deer Isle; Gentile, Barter,
Isle au Haul; Ratler, Snow, Castine.
May 4th, sch. Almeda, Patterson, from the fishing

14
can

UKJi.WM

A SEA-SIDE RESIDENCE,
at a reasonable price.
The Company are now preat private sale many mo-t desirable
pared to off*
locations; and on Tuesday, the sixth of.June, they

No. T'

vim is

ASSOHTMEN 1

NOTTINGHAM LACKS,

Boston,

which will be sold to the higiikst ltiniiiat, without
any reservation whatever, except suitable restrictions as to the style of buildings to be erected, etc.
Full descriptive circulars, with schedule of the
land to be sold and other days ol sale, also free tickets from Boston to and from the sale, sent to any
address on application to

at

show the largest assortment
of Prints ever seen in this city
We have secured three cases
of very desirable styles,
and those in want of
Print Dresses
should examine

We

inner

AT PUBLIC SALE.
SEVERAL MILLIONS OF FEET,

assortment of

elegant

sell

known

No. 11 Phenix Row
iitUist, May 10, i»;u

before.

quoted

i: at it on: low

A T B A X 'I' \ C

SliLP NEWS.

point

l'ormerly

been

Having bought largely of Cottons in
the present depressed state of the
market, we are prepared to

full assortment of

Oil

ANDREWS,

A.

Aye

In Lincolnville, April 20th, James C. Pottle, aged
75 years.
In Lincolnville, May 1st, Charles Wadsworth, aged
about 75 years.
In Camden, May 7th, George U. Barstow, aged CO
years, 1 month, 22 da vs.
in North Haven, May 1st, Mrs. Charlotte O. Mills,
aged 4‘J years, 4 months and 0 days.

Ar. at

Store

at

Field’s Furniture Store.

ever

We have an

Hemps,

I 1 !

with all its innumerable attractions having hourly
communication with the city, tin* heart of which in-ached in less than halt* an hour, by the new narrow
gunge route of Boston, Revere Beach and Lynn
Railroad, it otters to all who are seeking health and
plea>u»e an opportunity which seldom occurs, to

ARUICED.

No Man or Woman is Safe while the least
remnant of cough or cold, or any
symptoms of
pulmonary disease lingers in the system. Kxpel
the cause of danger with Hale’s Honey or
IIOREIIONUD AND TaK.
Kike’s Toothache Drops cure in one minute.

It’s

Four Miles of the State House in

87 1-2 Cts. to

DIED.

OF

a

4w45

in Stockton, April 29th, John P. Gridin to Adelsia
R. Kimball, both of Stockton.
In Hallowed, May 2d, at the Baptist church, by
l?ev. H. W. Tilden, Rev. W. A. Newcombe,
pastor
of the Baptist church, and Miss N ellie Fouly, u.iugh
ter of Muj. and Mrs. E. Rowell, all of Hallowed.

PORT

Pills, Potiena and Pungencies.

tt<y-Kem‘‘jnb«*r the place,

MARRIED.

Obituary notices, beyond

keep

Straw
as

at

our

for

(AS

on

addressed.

dy.

Arrangements

have been made with all'the railroad and steamboat lines in this .State to
carry delegates attending the Democratic State Convention at
Hangor, on J uesday, June Vi, at one fare lor the
round trip.
A special train will be run on that day over the
Maine Central, leaving the Kastern Depot in Portland
at 5 a. in., reaching Hangor at 10 1-2 a.
in., and returning will leave ltungor at 4 1-2 p. in. This train
will run via Lewiston and Winterport.
Delegates
between Cumberland and Watervilk- on the other
road can take the Pullmun train which h aves Brunswick at 2 a. in., and Augusta at .1 ::10 a. m.
Time tables for the special train will be
seasonably
posted at each station, and tickets will be issued at
one fare for tin* round trip.
Democratic newspapers in the .State will phase
publish the above information.
D. II. I.NllRAHAM,
Secretary Democratic Slate Convention.

these evidences will show ; but the cure is often promoted by the employment of two other remedies
which Dr. Schenek provides for the purpose. Ttiese
additional remedies are Schenck’s Sea Weed I onic
and Mandrake Pills. By the timely use of these
medicines, according to directions, Dr. Ne.henck certifies that most any case of Consumption may be

Republican.

Monplasier Pierre, rushing
An intimate friend met James Parton a day or
two after the veto of that marriage bill, and remarkRameau,
ed with much earnestness : “Of course you mean to
spot
get even with Gov. Rice for that veto? You’re go
Fortunately
parly they
lug to have vour revenge?” “What would you ad-

1

On<* of the inn*t charming and healthful locations
the NEW ENGLAND (JOASl, within

Whipple

JAIWMCE and

What's all tills talk about the rival cable- breakl'he two Hues ought to be

ing each others line.-. ?
on ami cable relations.

—

A SEA-SIDE RESORT.

free; address

.N Co, Portland, Me.; tiro. C.
Goodwin &. Co.; Weeks Sc Potter; Rust Bros. Sc
Bird, Boston, wholesale agts.
lyL’O
W.

this city.

goods

Dress Creeds 1

|Tapestries,Woolen Carpetings,

KID

before offered In

our

CASH!

35 Cents.

COOPER, WILSON & CO., Prop’rs, Phlladelpia.

Congratulate you, New Orleans!

ever

Cheap

We

;

H. JOHNSON & CO

H

Voice Tonic In the world !

Try it! Safe,Reliable,andonly

and Youth’s

s

CLOTHING!
■«

Cheaper than

Delicious Sensation oi Coolness Sc Comfort

Mr. Gilmore and his band have been giving concerts in San Francisco, where they have been received with acclamation. Miss kmma C. Thursby accompanies the baud and sings ut its concerts.

two ot his ollicds. rode rapidly to
1 he body of a man was dw:ov« red In a seine in a
Port-au-Prince. lie arrived in the city Connecticut river, the other day. 1 he Coroner pronounced the man in seine
«-r» littie farm work ha-been done with us as vet.
on Sunday morning and found ttio
early
Did you see Beecher, Mary ?
mob perfectly wild and furious.
“Yes, I saw the
j .it i 1 -buck f.i-hion set ms to be the prevailing one
Everyof his head !
“O, pshaw ! 1 saw the whole of
11 -pring thi
less
ol the nuisance
year.—A little
thing was imlnsion and there was no one top
him when he got up to give out the hymn.” “How
lug done with n? thl* year than hereto* to restrain the bloodthirsty passions of did you do it ?
“O, 1 climbed up on the back of a
'.lie r-d '• wa- tlie reeejtiacle for
J orint ri
the people, now thoroughly aroused. I'ltey pew.” [Authentic.] j Boston Globe.
kind- it refn--. matter--apple tree limbs, stones, i
it becoming to me ?
asked she, as she paradcharged General Parquet with having de- ed “Is
in the costume of a hundred years ago before the
k< u
; trd rakings, everything refu-e
signs on the i'resideney himself, and with man who is not her lord
and
master, but is her hust it? way t
the -treet side. This year we pera tierce yell ot rage and with .all tin: irenband. “Yes, my dear,” said he, meekly. “Don’t
a iiotewort!>\ change. A general clearing up is
w ish i could dress this way all the time ?
she
you
to
whicii
actuated
tin*.
sueh
(Ymimimists
zy
asked. “No my dear,” In* answered, “but I wish
:• rutde
1.iy in luo-t loi alities.— Weir li-hiug deeds ot' violence and blood in Palis
they you had lived when that was the style.”
ming very -mall return- with u- this season, j surrounded his house.
The doors were
The Boston board of health warns the public, pend!i
.tndlord of !he >- .o spor: House has secured
soon battered in and a search made for
ing an investigation, that a preparation called “cookI 2 pound -aluion with which to regale the
j the General.
discovered him hid ed corned beef,” now being sold, wrapped in doth
'i'ltey
-.-<d hi- house at tin- dinner hour ol Tue-day ol
and tin-l'oil, is said to be very poisonous.
away in a closet, and in a few moments
If 80,000 articles are on exhibition at the Centenhe was a corpse.
I'ltey Hung his body innial, and the visitor devotes live hours of each day
to the streets and danced over it and most
to the exhibition, giving one half minute to the exCongress.
amination of each article, it will tak< him live
barbarously mutilated it.
months to go through.
H edne-itax, J!;... ::d, Mr. MortonI.KN’KKW. I. MCifr.lt.
a pi !-■*.!.ii
\].!anati'»n. ilc had read an nrMr. John Lemoine, the distinguished French
jri. put 1 ia 1 a d in tin- New York W orld, in
sell
life
as
he
had
ondid not
his
dearly,
journalist, and the last member of the French Acad..I ttvo i\ ed
frttiu the (iovernment 1
a single
barrelled pistol, with which emy, thinks that the title of Empress, conferred uply
I
t
him
in
x;•ended by
organizing Indiana troops,
on Gueen
Victoria, will prove the lirst step toward
i; 1 that in the .Spring "t
l-.',d the President of he Killed one of his assassins.
an English Republic.
I idled state advanced to him $250,000 to enTin:
env
kim to curry forward military operations in that
The New Yorkers are striving very hard to create
tit that amount h
expended $i:;:t,.‘}02, and was tiicii raised to sack the palace, hut a fresh interest i:i the old-fashioned stage coach
nice- $llti.C.'.*;
was returned to the Treasmethod of traveling.
A wealthy gentleman named
the 1 reach Consul and the Spanish Consul Kane lias started a line
He had read a letter from the secretary t»f tlie
of
daily, from the
reasoned with the mob and quieted them Brunswick Hotel to l'elhamsurges,
sni), dated April 11, 18*1*, acknowledging the
bridge and return. To
!>t o' money. He then -poke of the election in
the two consuls went to the make the excursions all tire more interesting Mr.
a little.
Thun
.i.u in l-and said that at that time there was
Kane himself drives his four-ill-hand, and the line
u yt made to t ike from him the
palace and offered President Dotningue has become so popular that seats are engaged for
power to ortite military.
1 here was plenty of money in
and hi-, wile and Vice President Rameau weeks beforehand.
lav I ■•■n-ury to enable him to carry on
operain the death of Mr. It. F. Bowles, at Paris, the
at it wa
locked against him. Ho made an \ and his wife the protection of tlie Consu>
i.e
people ol Indiana, and various coun- late building. The now thoroughly fright- Springfield Republican loses the services of an acanu thoroughly reliable business man,
ink- anu railroad corporations advanced him
complished
ened heads of the government willingly and the
but in-was still $200,000 sliort, which amount
city of Spriugtield has to mourn the loss of
a much respected citizen.
and
the
the
:.dvun«-- d by the < ieneral (iovernment. A Joint
The deceased was a
assistance,
proffered
accepted
inrnittee of the Legislature, composed of some of
younger brother of Mr. .Samuel Bowles, and for over
w hole party, with the French < 'onsiil on one
most pi'.minent Democrats, examined his uctwenty years was associated with him in building
side and the
Consul on the other
.1

>

un-

do, command of General Parquet, was
about thirty-live miles from Port-au-Prince
The President proposed that the American
and British Consuls should go and
meet the advancing army and propose an
armistice of twenty-four hours, and that
he would resign at the end of that time.

k»a j> a hotel,
and T-ioiuas iiceii.-ed to k« * p a billiard

\1-

Ur<

o,

Boy

Which I -hull Sell
BUTTON

Than have

I

have removed my place of business to Xo. 11
Phenix Row, where 1 shall keep constantly uu
hand a Lull Assortment of

••

1 WO

selling

Wo

sell at low

enabled to show the trade
bargains, and propose

UK

MUST

STRICTLY

GOODS!

Hamburgs

we are

propose to Sell them
very LOW margin
of Profit, our

full line <A

COLLARS & CUFFS! I
Neckties,

are

some rare

Beautiful shades, selling at 17c, 2.3c,
S3e, and 50c
per yard. These
Goods are about 20 per cent
lower than have, ever
been sold before

TKR.MB

REMOVAL 1

ALSO A LINE LINE OF

■

e

VALUE.

CARPETINGS Blown tV Bleached Cottons.

Come and get my Prices before buying, and I will
give you prices that will make it for your interest

style

H

MARKET

Plaid 1 PlainDressGoods

signs

t,

■

Stock.

And Satchels,

KNICKERBOCKERS
lu Plain and

These Goods
entirely new, and
of the latest de-

our
are

Travelling Hags

Plain.

-•

Have just arrived from Boston with a large
^toek of NEW and DESIRABLE
GOODS, purchased at the

LOWER PRICES

REDUCED PRICES.

\T

k W. Burkett & Co.,
LOWEST

A T-

BROWN AND BLEACHED

I says—:
ark Texas, tor tlie* Continent.
For sonii'
undergo some repairs li.-re, then

Y

—AND—

In these lessons Mr. Whitten will give instructions in the Latest and most Improved
Styles of

W. T. COLBUEN’S

tjcrrnan

Miui

we are

R

noons,

-0 F-

NEW LOT OF

A

D

MR. J. C. WHITTEN

Respectfully announces that he will open a Ural-class
Dancing School for Misses, Masters and Young Ladies, a term of Twelvi. Lessons, Saturday after-

P E R C A L E S

should take three or four boxes of these pills
with them. They have an almost instantane-

-OF-

CARPETS!!

Saturday Afternoon, May 20, 1876.

Prints, Cambrcs, Cretonnes,

they feel the first indications of the malady.
Families leaving home for the summer months

ous

HALL,

special bargains iu

We have

and produces a healthy tone to the system.
People never need suffer from any disease arising from a disordered condition of the liver If
they would take this excellent medicine when

ease

We ask attention to advertisement in special
Freight rates east from Chicago have been reductime past tin* government ed to the lowest figures ever known. Two weeks column of JACKSON'S CATARRH -SNUFF
‘igo grain was being shipped from Chicago to New and TROCHE POWDER—a reliable remewas very unpopular with the masses ow.i.i v.i:!- .1.
-it Bangor for Lurope.
York for forty-live cents per hundred, ana now it is
to tin- arbitrary eon.luet ol' Vico Pres- being carried at fifteen to twenty cents. This re- dy. tf
ing
At an adjourned
<11'vy. smi.m Mii nx-r.
sults
from the tierce competition between the railident Rameau. The President, tin old and
Never Known to Fail.
.r ,1 ttie (itgove ament on Monday evening
roads which are at war.
rates have been
fool do man, delegated nearly all the pow- reduced to £10 between 1'assenger
Chicago and Boston by way
ait
th’- con.iuittee, consisting of Mayor
Dr. Morris’ Syrup of Tar. Wild < herry
er to the Vice President.
The latter rul- of Grand Trunk, and other roads are sure to reduce
-im
Al b rm n \\ iil’huii-on and Burgess to over
and lioREiioUM) has never been known to tail
ed the people with a rod > t iron, and the it to $lv*. Now is the time to “Go West.”
in peruianetiy curing obstinate Coughs, Colds,
mdltiou of the late city
and
riuiu thThe
failures
that
of
the
heaviest
mill
western
Massainhabislightest expression by any
Croup. Whooping Cough, nor any disases of the
.r
w:t- madand accept* d and was as
i-. i:
chusetts has yet seen are those of Harvey, Arnold &
tants of dissatisfaction was ilie signal for
organs—and it does it too at once !
respiratory
Co. of the North Adams print works, shutting up
either imprisonment or death. The dun- their mill; that of Gallup, Houghton & Smith and It is not neeessay to take it for a longtime be:i
11, t!
examination \\ n- necessarily
fore you can discover its beneficial effects. Its
K. II. Arnold & Co. at North Adams, the Williams1 to Ui.- ’-u-iu;.i the agency from the tirst
geons oi' Tort an Trince were fall of pris- tovvn
Manufacturing Company at Williamstowu, the sale in tliC community is immense, and its popi.:ioU lan, until it was closed on the fourth
oners who had dared to say something
North
Fovvual
universal. It is positively guarranteed
at
ularity
Pownal,
Manufacturing
Company
Jaiiuur>, during which time it appears that which had
Vt., and the Aruoldsville mill at South Adam*, a to be composed of the purest and best materials,
displeased ltameau, and execu- total
p.irchn-ed of ti•«- -tute agent, liquors to tlie
six
of
which
liabilites
of
mills,
aggregate
prob- and prepared in a scientific manner and to al/i
an t that wlr-u the agency wus
101
tions were of daily occurrence. The debts
ably over $1,000,000 and assets of mostly unsalable
!t appears 1>> the report ot the committee of
of the government were also accumulat- property, costing probably $1,000,000. The mills ran ways give satisfaction, it will not and cannot
municipal hoard, time were on hand liquors
Try it once. Ask for Dr.
1000 looms on print goods, and some ooo disappoint you.
1 iriitt*isije by gunge ineas
vuSui •.!'
ing rapidly and the people ground down in ail over
Morris’ Svrup of Tar, Wild Cherry and florepeople are thrown out of employment.
at co-t prices.
with taxes and levies for money. On
no
uul
take
other. Trial size, 10 cents.
liound,
W«:. l
>uhi al-o report that the amount
school supervisors are debating whether
W. O. 1-ooR & Sox, sole agents for Belfast. A.
| to Boston
GOOD l-'RIDAY, APiitI. 14,
Kgeie:> -it th. time ot the ^«*i .ure and also
introduce the new A B C D of politics for young
J. Jordan, agent for Orland. It. B. Stover,
.i
ut leiurued limn the jail to the agency as
the popular storm commenced to assume : beginners; it reads—
u J. 2-.
we ure unable to ueagent for Bucksport.
.:
y |*i.i haseo
A dams,
the
dethat t.y charging
r.. but
formidable proportions.
The troops
B ristow,
u i:t. rho
ackag* of liquor- that ure shown serted and
C onkling,
joined with the populace, ami
*
.u t.c.nd at the close of the agenD avis.
a
council of the President, N ice A
SPECIAL NOTICES,
iudediuth' purchases of the state agent
hasty
com-Biaiue
of the second letter and
great rnuiy
;ay of < »crober la.-*:, that there in rePresident and oliicers was held all through think they can do better.
.k• tieni
balance, a further payment
The result was
the night at the palace
tiie city 11ensure of tlie sum
A tornado, ou Saturday, did considerable exeeu
«;• ut
painting, thepapering
a
»um the agent lias expressed hi?
that \ ice President Rameau early the fol- tiun out West, lu Leavenworth and Chicago the
and Graining do no in
best manner.
And > our committee would r**cdone to buildings and property was immense.
and Papering Front Hails, Parlors and
pa;
damage
Painting
and
a
schooner
r
The Illinois Central iuail train, bound south, was
city accept in -it?lenient ol the r.c- lowing morning procured
Sittiug Rooms, a specialty. Orders solicited and
was about transferring tne contents of tiie
-ndderation.
blown otT the track, and several persons thereon
will be promptly attended to.
Satisfaction as to
price and work assured bv
»•
t r» •-tablisldng the city liquor
Treasury on board her to be taken to Gon- were severely injured.
M. A. CULLXAN.
!<■ u;■ and wtii
i'
A special train will start on the 1st of June for San
tlioroughlv discussed. saves w hen the storm burst and the whole
Corner of Miller and Cross Sts.
Rameau hastily re- Francisco from the city of New Y ork ; and it is ex
ilwlis
Belfast, May 10, 1S7<3.
a-koig be- r.- re-es-tablishinent, believing people dew to arms.
to make the trip* In eighty-eight hours.
peered
treated to the palace, where the President
"iat b*--t interests oi the cause of leraIf, as is reported, a large force of cavalry and oth.\
ucs pre-r]i*• d by Miles S. Staples,
also was. By this time even the palace
er troops is to be concentrated on the Rio Grande to
» arter, (jeo. li.
\N
i: li
I. W
guards had joined the people, and the
event marauding expeditions by Mexican free
pi
AND TROCHE POWDER,
ii
i-a. ,c .M iioHr.lman, .1 <».
hooters upon American soil, It would be well that
ONUlltoN <<h DO.MISoL'E and ramf.au
the duties of this military force should be clearly dew
A DELIGHTFUL AND PLEASANT REMEDY IN
;
A
«.<o. L. Brackett, Philo
.a!.v,
w as
very precarious The American Con- fined in the outset.
i
id, I.
Ki.o.vhon, h'has. W. liuCatarrh, Headache., I'ad Iireath, Hoarseness, Asthsul, Mr Bassett and the British Consul,
1 he New Y’ork Herald is authority for the state:
ih ,;i i.oi
Mr. \\ iliiamoou .-poke against
ma, Bronchitis, Coughs, Deafness, <je.,
that
Mark
as
Jfeter
on
ment
Twain
the
Hart
Spyk,
Major Stewart, were communicated with, ford
And all disorders resulting from COLDS in
a mi thought inasmuch as only fifteen
has proved so great a success that he is
stage,
and repaired to the palace to try and preoiinv.
ot it, Hti‘1 tin masses opposed
expected to appear in Jumping Frog opera
Head, Throat and Vocal Organa.
vent blood being slual. They clearly demwe
had got along comfortably three
This Remedy does not “DRV UP” a Catarrh but
Whether we believe it or not, the Danbury NewV~
his
onstrated
to
the
President
that
JSlCNS it; frees the head of all offensive matter,
c i;;iout an
T.O<
governabout
blue
bird
that
cold
the
and had to
agency, that it should remain
yarn
caught
take cod liver oil, at all events it’s a good story lor
ment was hi an end and that he should at
quickly removing Bud Breath and Headache; allays
mu
is being put to vote ordered the yeas
and
soothes the burning heat in Catarrh; L so mild
the chilled-wren. ! N. Y'. Com. Adv.
once take measures to leave the country
l ie mayor refused to vote. The follow
and agreeable in its effects that it positively
of
will
not
to
and
com
mute
the
now
furious
revolutionnotice
his
acBlaine,
Maine,
deign
•m
T the aldonium on the question of reCures Without Snoozing!
cusers hereafter,
lie is as spunky as the fellow
ists or a massacre would ensue.
i:
..',o:ig the agency. J V. < otlrcdl, deni. W ard
w lu> wouldn’t
try to pick himself up after a bruiser
As a Troche Powder, Is pleasant to the taste,
At this time, about two o'clock on Sat- had pasted him one between the eyes.
A. *
Burge-.', rep. ward A n>>; do-eph Wiland never nauseates; when swallowed, instantly
c
in. \\ ir
.;, no; ]»auiel Maddockx, rep.
gives to the Throat and Vocal Organs a
urday afternoon, loth of April, the revMrs. Harriet Beecher
has
a
croc■

Goods!

Dry

to

HAYFORD

LARGE and varied Stock of

a

FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC

|

he attended to. Fatal diseases
may he
caused by allowing the bowels to become constipated, and the sy.*ti m to remain in a disor-

flattering.
Crops in

Carpets! New Stock

HAVE JUST RETURNED FROM

once

The annual session of the Maine State Convention
of I'niversalists will be held in Portland next

An

Hayii.

temperature,
greatly
farmer in hi- spring work. Nature has.
oi green, ami tlie* prospect for grass
u one

|

Generalities.

Our

!;:ini- ten minutes after the train had
]

business.

Belknap

«i:111«• i11>r school.--Andrews has

!-?toon

to

tie-

111-o;■ \ to.

ivt;i'i...

•o
u

.!>

II

!!

to

impeachment

on

passed.

-oeiet}

a

o'clock

In the House the
was administered to
V. l.em<»ine, representative from Illinois, in place of Tar
well. A bill to authorize the use of tents, camps and
garri>ou e.juipajre tor veterans of lslg and of the
The
.Mexican AVar, ai the Centennial, was
House then went into a committee of the whole on
the post office hill. A point of order was made on
the paragraph containing the provision abolishing
the letter-carrier system, in cities of less than 40,000
inhabitant, the argument being that such abolishment would not he economical, since it would necessitate theappoiutment of additional post office clerks.
The chairman decided that the abolition of the office
was prima facie retrenchment of
expenditure.
In the Senate Monday, May S(h, the arguments
on tiie
case
question of jurisdiction in the
were concluded, to tlie relief of everybody.
In the
House a number of minor hills were introduced, and
the hill to carry into .llVet the Hawaiian Treaty was
Tuesday no business was done in Congress.
Wednesday both houses went to Philadelphia.

:j.'iiii -g y -nrs were fliuscn, and tlu* Kev.
P.i'Jiv retained a- ;>:i-{ori\ tin* unanimous
of jin*

the bill the House at 4 40

the
ollieial oath ot oflice

Hazeltine &

and

..

in s.-oti

on

Saturday Mac full, the Senate spent the entire

>n

day

‘k'.'nvi!!e, Ida.

.’a

V

s.

o-id' d

ii.iv

Without action

adjourned.

b>J f* males and hhy males.

! ailr-o

«

i-.i

—

Belfast

meeting, making

ham have load' d sell. Lizzie Lane

i.)

<

initiated into

at ii.- last

od

..i

3 24

AND

CRASH.

SI

2.99

m

State vs. Charles A. Hartford,
Originated before same.

> I
U
8.23

“
~l I

State vs. Charles McIntosh,
Originated before same.

9.00

State vs. Patrick Norton,
Originated before same.

ti ns

State

vs.

Intoxicating Liquors,

Originated before

same.

State vs. William J. Cunningham,
Originated before same.
State vs. Sanfoid's Wharf,
Originated before same.
State vs. Intoxicating
Originated before same.

Liquors.

I.AKGK

I

rri

Hosiery,
(uni

ASSORTMENT

Gloves

Knitting

Largest

Underclothing

Cotton in all Colors.

Neck
The

OK

Stock

Wear!
ever

shown In this

city.

O.li)

8.24

To Cash. Jobbers*

\ ou would do well to call
your SPUING STOC K as
at lloston prices.

0.29

on us before
we shall sell

purchasing

££~A1I are invited to call and examine
and purchase it
satisfactory.
0.41

$273.63

Treasurers Office, Waldo Countv.
KICAIAKD 11. MOODY, Treasurer.

I
[

MFR’S WINDOW
P H

GIASS.BOTTLES &C.!'

ILAPEIPHIA
8w45

c

1

for CASH
our

Goods

T. W. PITCHER & CO.,
81 Main St., Belfast. Me.

Dom

Pedro

Dom redro,

in

Miscellaneous.

America.

{

Brazilian,
An Kmperor by trade.
Journeyed 10 the United States
To

made.

of wlut we’re

st

hardly

But

a

the steamer’s deck
Through the Herald man’s decision,
The Fmnress didn’t break her neck,
When the sl ip was in collision.
on

touched at several dirty ports,
Always primed with yellow -jack;
At Bahia, Bara, l’< rnainbuco.
-V welcome did not lack.

11 e

Spurned receptions, balls addre>ses,

ignore.

Tiio’

Robeson, Taft and Hammy Fee'll

Attempted

Horn I’edro
A ad said.

the polite,
them turned his back,
Fray <piit my sight!

on

At the Hotel Fifth Avenue
He d tukeii up his quarter:*,
But had to dodge both day and

Ubiquitous reporters.

night

I’ll visit all the libraries,
The colleges and schools,
I he mines, the noble indu-hriBut not your knaves and fools.
without the other be
Not an easy tiling to se»*,
Stiil, good or bad, his al! the
And experience for me.
If

one

'am*

1’he County Court-House then he
Which cost so much to build;
aw carpets, safes and furniture,
With which Mis so well tilled.

saw

l to the Hippodrome he went
Heard Mood\ and heard Sunkev.
And thought all the New Yorker',
l he crankiest of the crankey.
la

lie heard about the great Boss Two ed,
And said
'ti s scarcely lair
That criminals great should be at large,
And not be in your care.”
lie saw Jay Gould's tall tower,
And in its basement lager beer,
And thought of Horace Greeley,
And wiped away a tear.
And then the crowded horse-car*
With people packed like cattle,

Wrangling, pushing, struggling
For

straps

as

if in battle.

l he Savings Bank now met his gaze
And much it him did amuse
To b arn that those who bank therein
Their money alwiys lo.->e.
But lie must go to Washington,
The purest place on earth
All those w ho are in power there
Are of such sterling worth.
Must visit then the White House
See Ulysses and his slaves,
1 hey to whom he office gives—
The venal, smooth-tongued knave*.
ee

Babcock—( rooked

Whisky,

Belknap of post-trader fame,

!

Robeson and smart Orvil Grant
"Oa the make”—their little game
-•

I

|

•T.nough

for mo,” Pedro will say
here at once I wiii.
It this be honest government
We're angels in Brazil.”
i.e.n

;

e

|

I

Liniments!

the

Thought

RECOMMENDED.

and Devotion.

<»h, that in. n should put an enemy in
Their mouth1- to steal away their brain-1 that
should, with jov, pleasin'.-, revel and ;q plau.-t,
Transform otux j,.-j to beast •'

v.e

W. have just received (October, 1S7‘>) a communication from nearly every druggist in New England,
and the testimony is universalIv io favor of >an
fOKD'S Kaih. al Eckk i*ok Oatakhii. We be
llev** there never was a remedy so popular wherever
known, and certainly we feel that never was one
more deserving of praise.
Founded upon correct
scientific principles and calculated bvlhe most accomplished physicians to meet the sev erest forms of
Catarrh, the cures made by it have not only been
numerous, but so remarkable as to excite public attention and cause the sale to exceed tenfold that oi
any similar reined}- ever before compound'd.
While many ar«- anxious to make public their testimony in favor of the li.uin ai. E'rui;, others—and
among this number nia\ be foun i many of our most
res]>ected citizens—dislike to become public)v identified with so loathsome a disease. Hence, m the
following case we are unable to give the name, but
are permitted to state the
severity and condition of
the ca,e before and after using the It auk ai. ( iuk,
and also that the gentleman occupies a
responsible
olfice in one of our State institutions.
W. finite
“1 would not for the world permit niv name to be
u^ed, although 1 have no doubt it would be of benefit to many now sulJernig us I have
■*-.j but I
g.ve you a brief .statement of in\ case

[Shakspeare.

<n>d has T:\-d upon the earth two gates,
which lead to Ji> aven. He lia- placed ihem at
the two extremities of I if.-;
n,
at its Begiuning, the other at its end. The lim is that of
innocence, tie m <■ .ml that of repentance. r>t.
Pierre.
laitli i- that it makes a
man strong ill purpose.
To iloubt your own
ability or the value of your enterprise i- a -ure
prophesy of failure.

peculiarity

ol

A great many people are like the Irishman
who wanted the artist to paint him standing
behind a tree where lie could not be seen.
I'liey are ready to lie Oirisliaus, but they don't
want any one to know it.
Tin y are generally
sucecssliil in the latter part of lit nr undertak-

ing.

1’eopie

willing enough

go into the
church, but tlvv want to carry their pet vices
with them. They don't know what it means
to be wholly saved.
If Clod will save them
their own v. ay they are ready, but if He will
save them only in His own
way they hesitate.
They are like thr- butcher who tried to kill half
a sheep at a time and
signally failed.
are

Man is a gregarious animal, and delights to
be alone only when lie is melancholy or hopelessly in love. Even then he would like a sympathizing friend with whom to talk the matter
over. Cowper was quite right when he said—
"1 praise the Frenchman, his remark was sliren i
How sweet, lion passing >weet is solitude'
Hut grant me still a Friend in iny retreat.
Whom J may whisper, -olitude'is sweet."

Masks

If we could only read each other''
hearts, we should be kinder to each other. If
we knew the woes and bitterness and
physical
annoyances of our neighbors, we 'houid'make
allowances for them which we do not now.
We go about masked, uttering stereotyped sentiments, hiding our heart-pangs and our heartaches as carefully as we can; and yet we wonder that others do not discover them bv intuition.
We cover our best feelings from the
light; we do not so conceal our resentments
and dislikes, of
hieit we are prone to lie
proud. Often two people sit dose together,
with "l love you" in either heart, and neither
knows it. Either think. "I could lie loud; but
what is the use "i wasting loudness on one
ulio does not care for iff’ and 'O they part
and go their ways alone.
Life is a masquerade, at wliieh few unmask, even to their very
dearest. And though there is need of much
masking, would to Heaven we dared show
plainly our real faces, from birth to death, for
then some few, at least, would truly love each
other.
If you have built castles in the air,
your
work need not be lost; that is
where’they
should he. Now put foundations under them.

[Thoreau.

In poetry we require the miracle. The bee
flies among the flowers and gets mint and marjoram, and generates a new product which is
not marjoram, but honey.
The chemist mixes
hydrogen and oxygen to yield a new product,
which is not these hut water; and the poet listens to conversation and beholds all objects in
nature to give back, not them, hut a new and
transcendent whole. [Emerson.
I must choose to receive the truth, no matter
how it hears upon myself; must follow it, no
matter where it leads, from what party it severs me, or to what party it allies.
[Dr. Outli-

ning.

I’ aitli, Wliieh once meant

Imply

a

belief of

a

creed,

companionship with C'biist;
repentance must signify a purifying of the life,
and Hie baptism must point out the washing
white of a sinful soul. All the volume of religa

ion must flow toward

Swing.
Laughter

a

new

no

potassa

or

very sightly spot
lower village, in lull
r-vi.»w of the Bay and River, with a
_MI
small orchard and land enough for a large garden,
The above
a good well of water, and a cistern.
situation stands east and adjoining Lawyer Kelley V
I residence. For sale by
'I I MOTH Y MAYO,
Monroe, Waldo Co., Me.
April 21*, lb75.—till
situated

on a

DRESS SUITS,
Tl'l.l, I.I\ K n!

FASHIONABLE GOODS

j

For Sale
HATS

S T Y L E S

SHIRTS.

—aT—

3Vt TC IT Pi I' 3_j IT

C TJ F F e

,

St.

HELFAST.

tfiC

COLLARS!

Sale!
Church Street, is now olio red for
sale to close the estate.
The property consist s of over 5,000
feet of Land, 100 feet on ( Inirch Street, and more
than SO feet deep, with buildings thereon in good
condition.

BEST*

furtlu

HOSIERY !
OF

ALL

become the Standard I ortiiizt-r in the markets
ot the United States, having a wider reputation from
Maine to Louisiana, than any other concentrated
manure.
Since its first introduction t has grown
rapidly in favor with the agricultural community,
and where once introduced, has never failed to hold
the tir-t position among Fertilizers, combining, as
it does, the quick action of Peruvian (iuuuo and the
Hu»

KINDS

SUSPENDERS

lasting properties

G-LOY ES

M

of bone.

ANITA*.-ITRKD

BRADLEY

And

I

T'

tory of J

B

Rose &

anything you Want

I intend

Full

FERTILIZER

CO..

Man.-.

just received a fresh cargo
justly celebrated brand of

in
and

manhood,

r David

lire

1

POIISPII ATiil,

prepared

till

rates.

nvo-i

to

orders, large

I need oiler

no

or

competent

>:infnrd's Radical <
for relic, in^f Catarrh.

ure

ha.'-proved the best n-nied\

W. M. FEEEoW.s.
ilavcrhill. Mass.
I am felling large quantifies of vour .Sanford’'
Radical Cure.
Di:. WE.\V WORTH.
Biddeford, Me.
Sanford’s Radical
un i- having a good sale,
ll
Gju-t wlia! tin people haw- be« it wanting.
A
M. (il.RIJV.
So. Paris, M«*.
I ’lave kept Sanford’s Radical Cure on hand since
Its first introduction, and the sale and satisfaction
in its use have be« n unequalled l»v any other -similar
preparation within no knowledge.
'V’. 11. WILLIS.
Reading, Mass.
1 iiav.
d-i Sanford’- Radical Cure for a year oi
more, and it stands the te-t the »»« >t of nnv similai
reinedv I have ever sold.
WI EE H. UWEN,
Milo. Mi
We recommend no other '.re, and have no trouble
in selling it.
L. 1*. KVA N S & CO.,
Garland, Me.
Sanford’s Radical (.'are lias given universal satisfaction to all my customers, and above all other
remedies is a succe-s.
].. ]\ CAREY,
Haverhill, Mass.
.Sanford’s Radical »'ure sells well, and is verv
much liked.
Mrs. s. 1*. WING,
Sangerville. Me.

keeping

at

THIS

CLASS

<>-enj 11-nr, “tithe no risk, buy Bradley’Phosphate, and you Ivy tht l- (.

OF

For Sale

G O O X3> £8

Cor-

and Solicit

,

Trade to Sustain ir

H.

L.

Super-

ABRIE 1:. FELLS, will iecetv#» a few
at A. pupils for instruction upon the Piano and Fab
inet Organ. Special care taken with beginners. l'ur
terms inquire at lit Main Street.
Nov. <?u, lsr.i—tfJl

the Bed Stor< foot of Main

At

Bust, March *dS, 1ST

Sold

street.

•BcbtVow

IN'

PIBUliS

GSO

at Law!

E.

WALLACE,

at Law!

Attorney

IIAll.MO III,IH'kt Belfast, St.
tSi '.xl! business
rompt attention.

entru t*d

to

him

will

receive

Aitonipy l i’uimscllor at Law,

s-1

j

e

large

a

rtl limed Irom
id FUKEKiN

line

Bo-:
V, h -n- I bought
uud liM.MKs l’P

Worsteds, Cassimeros, Suitings
Hats, Caps and Gents Furnishing Goods, &c.,

j

WiTh 1

|

rmimi.
EVERYT HINT,

A. B.
I-

my Heady jMade Clothing an- tny own maim
l'uctur, which I warrant to give satisfaction.
Custom Work done in tin* latest St vie, in the best
manner at
MDA’F.Y K ALISU.

MATHEWS,

offering one

of the Be»t Selected s t,.,

Ever offered in this
Prices.

Furniture Store
CAN BE FOUND AT

J. H THOMPSON & SON’S

city,

at

.i

stu

b

:•<

Chamber & Parlor Suits, Parlor
Tables Marble & Wood Top,
Hat Trees, Whatnots,Wilting Desks, Looking Glasses, Extension Tables,
Side Boards, Ash and
Painted Setts,

O

I

|

SES

AND

Carriage Making, Painting,
Blacksmithing.

6

HEM
jMtpSEKJ. riage
t>ie

their business,

car-

painting
trimming,
shops over Damon’s, in rear
and

to

l«i of the American House, and
would invite their old friends and patrons to call
them
at
this popular old stand, where they
upon
may be found at all times ready to attend to the
wants of those requiring work in their line.
C arriage and Sleigh Painting and Trimming is our
specialty. We will paint and trim new carriages or
v arnish old ones and repair
trimmings at reasonable
**ates on short notice, guaranteeing satisfaction in
alluu .s.
WALES & BiCKNELL.

BLACKSMITHING!
^

J.

O.

cuaE

Lumber Yard
M. R.

informs his old customer* Mini

of

Belfast, Maine.

:de by all Druggists, price one dollar
Liberal discount to tin- trade.
PIERCE lJE<*nil.K<.
.Manufacturers and lV>pi h-cr-.
iiangor, Maine.

ARABIAN

OINTMENT
CURES

SGEATCHES
YD OTHER ILLS OF

N AT i.

DOMESTIC AMMAIS,
I,f
merit.*.

name-

»,vie

U

.•

the

UOOPF.U.

Geo. G. Wells
fine lot of

Different brands,

which he i.

selling

for

FIVE CENTS EACH!
The

A WAHT SUPPLIED

same

has been selling for ten.

A

good

ascir-

inent of

J3

A

NEW

LOT

Just Received at

g

Jas. W. Clark’s,
q
jj
No. 18 Phenix

Row,

O

REDUCED PRICES
To Suit

q,

GEO. P. ROWELL & CO., 41 Park Row, S
|

HARD

TIMES!

Special Pargains

Gents’

O

the

Thin

in

-p
■

Boots.

COME AND SEE

TOBACCO.
Fresh Stock of FRUIT and CONFECTIONERY,
by everv boat. All kinds CANNED GOODS and
JELLIES, SARDINES. PICKLES, KETCHUPS;
all kinds DRIED FRUITS. Also, live Bbls. our
Country CIDER by the gallon or barrel for family

| S

arc

supi

MILLER,

Office Church St., under the Journal Office.

tl'-M

The Celebrated

DlKiiV S.WWEU.

i'.y

WELLS,

RICHARD II. MOODY
i ApotlifCur••
$«<*»«» ral Atreii*.

11’•

i; 1.1.»

ILL STAND AT TUE STABLE OF
the subscriber, in Morrill, during
until of May. Kentucky Boy weighs

Belfast Hardware Store
j

omuls and is a very superior Jack.
1 hose who consider mules more profitable lor farm
stock than horses should improve this opportunity.
Terms Sir. to warrant a foal; $ It* for the season.
All marcs disposed of considered with foal. Cash or
conditional note at time of first service. All mares
left with me, will he well cured for, but at the owner’s risk. Board £3 per week on hay; pasture $1
THOMAS STOKKB.
per week.

Morrill, May 1,1670.

4w4*

Mk

1.

M. BoXNKY
will

H irb*

< :«rv

YMERR’AN

YNI>

1\
I

FOREI<

11. EDDY

SOLICITOR

OF

PATENTS

Lr inventions, irad*- Marks
No. 76 State St.,

of
Dr. Moore, corner of Church and
Spring Streets. Has all the latest
instruments for operating upon teeth, in

and tedious than by the old methods. Teeth in.-erted in Rubber or Celluloid Base, as persons prefer.
He has the country right for the use of

Improved Dental

Plates.

1 i:>11 MI IMAI.V
"1 r*-f*I Mr l-.ddy us oiu-nf 'he most capable amt
*i.>sful practitioners with whom I have had oi
;■
ml. raui( iiAKLI.S MASON,
» om’s'r of Patents.
h-..

To tho

People

ol

Searsport.

A V K taken the Agency of the P.» ! am .M
\\ *i: !v s I lark & Fermi Id, Proprietor*. I*>
‘"'ii-' wishing to jiurcotse Marble Work of
any
serijiliou can do so ol" me as heap aw they can bn
" lo r*- in i!ii
an
Mate.

Ilf

■

r.QrniBv

BTJY

on
pupils
Reference, .Junius W. Hill, Bo-ton

HENRY H.
late Hon. \«

in.

for

past

Hums'
l«»r

AgfMit*

Globe Mills Standard

Spices-

J. I. WATTS, Traveling Salesman

FURNITURE

Something

STe'sxr

ij ra

\ x i)

s k i

tiS

t«*u u-ar-

MAIN

STREET.

FIRST

CLASS

Morse
M*ml ior

i.

.ireular.

a 1

SVUOl), Wlntorport, Mi*.

i.<

FOT?

Try it

WARRAY TED !

Diseases, Dyspepsia, Loss
of Appetite, Jaundice, and every trouble caused
by a disordered Stomach and Liver.
Carefully prepared from the original JBecipk by

Room

Bilious

WM. O
Where you

can

POOR & SON,
Johnson Block,
find

a

Papers

Miss

Millinery Openings,

and are now prepared to MAKE, TRIM or SHOW
as pretty styles of HATS, lor about one half of the
money as can be had in Boston, and at prices that
can’t be surpassed in Belfast, Please give us a call
before you purchase elsewhere.
tfipOld Bonnets Bleached, Pressed or Cleaned.
Remember the place.

B. F. WELLS,
tf42

17

Main Street, Belfast, Me.

arietv

»

NECK WEAR.
Agents for the

ijiierstm Lehtini iV Co.
Sole Agent* for New England,

17 :md Id Hovl~lon s-diocd,
BOSTON. MASS.

s»f:

fTIHK subscriber*, surviving partners ol the la
X linn ol" Flack, M it hews
Cu., having been m.

thorued i
th»' Probate ourt to clo»«* up the atfaii >
of tin- said
>uipan
hereby give notice to ail per
■»*ns imlvbtt d to iaid tirm to make immediate
pa
ment t.. them. All claims not adjusted furthvv
will Oe hi' with ua at: »rnev t-.i collection.
JOHN It. black.
•
id»K»ii: r mai m:\v
S urspoil, April 1?, U>70.
-iw
1

±3ZJ Y YOUR

MATHEWS.

CALL and SEE
As

good iiii

us-ortumni of

WOOLEN GOODS!
v»t

all grades usually found in

a

First-Class Tailoring Establisliment
Also I

rimming To correspond, whi.-h are being
manufactured to order by iir-r class workmen ut alow pri«'« s a> the times will atfoni.
attended to in all Its branches b\ m>
U U I I »
self. 1 have also
liu< assortment t

PUTTING

d all kinds.
l’AlT'.K » oi l. MIS, in
all the other better grade oft ollars.

H.

L.

all idz* s, and
^7

LORD.

GRANITE

J.C. THOMPSON & SON

iron Ware !

•10

Boston,

r>very

VERY LOW AT

Millinery!
Oils & Varnishes
Millinery! Paints,
PURE LEAD AND OILpopular Milliner

•?»

FURNISHING GOODS

BORDERS

Drugs, Medicines, Trusses. &c.

Extensive

and

A T

-AND

LARGE STOCK of

returned lroiu

NTS

A. B.

FRENCH'S Stove Store.

D.

v.d I•"

A .;*.

Iron Ware!
A.

■

FURNITURE

Agents Wanted.
1 Hl.li

OSGOOD'S

all

C

Hake !

GRANITE

For

ii.m.o :'ii

EVERYWHERE.

NOTICE.

The Great Spring* Tonic!

BOTTLE

A1-..M

SALE

Company.
Patent.

owners >1

are

i t

WAIJLIN&MERRILI/S

FOR LOSS OF APPETITE.

EVERY

A' l*o

BURLOCK DIAMOND SHIRT.

Iron Ware!
\

Collar

Narragansett

V l

INDIAN BITTERS!

WAREHOUSE

Paines all F»»j,rn*n. .\ooth- :■ Collar hn? folded »*dg/.■•>/-,
Points never turn up
Imitation*. P
sure and s» o that U is made !•> ib<-

(i R A XI T E

MARINE INSURANCE BROKER,

Medicine.

THE BOSTON

PAPER COLLAR

150111 ORNAMENTAL .V I SKI-1 I.

Agent of the Boston 3Iarme Insurance Company,
For Skarspokt and V it i.\n v, and Agent for the
.-ale of PITCH PINE LUMBER and i FMBER, for
Fioin W. I. BU* JtCS’
ship Orders, Bridges, &c.
Mills at Bucksville, S. C.
“mi C
Sear-port, Me., April 20, l-7>*

All <»ld and Reliable

A. B. MATHEWS.

FOR

GRANT,

31cGi!very

Daily

Wholesale

<1

PianoL

YOUFL

Coffees.
Coffees Roasted
Patent Roaster.

"Wringers.

CALVINA HERVEY,
J^ISS
Will take
for instruction
tin*

tfll

SPECIALTIES.

BAILY
rpilK
1 clothes

Piano Lessons.

l*7i.

Tobaccos. Teas, Molasses and

tf-46

duiosL

ar^port. Sept.

! >( )RTLA N 1 >, M K.

given to making and Inserting

The best
BENCH WRINGER.
wringer in the market. Call and s-■ before purchasing elsewhere. For sale at
E. J. MORIS0N & Co’s. 52 Main .St./ Belfast

ilrsirrus,

or

opposite Kilby St.,Boston.

\ Ad Lit an ext« ii'i> e practice of upward- of
veal t,
.Iititiue, r.. >» cur Patent in the L’llit.
Mates, iil-ii iu Li re at Britain, I ranee, aud other f->.
eigu i.mmiu>. t a-, cats, >[>e«dticalions. Assigt
luetit -, and all paper- for Patents executed on reason
able terms, will despatch.
Be-oarches made to Utermiue the v alidity and utility of Patents of 1 uv
lions, and legal and oilier advice rendered in u
matters touch lug tin: same.
( opie- of tlie claimmv
patent furni-hed In remit:in/ one dollar A
urs
record'
d
in
signim
W'u-hington
A o Agency in the t nitexl -stati n /toss*3 *vpu
ni«*/ /'at* nt.i or o- rrtaiuimj {'.
fti' iliti's far
pai' litohtlifi/ of inn nticnijs.
All u* ci -sit\ .,i a journey to Washington to ;>r.
cure a Patent, and the usual great d> .av thete, m

c.k»m i.i.

Nos. 175 A 177 Commercial Street,

DENTISTHYI
Successor to Dr. C. MOORE.
3lay still be found at the old stand

n.-'-tKatm

r

11

YOUR

A. B. MATHEWS.

DR. G. P.LOMBARD,

Cur

•,

S»

FEATHERS

A- B MATHEWS.

our

AT

1

after rids date
-;
ntrv produce.il ail kinds will
-t
tinl»uic!i.i-ed
ying privet. May he found at tie
-tore <>f \v...,
Mathew- x Buk< r, or oil board \
at
ILtr.i'lcii
.hurt,
fare fur pas-euge'
puck'-t
$l-‘»o
apt. 11108. HLliUl sw
>"
Mar-h
t7
tf iy
Belfast,

IWp.

SKA RSKORT, M I K

YOUB

Spanish Jack
WELLS and
MRS.
BROWN, have Just
KENTUCKY BOY!
where they visited several

No. 13 Phonlx Row.

Before purchasing your goods. There you will
find General HARDWARE, PAINTS, OILS
and VARNISHES, NAILS, GLASS, and
FARMER'S TOOLS, constantly on hand and
for sale at LOWEST PRICES. Don’t forget
the place, ANGIER’S, No. 1 Phonlx Row.
tl42
April 20 1875.

hey

Belfast, Me., Box 185.

use.

CALL

WHEELER & WILSON

/■’

FEATHERS Mciiell, Champlin & Co,,

With

returned.
Call on or address
I V.

A

GEO. G.

To be Sold at

BUY

forte.

have you seen the new

»T 111.1:

*

tri

‘^Particular attention given to Sewing Machine
shot (.uns Repaired and Bored to shoot
No. 46 MAIN STREET.
1-t, 1870—tf

Machines

Sewing

M* V. A N V

packet i'
if

i.'ia-'uring Inventors tl.-.
uinn vu>re computent an/I trii*:
uofi/t/j and more eujuthle of putting their applicu
fi"U.- m a 11 M in to secur** for them an curly ttndfiuu.
dde con-hiera*ion at t In* i'areut 1 »flice.
A L> P.U'.k I late omVr of Patent"Mr. h*. H KI > I * y lias made f.»r me over Till IMA
upplicutions lor Patents, having be» u successful ii
almost ever> c.u-e. >ueh unmi-’ ukable proof of gre:c
talent and ability on his part leads meio recommend
\i.r inv entors to ipply to him to
procure their j
ft nr-, as ttiev may b- ,-ure ot hav
ing the most fain
fill attentioti !#•--r. 1...
«o- case-, and at m
t.p.'U
nub.JdilN lAl.i.AKI”
intry>■
Boston, Jan l 1 r.
iyr*7.

li Ifa-r, M
Israel Cox. Cien’l Ins. Agent.
Harrison llayford, Farmer,
P. M. Moody Hors** 1 miner,
S. J. Dean, Prop of Livery St ,tl
l; .<• i*ti"t
Eben \V..>eavey, Hotel Keeper, .%«• >• ir*<port.
Robert <*. Ames, Teamster•,
.1. \V. Clack, Deputy Sheriff,
»C M. Hale .X < o.. Mage Props., E!, .\u»rr 1
VV. L. Cleaves, Pro

I'riik^l-i

KINDS OF

Repairing.

Particular attention
artificial teeth.

CO,

Wheeler &, "Wilson Sewing Machines are
to all others now In use.
Kemember they
Lock Stitch and use no shuttle, thus obviate
of a clattering shuttle, and does away the
breaking ot thread and needles so much experienced
in ti.e use of shuttle machines.
Ami here 1 wish to state that a great many per
sons buy a sewing
maching without the knowledge
or construction ot any and they are afterwards
sorry
for it, and lor the protection of those who are about
to purchase a machine, should not be
governed by
what agents lor other machines tell vou that their
machine is the best. The Idea that this or that machine is the best i.-, nothing to do with the true merits ol a sewing machine,
t herefore examine the
new productions of the Wheeler & Wilson Manufacturing Company and then you will be convinced
wl.ich is the best sewing machine. The work runs
either way on these machines. They'use
any kind
of thread and sews from the finest muslin to
heavy
leather; it Fells, Hems, Braids,Cords,Tucks, liinds,
and makes beautiful Hem Stitching and Pulling.
Machines set up on trial on application at this office.
Machines sold on easy monthly installments. Old
machines taken in part payment for new ones. 1
keep on hand needles and uttuchuents for all kind of
machines.
I keep a superior quantity of needles, which I sell
at Ou els. per dozen. Orders fur needles tilled
by
mail when the cash accompanies the order. All
goods warranted to be the best quality’, or money

Larthes, Cement, Lime. Sand and Hair.

a

&

'piii
1

v.e.-kiy trip, between this city

they e.inuotempicn

-Li

extraordinary’
Ifayford, Esq., Ex-Mayor,

A

,'supt.

Carver's Harbor Packet.

>

,

dose.
Jan.

Dr. Folsom’s

the new
supei lor
take the
the use

At the foot of Main Street, near the Railroad Depot,
where he will keep constantly on hand >a\ved l imb
er ot all dimensions, Fine, Hemlock and
,SpruceBoards, Shingles and Clapboards of all qualities.

I

COLBY, EMERY

PAYSON TUCKER
tiiil
Tuue^, 1"7J.

Portland.

This remedy is the result of tin* research of one -I
the Proprietors who had been a *gi eat sulierer for
years and who had tried all the advertised remedies
and skill of many phy-n iuns without obtaining relief. A radical cure was obtained and numerous similar cures effected among hi- friends and acquaint
ances without an exception, induced him to put it
before the public. That it will cure tile most severe
cases of Rheumatism we have abundant te timony
to show, whieli may be found in our cimil irs
All Ji
which proof is bona fide and from th.»* wtio hu\
been benefited bv a> u o
»• A. HOWES & CO.. Agents,

-o-

a

M. R.
tl44

Hake!

rseding all others In the market, and
are revolutionizing the whole sewing machine trade.
ompeteht judges ot the various machines agree that

NEW LUMBER YARD

Belfast, May 1, 1870.

Hay
-O-

1

Cooper,

HEREBY
public, that lie has opened

received

Horse

Thirty Dollars

Butigor.

RHEUMATISM & NEURALGIA

<'

25, 1875,

a, m.

7:55pm-

©

the

Chit.

8;UO

at

!.«*}• irt* Bella-r 3:30
p. m connecting to Dc-x:
■.ioi Bangor, :tni witli night Pullman train,
i' >‘‘;!ai
and Boston, arriving at 6:15 a. in.

&i
VJ
foh

MORRISON’S DENTAL ENGINE!
by which the process is rendered much less painful

Sewing Machine

just
large and
w Carriage Shop JVJAS
Ne
Marriage
CIGARS,

Religious and Agricultural
HALF PRICE

©

■Kl

ft

Belfast

connecting
l>- xt<T, -lum hegr.n, Fariuiugr-u
L»amille
Junction
Trun
and
<»rai»d
Lewiston,
Haiiway, and via i! astern and Boston & Maine It
r u. i
in
Bo-ton
at
arriving
ave

\

Improved
eluding

SHIP-BUILDERS.

|

A. B. MATHEWS.

DAMON.

HAVE FITTED UP a Carriage Shop In the
rear of the old Treadwell & Mansfield stand,
w here I am ready to attend to all kinds of Carriage
and Sleigh repairing. New work made to order,
tfti
H- W. THUMBY.

be found in the State.

We still continue to manufacture Boat5:, Water
ask-, Junks and Lugs, Wedges, ."Ship Carving, See.
stock of Boots constantly on hand. Also, Sloop
Rigg-d Yacht, fur sale, centre board, 24 fe< t long.
1“ feet wide, half decked over, cabin contains four
berths. Correspondence solicited.
< ’<>Lli Y, J -Ml.RY fc CO.,
tl’44
May 2,
Bucksport, M«\

Which I am prepared to trim in a manner
to be excelled by any one, and at prices
warranted to suit. Remember the place. To !
Main Street, Granite Black, Bc!fa>t, Me.

In all its branches at the old stand of Treadwell & Mansfield.
Carriages repaired at ;
short notice.
Horse Shoeing promptly attended to. All work warranted to give satis-

faction.

Eye Glasses,

as can

purchases.

Mouldas

1ST E W

Bickiiell
Have removed

and

complete

\ KK the licensed manufacturers aud sole Agents
A for the sale of the Neal Horse Hay Lake in
Hancock County. We invite the attention of the
I- arniers to out stockoi Rakes before
making their

would call particular attention to uij Stock of

V A Im !

Wa,les

SHEPARD.

as

Get the Best

not

and

it

Farmers of Hancock Co.

Metalic Cases. Caskets & Coffins

!

Eyes

If i*u are near lighted, old .sighted, or troubled with
weak eyes. Give me a call, von cannot fail to be
-idle d
CALVIN' H liltVKY, l'henix Row*.

FEATHERS

Always on hand and made to order.
ings of the latest patterns, such

I

40

Spectacles

Making

hand all kinds of

on

DEALER IN ALL

selecting Glasses

Gold, Rubber, and SUcl Rows.

Walnut, Rosewood and in Colors,

W

N

be sure they are well adapted
to the locus, and condition of your
sight. 1 am
to
.•'instantly adding my large stock of

PICTURE FRAMES

ACHSAH:! PRICES

Charming,

Commencing
Train- h

Prwrwl

R E AD

ROIX,

R.

Maine Central Railroad.

P

&

'•IU-J

W

Capt.

Cfi

MACHINIST!

!

-O-

BOLD

EXTREM ELY

Eo Careful of Your

[

T.

lx.

stpami-:h

Will make two trip' to K* •••ton per week. comne-i,
lug JlOM'A l. April 17. Leaving IStil.t-1 Moudn
and Thur-day* at 4 o'clock P. M.
Leaving Boston Tuesdays and Fridays at r* o’clu
1* M
touching .it tin* usual Lulling-, ticket;.
through t" f.i w II un*i .New York.
D. LANE, Agent.
y
li* I .1 r. A [■-;! 1 <.

M

wiroi.r.sAi.E

-o:\..

CHAIRS, BEDSTEADS, BUREAU(
£C., <IC. A GOOD ASSORTMENT
SPRING BEDS, MATTRES-

AND WILL BE

L

rm.

*’I h.i’-

Carle & Miriouu,.

Agent for Belfast

i-J

Itne-s the

Ship and r an i:;g<‘ 1 rimming-. Agricultural ImNo. 0: Main
plement-. Paints oils, Glu-u-.
t0*4
■street, Belfast, Me.

Rm Id

EYES FOR THE BUND!

tho Lowest !

Walnut Goods,

Constantly

"Thff greatest Novel since Uncle Tom's!
Cabin,” Says the lioston Globe of
THE NEW AMERICAN STORY

«'YIM's PA T T4 li-UA.

EATAHD22T..

Medicine

and Dealer-; in

0

to its

Ts Main Street.

Belfast, April1 >;

STREET,

FURNITURE

USUALLY KEPT IN A

|tefo fUibcrtiscwents.

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Aqt.
Railroad Wharf, Portland, M»

Mass..

Si

BUY

$7 50.
3.25.

All Woo! Pants,

—AT-

MCIIOMNCV,

CO., Lowell,

r*(3

selling

Ml

No. 70 MAIN

1

at PAMC I'RIcKS. I am
Price- to meet the times.

Chevoit Suita at

4w42

&

bought

them at

j

..

;

Analytical Chemists

CSS
&

MAINE.

UJfiLS'AST,

Hardware, Iron, Steel, House,

j

in Prices of

So auiboat Wharf,
liungor, ev*r
t:j>jm
Monday, U 1 u♦-4<utv and Friday morning at *'» o’cllv
fo»- I'oP'i \. \ N 1 >. touching at landings as above, u:
x\ ing in Portland at
o’clock, P. M
Per Junior particulars inquire of
aws

>

in

HORSE-FLESH!

IN

K. 4. MOllISON & CO.

Glorious News!
f h.:

Large Decline

I

|

life Is saved

■■p

V

Successors to

I

GINGER.
Th* Delicious Family Medicine tor cramps and pains,

LEE

even

KILBY,

?.• liV
P« »!{!''LA v 1> IViT\
V»'K!)NK.1F>AV
i1' o'clock, commencin':
i.iui J’j: 1 :>A V «\•
ng- nr
f.»r 11A \ < m Ml, touching hi
MoMiu. \ i *i i!, 10, a
:,!**■
r> *f
». >• ir>|M*rf. Sandy Point
l:.». Ulan-!, <
I‘•urkspuri, \V intci 1*011 and Hampden, arriving In
JJungor about lo </> lock, next morning.

RETURNING.

vir-

s

I? -til

medicine.

r

Sickness, suliering, and

AND SOKES

lf-11

We Have Heard of it!!

1

j
!

to Mo pm he avu:
series of mar\elou-

confidence !n i

otln

so

unv

<

JAMAICA

timonious hypocrite; the plain-talking old maid sister; the sneaking, spying aunt, are life like and real,
while the heroine, Aciisaii, is a lovely character,
with whom the reader is in deep
sympathy. These,
with the various other characters of the story, are
so combined as to produce a book full of interest
from beginning to end.
V* Ready at all the Bookstores, and sent, postpaid, on receipt of price by the publishers,

a

it

ftn

iH

A.

Mi

2vlerchau t Tailor.

j

A New England Life Study.
By Ret. PETER PENXOT.
12mo, cloth.$1.30
The manly, whole souled, and devoted young clergyman is no fancy sketch; Deacon Sterne, the sanc-

maintitim 1
A'*

Pro Bono Publico,

bottle.

J OHMS O N

HEALERS IN

I- a purely vegetable distillation, ami is by insuilla- !
tiou taken up into the nu-.sal passages, and aiso ;
taken internally, thus acting upon the stomach,
liver and kidneys. L'nder its influence the system j
immediately braces up and the fir-t thorough dose 1
gives evidence that it is ft powerful and effective
medicine. Give it a single trial.
Each package contains a Treatise on Catarrh and
I>r. .Sanford’s Improved Inhaling l ube. Price Sl.00.
for sale by Druggists everywhere. WEEKS &
POTTER, Boston, General Agents.

Colds and chills,

for It

by all Druggists

ii MAIN STREET, BELFAST.
Office* formerly occupied by E. K. Iioyie.

Great deduction

LORD,

E

W- P. THOIvIP;

by

E. BEAMAN, Belfast. Me.
J*>

oinos41

SANFORD'S RADICAL CURE.

SANFORD’S

or

known

so-

rrputa-

;ts

long continued
won

a

numer-

Phosphate for
good quality,

season, and invest your money in an article which
has been te sted many ears and found to be reliable

a

1

4f»-USE

tiou,

wi»h*

M

Freedom Notice.

Attorney

small,

advice to my

patrons who have used Bradley’s
many year-?, mid know its uniform

-«• •»-

witm-ses to tin* work it i« dai!\

j\

one

*»

l

o

rPIi IS certifies that I have this day given to my
I minor suns—c ji yules \V., and’ Boland V.
T«
the remainder of their time during their
minority. 1 shall claim none of their wages nor pay
any debts of their contracting after this date,
(.11 Alt 1.1.S V. FOLLETT.
3wT:v
Searsmont, \pril ’iTtli.

the above

SUPJER
am

ous

Assortment
■>i

ca-

Co., 46 Dey St.: New * oik.

DRUGGISTS.
wh-i

j

curt

men

Practical aud

PHE SUHSCUIBFli offers lhr sale a wry
L desirable farm in Northport, one mile
from the Caipp Ground. said larm contain.*gesj :■:{ .... acres of
land, good house and two barns.
It is a most desirable location for a watering place
on the shore of the
Bay. Will be sold cheap for cash.
J. C. BOBBIN'S}.
Apply to
JScrthport, April fi, jtfiO

\ ri:.<

ua 1
reliability. To those who have purchased the
cheap and unreliable articles with which our Slate
Bus been flooded, I would say, be wiser the coming

•ftiid oieklr children they become good-natured
ami healthy. They can enjoy
and mothers
have rent. The Castoria is put up at the Labora-

realize the extent mid severity" of tiii- ra.-e.
i In- gentleman ha- hail eight! ell bottles, This must
the
sati-ly
sceptical that there is great merit in the
it ton vi. Ct lit:. Its mode of preparation is new
and original. Ignoring the old practices and remedies. In-. Sanford selected a new held, and has ile
moustrated his method to be the on! proper and
nev ,-r failing treatment.
J tie following recommendations an from

e\er

f

of Bichmond,
CityCAPTAIN
C.

den attacks.

to the subscriber.
DA.Vi h u:ai»!:a
tHd

Musical Notice.

v

have

named

effect.

dial- and >) rupa.
It does not contain alchohol, and
Is adapted to any age.
By regulating the stomach and towels of cro*t.«

or can

;

equalled by any

never

r-*r

NECK TIES!

preparation was sent for, near and fitr, till
finally he gave, it the name of Castoria, and put it
it is very wonderful in its effects, par
up for sale,
tlculnrly with the disordered stomachs and bowels
ot children. It a»«imilitY«*tt ili*» food, cures
sour stomach and wind
colic, regulates the bowels.
evpeU Hornu, and may be relied upon in croup.

ammonia,

particulars apply

G-

taste

pleasant, effective and perfectly
thartic remedy it is superior to Castor Oil,

r

it h,i«i ftiootl (he ILVfct *»f V<*«%!>.

W E A. R !

a

\irtucs.

the most effectual cures of Cough*, Colds, j
Consumption, that can be made i»v medical skill,
indeed the < hkp.uv Pectoiml had really robbed
these dangerous diseases of their terrors, to a great
extent, and given a feeling of immunity from tbeii
fatal effects, that is well founded if the remedy betaken in season. Kvery family should have it in
their closet for the ready and prompt relief of itu

r

His

As

i^extraoruinary

makes

Farm for Sale.

Pitcher, of Hyannis, Mass., experimented in his priv ate practice for twenty
years to
produce a combination that would hove the proper-

griping

\many nations,

n.ct to

Castoria.
unpleasant

tues,

0

Belfast, Fi b. 15. lr?u

Hr. Samuel

it>

year- by a
cures, that have

forty

Will be Sold Immediately If Wanted.
Also the property on Miller street, now occupied
aeri
by Lendue Colley, consisting of tt acres
grass land
with House, Ell, Wood-house and a large Harm
From 'j to 1J Tons llav cut annually upon the premises. A good Orchard upou the premises. For

L7 3NJIDEE

and

for

HOMESTEAD of th late
''plIK
John lluraden situated
1

..

FARMERS, BUY THE

It lias

S T P A M K It

but

one

must have

?;']’nhap'

to;:a!

only

not

among

Valuable Real Estate

r

Hayford Block, Church

[
<

w

Dr. J. C. AY£R &

LOWEST PRICES
LINEN AND LALLU

compo- itions,

pkkpaked

And uvrrytliins: in the .Millinery Line which
tire selling tit l he

St., New York.

d ('antor Oil without

The ft

which linve won the eontiilcnce of mankiml ami
become househohl wor «,

by this timely protection. The prudent should not !
neglect it, aud the wise will not. Keep it by y-a j
for the protection it affords by its timely use in sud

BONNETS lef *of

&

Hu.-ton.

ties

Rent.

THREE TRIPSPER WEEK.

Asthma, and

.si: with an Acre and a half
of land fur sale or rent. One
the new houses on lift in out
Avenue. Terms east. Enuuire of
S*?
aSiS™*=-i.K«J. G. NELLS.
*ft3
Belfast, Feb. 2<J, lttfil.

Hot

OK ALL TJIK LATEST

White

ol' Fine:

or

INSIDELINE.

Whooping

CONSUMPTION.

members.

FURNISHES GOODS
Consisting iu

and a quarter ,-tory house
with one story 1.11, wood-sbed
and small burn, with one ami three.
quarters acres of good land, a good
well of water, with a small orchard
which bears 30 to -10 bushels apples yearly, nil of
which was formerly the late Dr. Files residence at
Monroe Village, Waldo Count v, Me. For sale by
1IMuTH Y MAYO.
Monroe, Feb. :s, 1870.
ll';2

Line of

Splendid

a

Bronchitis,

•long

■

irsT KFCEIVEP.

Also

Coughs, Colds,

Cough,

Pi:«

one

A

&z-o.

as

Excursion

House for Sale.

BUSINESS SUITS!
&c.,

such

11/ELL found, sails fast, and carries a good load,
W mostly on deck, is about .*o tons old measurement and :s.» new. Will be sold cheap for cardi or
[approved credit. Knquire of DAVID l.IB'Ci <•:
1
.H >11 X FillKt'K at; the Dollar Store.
."w i
Belfast, April Si,

MERRILL’S

A

For Diseases of the Throat and Lungs,

OR SALE.

—AT—

Over Coats

or a

40 Dey

have slept soundly every night without uneasiness or distress; not a particle of matter has dropped into iny throat
during
sleep, and every symptom of a cough has
left me.”
A wonderful result truly, all will sue, who know

Medicine, a <5011 tle41-43 Franklin Street, BOSTON.
irian was
suffering from ail ulcerated sore
throat, which linally became so swollen
a day at home.
Amenta wanted, Outfit and
that his life was despaired of, when his $12 terms
free. TRUE & CO., Augusta, Maine.
household came to his bedside to bid him
farewell. Each person grasped his hand “Outfits FOOTPRINTS of the AGES.
Bi our Government and History. Good,—,
for a moment and then turning went out <—h
FREE. » speed’s Pub.House, Xkw York and
A
Chicago.
weeping.
pet ape, which had modestly waited till the last, then advancing and
■■■ B PER WEEK GUARANTEED to
grasping his master’s hand for an instant,
M
M Agents, Male and Female,in their
also turned and went away with his hands
M M own locality. Terms and Outfit
M
M
free. Address P. O. VICKERY &.
to his eyes. This assumption of
deep CO., Augusta, Maine.
grief which it is hardly possible the animal could have felt, since it could scarceCC f
Per day :lt home. Samples worth if 1
<tpf| free.
Stinson & Co., Portland, Me.
ly have comprehended the problem of i?\J LU
there
so
mortality
powerfully presented to
the human mind, was so ludicrous in its MIND READING,
FASCIA A
perfection, that the patient himself was ■"
Sou!
k
Mesmerism,
'110N,
seized with an uncontrollable lit of
laugh- GUIDE, showing how either sex mav fascinate ai d
ter, which broke the ulcer in his throat, gain the love
ami atl’ection of any person they choose
instantly. 400 pages, liy mail Do cts. Hunt & C o.,
whareby his life was saved.
130 S. 7th St., Philadelphia.
Tim Kev. Edward Irving minister of
the National Scotch church in London,
once managed to
inveigle into his church
Agents wanted to sell an article (ju^t patented)
by talking to him about leather, a cobbler that
tills a long felt household want. For terms and
who professed infidelity. Irving’s father circular send 3ct. stamp to Chas. o. Stone, Augu<
Maine.
ta,
was a tanner, and his
acquaintance with
leather was of old standing. “Whot do
ADVERTISING IN
ye ken aboot leather ?” was the first word
from the cobbler that indicated a breach
in his impregnable disdain of the
clergy.
As the discourse advanced, the shoe-makWEEKLIES,
er exclaimed, "Odds,
ye are a decent
kind of a lellow ! Do ye preach ?”
Finally
■
he was induced to
go to church, and he
defended himsell lor so
doing by pronouncSEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE
ing the opinion on Irving: "He's a sensble man—he kens aboot leather.”
ONI THE LIST PLAN.
For information, address
Fact for the retiring. Cheek wins in this
world, especially if the cheek is dimpled and
rosy.
NEW YORK.
as a

LAUGH TWO STORY IIOUSK

Sloop

S IP IR. I 1ST Gf

postage stamp we will mail a Ceutaur Almanac, containing hundreds of certificates, from
every State in the Union. These Liniments are now
sold by ail dealers in the country.
Laboratory of «T. B. Bosk & Co

potassa anti bromide of ammonia every
day. I never passed a single night without
getting up once or twice to free my throat
from the matter that had dropped into it
during sleep, and finally I coughed during
all this time. Since taking the RADICAL

CURE I havet3ken

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral FOR BANCOR.

to

The only thing we need to lie afraid of is our
own heart'.
While they are right everything
is right; when they are'wrong earth, heaven
and life lose their beautiful colors.

must now

l

For two years I have taken bromide of

Edmund Burke wrote: ,\«> man iive- too
long who lives to do w ith -pint and suib r with
resignation what iVu\ i.h-no- piea-t- to .■ ,minand or inlliet.

I lie

Cheap-

“P. II. HI6KY & SON.”

UNIVERSALLY

Alas, you little jade, alas'
1 cannot, dare not do it
From out my heart you cannot pass
(And I suppose you know it.
However much i may resent
Your seeming want of feeling,
Believe me, I am well content,
To make it up In stealing.

A
at

bo h?d in the market for

shipping

But no, you cruel beauty, no!
Content alone, to grieve you,
I will not fall myst If below,
But just get mad and leave you
Assure.) th.it when in after time,
Your lonely vigils keeping,
You read again tki* hasty rhvm«
Your heart will break with weeping

Jewels of

—IX—

of tho Finest that

some

can

Jefferson, Mo., Nov. K>, 1873.
“•orne time ago I was
horses to St- Louis.
I got mie badly crippled in the car. With great difficulty I got him to the stable. The stable-keeper
gave me a bottle of your Centaur Liniment, which I
u-ed with such success that in two davs the horse
" us active and nearly well.
I have been a veterinary surgeon for thirty years, but your Liniment beats
anything I ever used.
"A. J. M’CARTY, Veterinary Surgeon

Sulk-,.

1 go, hard-hearted Miss, I go!—
As you shall soon discover,
fo haunts of wantonne-s uud w
A s:it] dejected lover.
In other’s arms my heart shall f.no
The solace your’s deny me ;
Ami other kisses yet more kind,
Shall satisfy,—not try me.

House for Sale.

Have Come !
And

Stars ox thk Flac. The number mid
meaning of '.tars properly placed on our flag
are briefly and correctly described
by the Philadelphia Ledger. It says: “The stars represent States of the Union. There are now thirry- 1
The
Surest &
seven States and the United States
llag of today hear- thirty-seven stars. Colorado may be
est
Remedies.
admitted into the l nion this year (the bill for
that purpose having passed Congress), and if
she should be admitted prior to Julv 4th, 1876,
another star will be added to the United States
llag on that day, making thirty-t ight in all, repPhysicians recommend, and Farriers declare that
resenting the thirty-eight States of the Union
no such remedies have ever betore been in use.
at the close of the first century of independence.
There is not even a remote probability that any Words are cheap, hut the proprietors of these artimore States will be admitted this
year, and, cles will present trial bottles to medical men, gratis,
while it might lie permissible to put thirty- as a guarantee of what they
say.
eight stars on the llag now, in anticipation of
The Centaur Liniment, White Wrapper,
the admission of Colorado, there i- no excuse
will cure Kheumatism, Neuralgia, Lumbago, Sciafor putting on a greater number. Forty -tars
tica, Caked Breasts, Sore Nipples, Frosted Feet,
are put on for
supposed convenience of arrangement in cross rows of live stars each; but a
Chillblains, Swellings, Sprains, and any ordinary
much better arrangement can be made with
l'LESIf, BONK OR MUSCLE AILMENT.
in
live
of
rows,
stars,
thirty-eight
We make no pretense that this article will cure
arranged
w hich the central and two outer row’s are made
Cancer, restore lost bones, or give health to a whisup of eight stars and the alternate rows of
seven stars.
The United States llag, of to-day. key soaked carcass. But it will always reduce inflammation and allay pain.
however, bears only thirty-seven .-tars/’
It will extract the poison of bites and stings, and
Pen, Down Yon: Ykst. Says the Fulton
heal burns or scalds without a wear. Palsy,
Times: "You keep vests, mine frient?” s.tiil a
Dutchman, entering a Fulton clothing-store the Weak Back, Caked Breasts, Karache, Toothache,
other day. The clerk promptly averred that Itch and Cutaneous Lruptions readily yield to its
the store was crammed with them.
treatment.
**] vant a vest,” said the Teuton, “vat don't
Henry Black, of Ada, Hardin Co., Ohio, says:
rise up on it* hint legs mit the neck. 1 bought "My wile has had rheumatism for live
years—no
one in Syracuse not long ago mit a dwo dollar
rest, no sleep—could scarcely walk across the floor.
pill, and by shimminy 1 don't notice dot mysef, She is now completely cured by the use of Centaur
i*ut everywhere 1 go the boys gry out mit del* Liniment. W'e all feel thankful to you, and recomstreets: 4,Yacub, vy in der name of dor board mend your wonderful medicine to all our friends.”
James Hurd, of Zanesville, O., says- “The Ccn
of drusdees don't you pull down your vest
down?” and. py dam, I have pulled dot vest taur Liniment cured my Neuralgia.”
Alferd Tush, of Newark, writes
more'n dree dousaud dimes, till I wore all the
“Send me one
dozen bottles by express. The Liniment has saved
pindings off mit der pnttonsl”
my leg. J want to distribute It, &c."
Tin. clerk explained the joke and sold him a
The sale of this Liniment is increasing rapidly.
vest, and the old man went out with the exclamation : “l’y shimminv. I don’t hear somedings
The Yellow Centaur Liniment
about dot in Shermauy before.”
is for the tough skin, flesh and muscles of
Dknmark is Excitkd. Tin* lower house of
HOUSES, MULES AND ANIMALS.
the Kigsdag was dissolved some time ago beWe have never yet seen a case of Spavin, Sweeny,
cause the National Defences bill was beaten
by
a majority of
eighteen, but the elections have liing-bone, Wind-gall, Scratches or Poll-Kvil, which
resulted in an opposition majority of forty-six this Liniment would not speedily benefit, and we
against the measure. Everywhere the millions never saw but a few cases which it would not
for defence theory i> being exploded, ami the cure. It will cure when
anything can. It is
Danish elections are only another proof that
for a Farrier, when one dollar’s
folly to spend
standing armies and armaments arc becoming
worth of Centaur Liniment will do better. The foldistasteful to the people.
lowing is a sample of the testimony produced
Railway Consolidation in Germany has beV.' r Hopkins, Postmaster, Piqua, O., says.
come almost as great a question as was German
•Centaur Liniment can’t be beat. It cures
every
unity a few years ago. The transfer of the time.”
railway system to the government is one of the
“Yelvektox, O., March 2,1874.
necessities of the Empire, and it i- not surpris"The Centaur Liniments are the best sellingmediingthat Prince Bismarck should be working so cines \vc have ever had. The demand is very great
steadily for their consolidation under imneriu! for it, and we connot atlord to be without it.

| auspice*.
In

Goods

Spring

R A RCr AIN S

aR K AT

Winterport,

Quickest,

At la^t !i< sighted Sandy lfook,
At Brookhn went ashore;
All such matters did

Centaur

The World says, the Democrats of New York
in drawing taut the line of organization and
sending the foremost Democrats of the State to
•St. Louis with the message of the resolutions
to their brethren, speak not so much lor them*
selves or their favorite statesman, as for the
interests of the whole people.

.1.

X, MASUIiY & SONS Uenilv Made Colors for
and exterior of Mouses, Barns,
Cull and see before purchasing else

Painting interior

f ences, ic.

E. J. MORISON & CO.,
62 Main St., Belfast, Mo.

Piano for Sale !
excellent piano, of good make

in tine order. Will be
Anand
at the Journal Office.

Apply
Belfast, Feb. 22, 187*3,

sold at

tfM

a

bargain.

FOR

A.

D.

SALE

AT

FRENCH'S Stove Store.

HERRIMAN. WARMINGTON & C0
SHIPWRIGHTS, SHIPSMITHS,

Mast, Spar & Blockmakers,
JOINERS.
OFFICE:»Waterloo ito.id.^

& C

jmpnpnnT
"

LilirUUIj.
)
WORKS: Barton Street.
This firm confidently assure the masters and ow ners of ships that
they have the best of facilities for
executing every branch of shlpwork, for both wooden and iron ships, in a manner guaranteed to give
satisfaction.

tf3G

